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Genelai Opinion

I have read Mr. Coey's thesis with interest. It is

my opinion that it is a beautiful piece of work, for whích

he ful1y deserves to be granted a Ph.D. Mr. Coey seems

not to shun hard v¡orkf nor intricate experímental workt

nor difficult theory' nor even having original ideas, a

combination that. is very rare indeed. Experience taught

me that peopJ-e who combine these usually make a brilliant

career in scientific research.

Presentation

The thesis is written in good English and the

quotations at the head of each chapter show a healthy

modesty and selse of humour. It is not fot a Dutchman

to judge how many of the omitted hyphens, intolerable Èo

the intolerant European eye, are tolerated in

Canadian English.

A very good point is that Mr. Coey often after

telling what he is doing, either experimentally or v

theoretically, then explains why he is doing it, a didactic

procedure that helps to make things clear t,o the reader.

This in my experience is also rare in most young research

workers.
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All objections I had regarding the contents of

the thesis rvhile reaéling it appeared to have been mentioned

and, discussed. by t"Ir. Coey himself in his last chapter.

He is ful}y aware of the fact, and agrees with me

that the rand.om d.istribution of Fe3* and, nh3+ in the solid

solutions of the oxides on v¡hich he says his conclusions

hinger is a very hard thing to prove and that the degree

of disorder may d.epend. on the method of preparation.

Nevertheless, he needs thj-s assumption only to be able to

calculate the Mössbauer pattern without and. with some

long-range order, the fact that there is at least a

qualitative agreement between the calculated Mössbauer
,1,

spectra ¿ind those det,ermined might wel-I be aduced as

a certain measure of proof that this assumption is

justified.

In those parts of the subject with rvhich I

feel truly familiar I have not found one omission of a

relevant literature reference, nor for that matter the mention

of irrelevan'L ones.

. Coey is obviously a very gifted physicist, .ttg

¡is knowledge of chemisLry seems to me above averager âs

it should be for a scient.ist working in the lvlössbauer effect.

There are small ftaws in the presentat.ion, due to the fact,

tt¡at a physicist will always be a physicist, are found in

the chemical subjects.
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P 41. Line I from below.

Coeyuseshisown--oranotherphysicist,snomenclature

for the Fe3+ sites in srFea zo{tg; the use of the inter-

nationally accepted names of lattice sites as given in t'he

International Tables of crystallography--- makes the sites

recognisable for a wider circie of reacLers '

P. 77 a.

The percentage of Rh calculated for Pure PùI2o3 is not given

for comparison.

InSomerespectsthefuzo¡couldbecalledavery

dirty material. The quantities of impuritíes might

appreciably af f ect o'ther properties, lil'.e the magnetic

phase boundaries of fig. 35, p. 8g; a reason why coey calls

it pure for his purpose is not given, although in an oral

d.iscussion he was very well able to tell me why.

P. 44.

He does not tell what material he uses for cutting out' and

weighing, a common o\¡nission. Some materj-a1s absorb a

variabLe quantity of water dependent on the atmospheric 
v

humidity¡ (paper), others are manufactured in sheets of

variable thickness.

P. 79.
'An R-factor of 13,48 for powder diagra:ns is nowadays not

called re.asonable unless reasons are given why in this



P. 79 (continued)

special case it is. In the present case these reasons may

be readily Produced.

P. 83

NaOH was choserr despite possible Na* impurity because, as

Mr. coey toLd me, (cIi3)nNOH was tried and' did not give the

desired product. This should have been mentioned.

P. T69

The use of super-pure rav¡ materials is justified

only if reason can be given why a larger amount of

irnpurity than present in the raw material was not

introduced during grinditg, pressing and further

processing, or if a spectrochemicat analysis of the

product can show this.

P. T77

No reference is gíven for the origin of the e-FerO,

mentioned, which as far as I remember is not a very

well-def ined material .
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Preface

?l+qaiciau ¿hou,Ldn,t tal, ,,I have aned th,í,s
\M" , bú, nThilr man d,Ldn, t dLe undut mq c.oJte,, .
In pltq,sLas too, iratea.d o( ,sa7ing, ,,I |tâve
exytL.øLned ¿ue-lt and ¿ueh a" ythenomønon, , one
migllt.áØ,. " I have de.tennLned cau,se,t'don_ i.t,
Íhe ab,swdi.tg o( wluLeh cannot be cone.Ltsíve-Lapnoved." - G. C. LieJttenbeng.'

In many waysr magnetism ís one of the most attnactive

depantments of physics. It is an expenimental scienceo and,

in connnon with most othen aspeets of the study of the sol-id

state, it is possíble fon the e><penimentalist to plan and

penfor"m his own expe:riments without the need fon extnemely

complex equipment, on the help of teams of technical assistants.

The electnonic and cnyogeníc appanatus nequined is just the

modenn equÍvalent of Gilbertts fterellar, the device used in

the finst modern study of the magnetisrn of the Earth.

Howeven, like any science, magnetism is leannt by

apprenticeship. The greaten pant of the cnedit fon having

undenstood something of the physícal wonld must invaniably

be gíven to onets fellow-physicists who have been willing

to discuss , encoullage r ¿rrgue, explain and otherr^rise prepare

one to contníbute to the heap of knowledge which is contínually

¡¡i
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being consolidated ínto pninciples and compendia for use in

the outside wonld. The two extnemities of theory and

application are not so far: nemoved fnom the middle gnound

occupied by the expenimental- student of magnetic oxides as

to be quite inaccessib.l-e. The electnonic devices which

sunnound him use fennites, the study of which started banely

a genenation ago. In the opposite dinection, the theor"etical

accounts of the causes of the physical phenomena ane not a.Il

so esotenic that it is impossibJ-e fon the experimental-íst to

appr:eciate thei:: l-ack of absundity. In a way, these two

extnemes ane coupled in the l-aboratony in the chemicaf

þleasune of seanching the peniodic table fon the night

compound to elucidate some physical effect.

The main theme of the wonk neponted in thís thesis

is the char:actenization and expÌanation of the Mðssbauen

spectna of magnetically-ondened inon oxides in which the

inon is neplaced, to some degnee, by a non-magnetic substi-

tution. The application of static mofeculan fiel-d theony

to a nandomly occupied cubic l-attice is the subject of

most of chapten fII. This is pneceeded by a r"athen sketchy

intnoduction to the Mössbauer Effect, and tr"ansition meta.l-

oxides, and a chapten on appanatus and techniques, with

some expenimental illustnations. Then the M6ssbaue:: spectra

of (Fer_*Rhx)2og are descnibed, and explanations ane
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suggested fon the behavioun of the hypenfine intenaction

panameters in the negion whene the static theory is vaIid.

fn chapten VI, the spectna of several other. compounds ane

discussed. They are taken just below the magnetic onder:ing

temperature, a negion where nel-axation effects may be

impontant. Chapten V is devoted to an investigation of the

influence of magnetic orden on the total spectrum shift of

(t"r__***)r0, and HoFeOr. Finally, the last chapten

summanises the mone impontant findings.

I am gnateful- to my supenvison, Pnofesson A. H.

Monnish fon the suppont and encouragement which has con-

tributed substantially to the success of this wonk. f

collabonated r^rith Dn. c. A. Sawatzky duning the finst

yean of my work in Ï,Iinnipeg, and benefitted gneatly fnom

both this, and the subsequent corrlespondence. It was he

who initiated me into the pnactical, intellectuaf and

soci_al- aspects of neseanch in magnetism. Some of the

cal-cul-ations reported in Chapten fV wene penfonmed by him.

Thanks ane also due to Dr. I. Dezsí, who gave me the fenrous

penchlonate cnystals, and with whom I have also cor-r.esponded.

I am gnatefu.l to othen gnaduate students and staff membens

at the Univensity of Manitoba fon Ínnumenabl-e discussions

and fan-nanging he1p. In pantículan I wish to mention

Dr. R. B. Fenguson, Dn. D. C. Pnice, Dn. C. W. Seanle and
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Mn. M. R. Spenden. Thanks ar:e also due to the machine and

electnonÍcs shops for thein patience and skill. The

excel-l-ent typing was done by Mns. M. Ïlest.

f have received financial suppont duning the past

thnee year?s fnom both the Univensity of Manitoba and the

National- Reseanch Council of Canada.

Finally, I must acknowledge my f::iends who have

encounaged, inspined or: tolenated my metamorphosis into a

pnofessional- scientisto and accepted the nesults of the

ínevitable specialization of interests.
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Abstract

Experimental and theoretical etudies of pure and diamagnetlcally-

subetituted iron oxj.des are presented.

Experlmentally, the spectra of the diamagnet,J-ca11y-substituted

compounde are found to be of three types. At high temperatures there ls
a nor¡nal Paramagnetic spectrum. fn the vicinity of the rnagrnetic ordering

temperature, mixed epectra appear. with the paramagnetlc pattern super-

lmpoaed on a broad magnetically-split spectrum. At lower temperatures,

only the magnetically-split pattern remains, but some llne-broadening

perelste, even at the lowest temperatures. The systems studied were

(Fer-*Rh*) 2o3, Y3 (Fer_*sc*), [Fel roa, and Ya (Fe), [rer_*G.*] 3012.
The randomly-occupied cubic lattice was studied with various

concentrations of vacancies, x. For x 6 0.6, al.rnost all the occupieil

eltes are connected by nearest-nelghbour paths, whereas when x ì 0.7

there are smal.l, lsolated clusters. À local molecular-fietd theory was

developed to take account of the range of magnetic environments whlch an

Lon may have. The theory gives a linear decrease of ordering-temperature

wl.th x, in agreement with observat.ion, and also different magnetization

curvea for ions \.rith different numbers of magnetic nearest-neighbours.

It predicts Mössbauer spect,ra similar to Èhose observed in the low-

tenperaÈure region, provided that the range of environments for the

neighbours of a particular ion is allowed for, and a small, Iong-range

lnteraction is included to align ionsrat the lov¡est temperaÈuresrwhich

have no rnagnetlc nearest-neighbours.

The etructure of oRhrO, was refined by powder methods. It
hae the Barne structure as eFerO3r wlth a" = 5.127 t 0.0018, cH =13.853

t O.OO48, x(O) = O.2gS t O.O1O and z (Rh) = 0.348 I O.OO1.

xt
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The epectra of magnetlcally-ordered members of the (Fet-*Rh*) ro3

Bystem were analysed on the basis of the distribution of nearest-neighbour

envlronments for an Lron ion. Values of the exchange constants Jt and Jn

were deduced from the local molecular-fi,eld theory. They are -11.0 ! l.OoK

and -15.3 r I.OoK. AIl the rest of the exchange interactions anount to

-39.lox. A supertransferred hyperfine field of 7.8 }roe / nearest-neighbour

is found from the spec€ra taken at 20oK, and a covalency Parameter Às = 0.10

is inferred. It is deduced that the Fe - O bond in cFerOt is 80t ionic, and

the 3d spln of the ferric ion is 2.32. The hyperfine field for a free

F.3+ ion is calculaÈed to be 620 kOe, and its isomer shift would be 1.35 mm/a

relaùive to chromium.

The quadrupole coupling and isomer shift,, calculated by including

overlap distortion of the iron orbitals by the ligandrare in agreement with

much of the data for the systemrprovided that the oxygen Parameter varieg

Iinearly with x. An abrupt change of 0.2 nutr/s in the quadruPole interactl-on

and 0.25 m/s in the Èotal spectrum shiftrwith the onset of magnetic order,

may be due Èo a change in the iron parameÈer at the NéeI point T".

The temperatr.Ee dependence of the Èotal speqÈrum shift was

measured in HoFeO, in the range 99-875oK. No discontinuity is found at T¡r

but there is a different temperature-dependence above and below the order-

ing temperature, which may be explained on the basis of a magnetization-

dependent. Debye ¡nodel. An explanation based on a supertransferred process

is also consLdered.

The Bpectra of the diamagnetically-substituted oxides in the

mixed region v¡ere studied in large applÍed magnetic fields. The central

peaks are not due to independent paramagentic ions, but rather to lOns

magnetically coupled in small clusters, whose net moment has a relaxation

time of the order I0-7 sec. The spectra are analogous to those found for

superparamagnetic yFerOa. Cent,ral Peaks observed in pure YFeO3 vrere

found to be influenced by the atmosPhere used during firing.
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The quadrupole interaction in Fe (C1O4) 2.6H2O changes sign at the

transition at 240oX. The spectra at different temperatùres in an applied

fleld aleo show Èhe effect of the polarization of the paranagnetic ferrous

lon on the effective field at the nucl-eus. À hyperfine field of 250 kOe is
predicted for the ordered state.

The furnace used for the high-field Mössbauer experiments is
descrlbed, and the resolution of all five subspectra in SrFerrOlg i"
mentLoned as an illust,ration of lts use. An applied field was also used to

uncover at separate spectn:m for Fe3+ on the Bosites of non-stoichiometric
nagnetite. Its intensity may be aecounted for on a pair-localized hopping

model, or by assuming that each B-site vacancy traps five Fe3+ ions.

iIÀADE IN CANADA I97I





I ntroduction

þt¿vis es,se labono, ob¿etuuu (io. - Honneø.

r-. rH¡ MösssAUER EFFEcr.

R. L. M6ssbauer [f] discovered that .r, 191ro nucl-eus, when

lround in a crystal, can decay to its gnound state by emitting a

y-nay with a finite probability of exciting no phonons in the pnocess'

the recoi.I momentum being taken up by the who.l-e lattice. It has been

possible to use these photons, whose energy is defined, in one

instance, to better than one pant in t015, to study the hypenfine

intenactions and lattice dynamics of a nuc.l-eus in a cnystal . Most

of the applications of the effect have been in the nealm of sol-id

state physics, the nucl-eus acting as a pnobe to sample the change

density, eJ-ectr"ic field gnadient and magnetic fiel-d at its sfte.

However, if these measunements ane to be absolute, it is necessary to

know the nuclear radius r euadrupole, and magnetic rnoments in both

the excited and gnound states. The spin can usually be deduced fnom

the numben of lines in the spectnum itself, but va.lues of the

others depend mainly on the accuracy of calculations of the change

density and field gnadient in particulan cnystals, which ane not

very rel-iable.
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Rathen stringent condítions must be satisfied if an

isotope ís to exhibit the Mössbauer effect, which effectively

eliminate all- but about 70 isotopes of 40 elements in the peniodic

table. Of these, all but a handful nequine an extreme expenimental

situation. The necoill-ess fnactionr f, is given by

f = exp[-82.*2r/7t2"2f

whene E is enengy of the gamma decay and .xt, is the component
Y

of the mean squane vibnational amplítude of the emitting nuc.Ieus in

y-nay dinection. It Ís obvious fnom this equation that there wifl

be a detectable value of f onlv if E2 and t*2' ane not too
"(

large. In pnactice t, must be less than l-50 keV, and only if it

is less than 50 keV can the expeniments be penfor:med without cooling

the source, to reduce .*2r, Funthenmore the effect is essentially

nestricted to so.l-Íds, because ín fluid" .x2, is indeterTninate. It

is also necessary that the necoil enerry of the panticle, of mass

M - in which the nucleus is bound does not exceed the natunalp'
l-inewidth. Since

Ep, = Ê2 /z*n"',

(1.1)

(1.2 )

the erystallites must typically contain at least tO4-tO7 atoms. Also

the half-life of the excited state should be such that the natunal

linewidth is about an onden of magnitude less than the hypenfine

intenactions, and finalty, the internal convension must be small so
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that the decay is manifest as a photon, and not an electnon.

The transítion which satisfies these conditions best is
3 r utr", although 1t9sr,, t"ro, t"'",

the l-4.41 keV i * Z decaY in
151E..,, tutor, tuuro .rrd f974, arso have quite suitable tnansitions'

Mone than harf the published work has been on utr., which has an

al:undance of 2.I79o in natunal i::on and the decay scheme shown in

figure 1. some impontant panametens are listed in the figure,

270d'Co

Qç0.20b

h=0J805 9; -01031

*2

3lL

Uz

stabIe"Fe

Íi1ttttz l. The decag teJtetm o6 5.1 
Co-, thcørtÍng 4" ll bett lü¿¿battø- t¡nn¿i'tían, wrd putunleu

[on thc'l ' 312 añ I ' ll2 nuúetl 6to'teÁ'

íncluding the nuclean g-factons and the quadnupole moments of the

excited and gr"ound states. The natural- linewidth, I, of the

emitted photon is deter"mined by the natunal lifetimeo ,t/Z of the

excited state, and a Lorentzia¡ lineshape,

l22kEV

E 11 kÊV

rç0.98x10*s f=467x0-äV

q=0j94mm/s Er=14.1Â3x10'ev

(r.3)

is expected. In a spectrumr the emission lineshape of the source is
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fo-l-ded with the absonption lineshape of the absonbe:: so that the

minimum possible width fon an absorption line is 2f. Usually an

unsplít single line sounce is used, and the sample to be studied

forrns the absonben. wO(= 2I) is expressed in mm/s in figure I'

the conventional Mðssbauen enellg'y units. They a::ise because the

hyperfíne splitting of the nuclean levels is of the orden of
_'l

l_O-/eV, and the enengy of the sounce can easi.ly be modulated by

this amount by giving it a small velocity nelative to the sample.

Then AE, the Dopplen shift in its enenry' is given by

^E/Ey 
= v/c. (r.4)

is the velocity of the source in the dinection of the Y-rays.

mm/s corresponds to 4.804 x 1o-7eV foo 57F".

2. HYPERFINE INTERACTTONS.

The electnomagnetic intenaction of a nucleus with the

electnic and magnetic fields at its site pnoduced by íts sunr"oundings

is expnessed by the following tlamiltonian

v

t

Íú tr) = eru¡li.Én, n Q'r.vt zenleû2 ( o I

'l'llr. l-errrur represent the intenaction of the nuclean magnetic dipole

nroment with the hyperfine fie1d, the intenaction of the nuclean

electníc quadnupole moment with the electnic fíeId gnadient, Ðd

the intenaction of the nuclean change with the electnonic change

2tt¡-'5 (1. s)
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density due to the finite nuclean nadius. Highen orden ínteractions

are negligible, and the tenms are in onden of decneasing magnitude

for a magneticalry ondened crystal. The eigenvalues or HG) are

the energy Ìevels of the nucleus in the cnystal which de::íve fnom

the I-level of the bare nucleus. The third ter:m is not quantized,

and gives the enengy levels a slight isomen shift, ôi. The total

shift of the centre of the spectnum is consíde::ed in detail in

chapter V.

It should be remanked that if the nucleus, in its excited

stateris to respond to a fie1d, the field must nemaín constant fon

periods of at l_east rl/2, Any component which fl-uctuates mone

napidly wil-l- be avenaged oven the lifetime. Anothen condition,

which is weaker whene 57F" i" concenned, is that the f.l-uctuatíon

time of the hype::fine field .H must be l-orrg.r' than the Lanmor

precession time. Howeven the Zeeman splitting is only significant

if it is gneaten than the natunal l-inewidth, so that the condition

fon well r.esolved magnetic hypenfine splitting is

'H' 'r/2' 'L
(1.6)

VIe wil-I now consider: each of the first two ter'¡ns in (1.5)

in the ]imit Ín which the other. is negligible, and then give a

solution which is appnopníate when guNi.-\f , Q.vt. More genenal

solutions have been wo::ked out [2], but we have no need of them hene.
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2.I Magnetic HyperfÍne Intenactíon.

There ane foun cont::ibutions to Hhf, =ot" of which

vanish in special cincumstances. The onder5of magnitude cited

appfy to the 3d tnansition metals. i) The local field, uniform

throughout a domaino is the sum of the applied, demagnetizing and

Lorentz fields. The latten two exactly cancel fon sphenical,

single-domain panticles. This pant of the field is wnitten as

,o=rrn-DI"L*Ftu (1.7)

M¡ and Ma ar"e the bulk and domain magnetizations. H¿ may be

sevenal kiloensteds. ii) The electnonic onbital contributíon is

of onden to4oe if the orbitar angulan momentum is compretely

quenched by the crystal field. It is zeno fon s-state íonso for:

whích L = O. iii) The dipolan field pnoduced by the moments on

surrounding atoms is also about 1o4oe, except if the sunroundings

have perfect cr:bic symmetny when it is zeno. Thene is also a

dipolar field from the nucleusr owrt e.Iectnons. iv) The Fermí

contact intenaction is the dinect intenaction between the nuclean

moment and the s-electrons, whích ane the only ones with an appreciable

density at the nucleus. It may be nepnesented by a del-ta function

terrn in the one-electnon Hamiltonian including ii), iii) and iv)

(S.n) (ï.r)i!¡*.\r 5
l?

S.I

-¿
3

n fl o<"r6.t)H, = -ggruBuN (1.8)
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The contact intenaction woul-d be zeno fon all ions o except those

r^'ith half-filLed s-shel-ls, if many-el-ectnon effects coul-d be

negJ-ected. In fact very lange hyperfine fields, in the nange

to5-to6 oe do occun in ions with no unpaíned s-erect::ons, and in

inon metal and high-spin íron ions the hypenfine field is di:'ected

oppositely to the el-ectnonic moment [3]. The cone polanization

mechanism fon a 3dn ion is shown schematically in figu:re 2. The

partly filled d-shell- with spin S lies outside the l-s and 2s shelJ-s,

but just inside the 3s shell. The exchange between the 3dt and ns

electrons causes the s-orbítals to be spin-polanized, with an excess

Figutrz 2. Schuatic ,LepvÁenløl¿on o[ the co,Le WITJLízation ukieJt pnoducdt the hqput(íne
6¿cld. ¿n a 3d itn.

of * spin at the nucl-eus. Extensive calculations by Watson and

Fneeman [4, 90] using the unnestnicted Hantnee-Fock app::oach ane

capable of giving the cornect sign, and noughly the night magnitude

of the contact fiel-d in a fnee ion. A nepnesentative example of

ar.------'--a
/t' -a;----s- 

-\

," ,t"- ^ol "\ tt

ii@ "ii'r''t¡..-:-.r'ri
'a-- -at'
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TabL¿ l. Contníbu.tLons to tLLe Contac,t FLe.(t ' *3+ -in an F¿-' Fneø-Ion,

Shcll

¡¡+

ls+

2et

2s*

3et

3s+

l{agnetic Fleld

28rr5159

2845208

260336

262128

37235

3602s

Dlfference
k0e

-50

-L792

lotal

their calculatíons, fon F.3*, is given in table I. Note that small

differences of lange numbens must be taken to find the net contact

field.

The Zeeman splítting of tne 3/2 anð. I/2 nuclean level-s
q'l

of "'Fe by the hypenfÍne field ís shown ín figu:.e 3a. On1y

Â*I = O, +1 tnansitions ane penmitted, and thein angulan dependence

is given in table 2a. The total intensities are integnated over

all possible angles, e, between the field axis and the y-nay

direction and they are appnopniate fon nandomly oniented polycrystalline

absonbens which give a symmetnical six-l-ine spectrum with an intensity

natio 3:2:l-:I:2:3. Anothen common situation is a polycrystalline

absonben in an external field, sufficiently stnong to satu:rate the

matenial, which is applied panallel to the y-r?ay dinection so that

0 = 0. In this case, only Am, = tl tnansitions are allowed, and

a foun-l-ine spectnum with an intensity natio 3:l-:1:3 resu.l-ts.
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Tab!-¿ 2. Rela.t Lv e I nteyaifie.a and

TnatuíLLons.
Angu.htt Deytendønce o.( ALLowed

?utæ Uagwf,í.e SpIi;CCia

Traûsl.tlon E

3l
-+- -t22

3I-Z*-î +r

Rel,atlve lDtensitj¡

3

Angula! Dependence

fir + 
"o"20)

g elu2o

fir * .ou2e)

Nr * "o"20)

r + | srn2e

À-À22
r' t o 2

22

-r-I ¿r22r.r-1
22

ôl Pu^e ouadrupole Spfi,ftíng

rå*4 u r

tt*t| o r

rïL
+vtL
+u

-U¡

T

3h

Imr /a- r'uz
3h.4 lv¡1-.ya¡-)

\
b. 

_t.tL

--trlr

¡tryt^t 3. al ltagnÞtie leenwt tpLilling o[ &e tuþ ItuteÅt 6rûeÁ o6.57fe in a rrø.gne.&íc [ietd.- ôl Eleel¡ic quadrupoLe tpl-i.ttíng od frte 6ort¿ ôts,taÁ 06 )'Fe in ut Lnhonlîen¿ouÅ
eLeeþúc 6íetd. el' Spli.t*íng o\ tie ótoÍ,u bq both elec-tnie ud nngne.tic hqpe:t-

çine í¡*clne2ínn6, aceoadíng 
-tn it.tZl. The víaú,íuL ¿coLe ,í.¿ gnea.llq d'ûtonfed

Ëeettue the æpanatLon o( rJ.e tuJo ôtafrl i.¿ ahouÍ. twt onde.tu o[ nngni'tude gL?Ã.tuL

ötan thøí¡ Ãpüîfing.

a.

T

3/L

nt
+ïlL

+ V2.
- .lt
- slt

-Ur
+ rrL
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It is usually found that the hypenfine field in a magnetic

insulaton has the same tempenatune dependence as the ionic moment

tSl. This shows that the fluctuations of the ionic spin between

the diffenent *S l-evefs is napid compa:'ed to rL. The same is

usual-ty true of panamagnetic mateniafs as well, and consequently no

hypenfine splitting is obsenvabl-e fon them. Neverthefess, a few

panamagnetic compounds containing S-state ions dituted in a dia-

magnetic host have been r"eponted to show hypenfine pattenns r one

corresponding to each tS state, when the spin-spin and spin-

lattice rel-axation times exceed ,U2 t6]. In these ci:rcumstances

s and r ane coupled, and the nuclean l-evel-s ane cha::actenised

by mF. The effect of nelaxation pnocesses on Mðssbaue:r spectna

has been treated by sevenal- wonkens U-L2f and is discussed fur"then

in chapten VI.

2.2 Electnic Hypenfine Intenactions.

The eleetnic quadnupole intenaction is nepresented by

¿the teprn õ.V. in (f .5). It is usually this tenm which lifts some

of the (2I+I) fotd degeneracy of the nuclean levels, and defines

the axis of quantization in the panamagnetic negion. The electnic

field gnadient is actually a 3 x 3 tenson which can be reduced to

diagonal fonm by an onthogonal tnansformation of the co-ordinates.

The th::ee diagonal- terms, àzv¡ã*,iô*Ío ane abbneviated to V**,

v___- and v-- (= eq') with the convention lrrrl , ¡v**l ) lurrl.yy zz

At the nucl-eus, only s-el-ectnons and r"elativistic PU2 electnons
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whose smal-l coÍrponents ane s-like [fS1, have a finite char"ge density.

Howeven none of them contnibute to the field gnadient, on account of

their spherical symmetry. Thene are no othen fnee changes at the

nucleus, so Laplacers equation, V2V = O, nestnicts the numben of

índependent components in the field gnadient to two, taken to be

V* or' gt and an asymmetny panameter r¡ = (U** ,rr)/U* which

Lies between O and I, and is zeno fon an axially symmetr"ic gradient.

Thene ane two distinct contnibutíons to Ve. i) The

nucleus I own electrons pnoduce a fíel-d gr:adient if they are in

asphericaL onbits, fon example the sixth d-electnon in high-spin

F.2+. There can also be a significant contnibution from ove:.lap

distortion of 2p and 3p onbitals by the ligands [14].

ii) The changes in the nest of the crystal may al-so pnoduce a

field gnadient unless the sunnoundings of the nucleus have cubic

symmetny. A quadnupole intenaction has necently been :reponted in

metallic ir:on []-51 and it might be evidence of a distortion fnom

cubic symmetny, since ít is known that a fennomagnetic matenial

cannot be pnecisely cubic t161. The electnic field gnadient,

pnovided it is axially symmetnic, mây be wnitten in the fonm

q = qv(l-Rv) * 9o.r(r-Rov) + q[(1-y-) (1.9)

The factons RrrrRo., and y- ane shielding factons, discussed by

Sternheimen [17], which take account of the modificatíon of the

electric field gnadient by the nucleusf ov¡n efectnons. ron fel+



the l-attice contnibution is gneatly enhanced, but the ionic con-

tributions ane slightly shielded. Y"o = -0.14 and Rr, = 0.32'

ft tunns out that the quadnupole Hamiltonian may be

wnitten as

12

(r. r0 )-Q.0. = 4frs1 Lef - r(ï+r)

Q is zero fon the I = I/2 gnound state of

state is split into two substates with MI =

are separated by e/2 whene

I+î n(r?+r2)lT-.

F"57,

!3/2

but

and

the excited

+I/2, which

.="2qQ=e2qtQ ( r. 11)

The quadnupole splitting of the nuclear levels is shown in figune

3b, and the nelative íntensities of the tnansitions and their angulan

dependences ane given in table 2b. er is the angle between the

pnincipal axis of the field g:radient and the y-nay dinection. All

the expnessions fon the nelative intensíties of tnansitions in

Table 2 must be multipJ-íed by the ::ecoil fnee fnaction, and the

angulan dependence will be modifíed if f(e) shoutd be anisotnopic.

Fon a poì-ycr"ystalline abso::ben, the obsenved quadnupoÌe spect::um

is fnequently a symmetnic doubtet fnom which it ís inrpossible eithen

to deduce the sign of the intenaction, or3 to estimate Y* and n

independently. Howeven it is possible to detenmine these if singJ-e

crystals [tg] on applied magnetic fields [19] ane used.
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Analytical- sofutions of the full Hamiltonian (1.5) cannot

¡¡errerally be found, but in the case whene Q.Ve << gUNI .nhf, l = 0,

¿¡rrrl the principal axis of the field gnadient makes an angle þ with

witir the magnetic hypenfine fiel-d, the:re is the following solution;

ln'+r/21 
"lno fasful n ? zes? ,"erþ2(o),t(3/2)=Es/zrtr,¡Hnflr+(-l)' u L 2 ),5 ---.3/2

E(L/2)=Et/zrrv\fl1 *{z"x?r¡2eú2(o) (r.r2)

These enengy .Ievel-s ane shown in figune 3c), and the

ir¡formation in table 2a) appJ-ies to tnansitions between them. A

typical Mðssbauer absonption spectnum, for cFerOa, is shown in

figure 4. Lorentzian dips at the six a.l-lowed enengies are super-

posed on a background which may have a slight linear on panabolic

slope due to instnumental effects.

þ
5
(n

E
d() 38

36 - lo.oo 8'o0 -6.00 -4.o0 -aoo o 2.oo 4.o0 6.00 800 lo00

VELOCITY(mm/sJ

F¡gttÀL 4. The lßttboø;ut abætpLion âpeel)uit o6 eFer0t.
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TRANSITION METAL OXIDES.

Electronic Str"uctune .

The 3d transition metals and oxygen, whose atomic con-

figurations are (Rn)gdn+s2 
^nd 

(He)2szzpu o""p""tive1yo will

react to form a class of compounds in which the oxygen is ionized
)-to 0' , a (Ne) configunation, and the metals give up two on thnee

el-ectnons to become M*+. Punely ionic bonding would stabilize

such a compound by the díffenence between the ionization energy of

the metat and the elect::on affinity of oxygen pJ-us the elect::ostatic

(Made1ung) energy of the cnystal.

The simplest compound of this type has fonmul-a 'l42ro2-,

and the NaC.C stnuctur:e. The unoccupied 4s and 4p orbitals of the

metal ovenlap extensively with the filled oxygen 2s and 2p onbitals

to give bonding and antibonding moleculan or"bitals which extend

thnoughout the cnystal. They compose the valence and conduction

lÊnds, separated by about 7eV. Hence CaO, fon example, which has a

binding energy of 0.65eV pen fonmula unit, ís an exce.l-l-ent insu.l-ato:r.

The cation d-onbitals have a diameten of about 1.5Å, and

since thein sepanation is typically Sño tf,ey bar:ely ove::lap each

other. Thene ane two completely díffer"ent ways of describing the

d-c-lectnons; they are eíthen co.l-Iective o:: l-ocalized, and the latter

clescní ption is the most appropniate one fon many tnansition metal

oxides. In this case the 3d electnons ane electnostatícally tnapped

by thein cations, and an energy U, of the orden of an electnon

volt is nequined to nemove one of them and convent MIn+ into

,(m+l)+. rn the delocaÌized, band pictune, u becomes negligible
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compared to the band width. The energy Ievels of localized 3d

electrons norrnally 1ie within the band gap, and they interact with

tfreir surroundings to give a set of crystaJ- field multiplets. The

e.l-ectnon-electnon exchange within an Íon is fi:equently gneaten than

the spl-íttíng of the ,r" and e, onbitals by a eubic crystal fíeld'

hence Hundts nules apply and high-spin states nesult. Fo:: example,

Fu3t a" a fnee ion is ir, " 
65 state. rn a typical- crystal fíel-d in

an oxide, the sepanation of the tr" and e, levels is about IeV,

and the intenelectnonic exchange is sevenal times as great so

that a 6arr{al*"2) state nesults . Ê"2* i= " 
5D ion, and in an

oxide it ís ín a ue-<tl-"11 or 5r^-f-1-.11 state depending ong zgg ¿g ¿gE
whether it is co-ordinated by a tetrahednon on an octahednon of

ligands. The point is that the inon ion in the compound bears a

local moment due to its unpained d-electnons which is the same as

that of a fnee ion. Figune 5 summa::ises the energy level scheme

in a transítion metal oxide with Ìocalized d-electnons.

M'* o¿-

1p S,f canåcctioo b.nl

-- t;s--
Ef

2p

2s
5,p vctcnec åal

1

i'

Fi4utæ 5. A tgfríuL band ¿o}.arc f,on an inufutia t¡an¿üíon'netal oxide.
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This picture is a neasonable descníption of al-l the

compounds to be mentioned laten, pnovided some modifications ane

made to take account of coval-ent bonding and ovenlap distortion of

the oxygen 2p and iron 3d onbitals.

3.2 Magnetic Intenactions:

The magnetic interactions between neighbouning cations

may be of two types: i) dinect cation-cation exchange or

ii) cation-anion-cation supenexchange. Both nequine appneciable

ovenlap between 3d and 3d on 2p onbitals, and it is possible to

pnedict the sign and stnength of the intenactions fnom the d-electron

configunations and relative positions of the cations and the anion

t2ol (The Goodenough-Kanamoni nules). Fon example, Fe3+ ions in

octahedral co-ordination have a stnong antífen::omagnetic inte::action

if the supenexchange bond angle is n,I35o on ¡,1800, but a weak one if

it is tu90o. The dinect intenaction between these ions is weak and

fer"nomagnetic.

The exchange intenaction of an ion i with ions ín the

nest of the cnystat is often nepresented by the Heisenbeng-Dinac

Hamiltonian

H. = -)1

--J.. S..S.1ll-l Q. 12)Ij
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Since the ovenlap of onbitals which do not belong to neighbouning

ions is often veny small-, it is enough just to inc.l-ude nearest

neighbouns in the sum ovetl j. Anothen simplification is to r"eplace

3_. and 3= by thein z-components so that the magnetic Hamiltonian1l-
fon the whol-e cnystal is

llt = -, _¡_ 
Jij szÍ.s"i

n.n.
(1.13)

This is the Ising model, which is solubl-e ín one and two dimensions.

Howeven thene is no complete sol-ution of eithen model in three

dimensions, although thene are a vaniety of appnoaches such as

effective fietd theories, spin wave theony, and high tempenatur:e

seníes expansions, capable of giving solutions which are appnoximate

on el-se valid only in a limited nange.

The exchange intenactions can give nise to a gneat

variety of diffenent o::dened spin aruangements. The simplest ane

the fernomagnetic, antifernomagnetic and fennimagnetic arrangements

which consist, nespectively, of a síngle magnetic lattice, and two

opposite magnetic sublattices whose moments ane equal, and unequal.

In addition to these co-.linean annangements' cantedo tniangular,

spinat and conical stnuctunes may occun, panticulanly when there

at:e several competing exchange intenactions of companable magnitude.

A complete classifícation of cnystals, taking into account magnetic

proper:ties, is to be found in the 1651 magnetic space groups L2l-l.
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They are obtained fnom the 230 ordinany space gnoups by combining

the time nevensaÌ openator, corresponding to a change in spin

dinection, with the ordina:ry tnanslation and :rotation symmetry

operatons. Onj-y centain magnetic pnoperties ane consístent with

each magnetic gnoup, just as only centain physical pr"openties are

consistent with each space group 122f.

3. 3 Cr"ystal Structures .

!'le concfude this intr"oduction with a few genenaÌ remarks

on the crystal structune of transition metal- oxides, although

specific stnuctunes wil-I be discussed in mone detait in laten

chaptens. The lange oxygen anions (02- ionic nadius is f.+o8)

often fonm either a cubic on hexagonal close-packed ar"nayo and the

small-er cations ane accommodated in the small tetnahedr"al, on

slightly biggen octahednal intenstices. In each stnuctune the¡e

are as many octahednal sites and twice as many tetnahedna.l- sites

as thene ane anions, but usually onJ-y a fnaction of these ane

occupied. In the hexagonal close-packed annay, two oxygen tetnahedna

may share a common face, giving a bipynamidal site which may be

occupied by, at most, one catíon, eithen in foun- on five-fold

co-ondinatíon. Electnostatic nepulsÍon forbids double occupancy.

In some stnuctures, pervoskite fon example, one simple-cubic oxygen

sublattice may be neplaced by lange cations. In others the oxygen

ions are not exactly close-packed. An example is gannet, which has

an 8-fol-d site in addition to the common foun- and six-fol-d ones.
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It is a panticulanly stable structune with almost no tolenance of

non-stoichiometiy because eveny inte:rstice in the anion sublattice

is occupied by a cation.

t^iith these pneÌiminany r€manks, we can now go on to

describe oun studies of hypenfine intenactions in ir"on oxídes

using the Mðssbauen effect.



ru Experimental Apparatus, Methods and Ana,-tysis

qpf, Fqg +lrreq - ci-t,".

1. uössnaurn sPEcTRoMETERS.

The bane bones of the expenimental arnangement ane shown

6. The kennel- of the spect::ometen is the monoch::omatic

It is mounted on a tnansducen which vibnates it with an

in figune

sounce.

Detector

fiþ99¡þ¡--

Scn¡rce

Tronsducer

Figtttrz. 6. The clnponaût o ( Mb u b awtt a pectttoneiell,

accunately contnolled velocityo allowing the velocity speetnum to

be scanned, eithen in steps, on continuously. The Y-rays Pass

through an absorben, which may be mounted in a funnace on cnyostat'

or subjected to an applied magnetic field. They ane detected in a

counten, sorted, stoned and final-ly nead out. The openation of each

of oun spectnometers will now be described in a littl-e more detail'

tilun

20
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They ane entir:e1y manufactuned by El-non Electnonic Industnies

except fon the Nuclean Data2 22OO Series multichannel analysers

and the output units.

1.1 Constant Velocity System M-1.

The simpJ-est v¡ay of co.llecting the spectnum is to

operate the tnansducen at constant velocity fon a fixed timet

usually between 30 and 300 seconds, excluding time taken in flybacks.

The counts ane fed into a scaLen and, at the end of the preset

time, the total number of counts is pninted out on paper tape.

The tnansducer, whieh wonks like a loudspeaken, then r:uns at a

slightly higher: velocity, the process is nepeated, and the spectnum

is accumul-ated point by point. The counting system must be quite

stabl-e oven the o"oio¿ÍS.venal houns needed to col-lect the whofe-/\
spectnum. Afl thnee of oun spectnometers are capable of operating

at constant vel-ocity, but the oldest systemo whose components are

designated M-l-n, can only openate in this mode. The velocity,

set as a numben on the three digít scalan M-1-1, is convented into

a voltage by a pnecision digital-to-analogue conventer" M-1-2. This

voJ-tage is amplified, and a cur:nent is fed into the dniving coif of

the tnansduce:: by the unit M-1-3. The tnansducen itself consísts

of a light centnal cylinden, mounted so that it can move freely

along íts axis. The dniving and pickup coil-s ane wound at opposite

ends in the unifor"m fieÌd of a stnong permanent magneto and the

sounce is fixed to the uppetl end of the cylinden. Thene a::e
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mechanical- limit switches at each end of the stroke which initiate

the flyback. The pickoff voltage is fed back to the tnansducer"

driving unit M-1-3, and the driving curnent is suitably modified.

The wavefonm is shown in fígune 9a. A six digit scaler M-1-4, which

is inhibited duning flybaeks, collects the counts ' and the total is

printed out onto paper tape. The data must then be punched onto

cands fon computen analysis. The connections fon the M-I spectno-

meter ane given in figune 7, and typical spectra apPear in figune 53.

F¡4u^2 7. th¿ eonÁtant'vctooi'tg 6peel'em?iÙL' ll-l '

A charactenistic of a constant-velocity spectnum is the

linean slope on the baseline. It is an instr"umental effectt

arising in the following way. The y-nays fnom the sounce must be

collimated since the Dopplen shift in enengy, impanted by the

movenent of the source, is Er(v cos'y)/c. Fon any finite size of
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collimaton, it is obvious f::om figune I that the count nate is

obc
Source

Detecto¡

Fist'Iz8.Íhee((ecto(collJltto'Li.ononlheialnttli.tuo(the.¡-n.a,gbean.

gr"eatest when the sounce is closest to the detecton; that is when

the hal-f-angle Y is gneatest. The finst pa::t of the stnoke, from

a to b, is used to neguÌate the velocity aften the flyback, and

is dead-time. However for mone positíve velocities (con::esponding

to movement of the sounce towards the detector:), a larger section,

ab, of the stnoke is needed for velocity regutation, hence the

sou¡ce tends to be closen to the detecton duning the counting

section, bc. For- negative veJ-ocities, cb is now the dead-time

section, and ít incneases fon molle negative velocities so that the

source tends to be funthen away fi:om the detecton during the life-time

section. If the límit switches are not set conrectly, the tnansducer

tnavenses a slightly diffenent path fon positive and negative

velocities, and thene will be a discontinuity between the two

halves of the sPectnum.

L.2

the data

nange of

Constant Accelenatíon SYstems.

A mo::e sophisticated and convenient way of colÌecting

is at constant accelenation. The sounce scans the whol-e

velocities, fnom the most negative to the most positive
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in a shont, double stnoke, while the counts obtained at differ.ent

ve.l-ocities are stoned in differ.ent channels of the memory of a

mul-tichannel ana.l-ysen, used in the time mode as a multiscalan.

Nonmal-ly we used the sawtooth vel-ocity pnofile shown in figur"e 9L,

but the tniangulan wavefonm of Figure 9c may be usefu.l- if the system

is non-l-inear. It has a fowen hanmonic content than the sawtooth,

Fígttc 9. The velnci.tq o( the þtdtuducettwhen openotíng al et conÃtant velooí.t4, bl 0Í.
øtutøtt accele¡at,Lon in th¿ ¿outtooth node ud cl o,t on¡utant aeceleno,ti-on in .the
taLangu,latt nodz. The ideal wave(otuø ane the ¿ot-id Î.ínu, and the devial,,íoru (outd
Ítt ptttctice o¡tz ¿hown dotJed.

but has the disadvantage of nequiring twiee as many memor5¡ channels

to stone the two minnon-image spectna which nesult. The baseline

of a constant-accel-enation spectnum, acguir"ed in the sawtooth mode,

is panabolic because the sounce is closest to the detecton when it
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ís moving with the greatest velocity o whethen positive on negative,

and it is fanthest from it when instantaneously at rest. The letters

â, b, c on the waveforms of fígur"e 9 connespond to the positions

manked in figur.e 8. A tniangular"-mode spectrum has a concave

panabola as baseline fon the l-eft-hand spectr:um and a convex one

on the right. Hence, by adding togethen the two halves, a penfectly

fl-at backgnound can be obtained.

since there ane some dífferences in the design of the

spectnometens M-2 and M-3, they will be descnibed in tunn. They

shane common data output units o and the memor:y of eithen multi-

channel analysen can be nead out onto pninted tape o:: punched tape'

or else plotted on an x-y neconder. The punched tape is convented

to cards on an IBM l-600 comPuten.

I.2.L l,Á-2

The spectnometer M-2 is simil-an in many nespects to M-1'

and both the sca.Iens on each a:re inter"changeable. In a velocíty

scan, the three digit scalen r.uns from OOO, conresponding to the

most negative velocity to 990, connesponding to the most positive

velocity. The neading incneases by 2 or I as the channel advances,

depending on whethen a 512 on l-024 channel spectnum is r:equí::ed.

The tnansducen reaches the uppen límit of its traverse while moving

at velocity 990, and it tr:iggens the photoetectnic limit switch.

14-2-4 then gives a neset pulse to M-2-l which in tunn issues a

stant command to the multíchannel- analysen, set fon intennal timen

r-)[rcr¡;ì1-i()¡. Whein the multiscale sweeP be¡1insn the analvsen then
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gives out clock pulses everSr 4Ous (fon a 512 channel scan), and

every tenth one of thern is fed into the scafen M-2-1 to advance the

channel. This is effected by feeding the clock pulses into the

first divide-by-ten netwonk of M-2-4, which is set to 'PHA|. When

setting up the spectnometer, it is essentíal to adjust the zero on

M-2-3 so that ther:e is a small- flat po::tion at the end of the

sawtooth wavefonm, shown dotted in figune 9b. This ensu::es that

the tnansd.ucen has finished its scan uP to velocity 990 befone it

neaches the limit. Hence the new scan of the scala:r and multi-

channel anaJ-ysen can stant simultaneously. A consequence is that

the zeno is always a tittle to the night of centne.

r.2.2 M-3

Spectnometen M-3 inconponates an Elnon MFG-3 Mðssbauen

function genenaton, and it is mone versatile than M-2. Unlike the

ol-den spectnometen, ít gives out clock pulses to advance the

channels in the multichannel analysen, set for. external time:r

openation. Thene ane no constant velocÍty channels at the end of

the scan, so the zeno-velocity channel can be exactfy in the centne.

It can also use the analysen to stone a constant velocity spectrum,

pnovided the inhibit level is connected, to take cane of dead-time

duning flybacks. When openatÍng in 512 channefs, a dwell time of

about 2OOUs pen channel is most satisfactory. The spectnometen

also has a facitity for" making pantial and shifted scans, al-though

these ane nanely necessary fon wonk with 57F". A complete diagram

showing the components of the M-2 and M-3 spectnometens is given
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in figune 10. Most of the data was collected with this equipment.
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1.3 Sources and Counting Systems.

In a good Mössbauen sounce, the 57co ,r,r"lei should be

embedded substitutionally in a host matrixrin which they expe:rience

no electnic field gnadient on magnetic field. Chr"omium is a good

host matenial. Since it is body-centr"ed cubic, there is no field
\1

gnadient at the"'Co nucleus, and neithen is thene a hypenfine fieId,

in spite of the fact that it is an antifennomagnetic metal-. Our"

sounces wene initially 10-20 mc of 57Co in Cno pnepaned by the New

England Nucl-ear Conponation3. Thein activity dec:reases exponentially

wíth time, as indicated in figune i-1. A line width of 0.24 - 0.27 nm/s

was obtained wíth a sodium-fennocyanide absorben.

,8

ru=270d

lm 6m

\t,uo

.2

0
1y 2y

Fi4uttz 11. The dew¡ o[ öæ nsdiooal,ívi.t4 o( o57Co ôou^ce.

The pulse detection and counting system used in Mðssbauen

spectnoscopy must be capabl-e of distinguishing the 1ow enengr Y-rays

of intenest from othen y-rays and x-nays. Eithen pnopontional,

scíntÍIlationron Si(Li) detectors may be used, but the pulses must

be propontional to the enengy of the photon pnoducing them, so

that they can be amplified and then fed into a single-channel
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ana-l-yser whose gate is set to reject all but the M8ssbauen y-rays.

In the case of Utr., the detecton is chosen to be nathen insensitive

to the I22 keV 5/2 + 3/2 tnansition, and the main pnoblem ís to

sepanate the 14.4 keV 3/2 + I/2 y-nay fnom the 6.5 keV iron x-r.ay.

Nonmally the x-r"ay peak is sevenal times mo::e intense than the

y-ray pe*, but it can be substantially r:educed by simply putting

a few mill-imetens of l-ucite (per:spex) between the absonbe:: and the

detecton.

Frr-r¡Â.

Âgsor.orr,

FÍ4ttttt 12. A cotttrüittg ôg6ten (on l4'1 heV vnary'

The counting system is shown diagr:amatieally in figure

l-2. The detecto:r used was eithen a pnopontional on scintillation

counten. The pnopontional countens, manufactuned by 20th Centu:ry

l-r

El-ectnonics-, are fill-ed with a 9:1 mixture of angon and methane,

and have 2rr x 5rr x .Ol0tt beryllium windows. Thei:: disadvantage is

that use at a counting nate much in excess of 1500 counts pen

second dnastically shontens thein life and causes them to dníft.

They ane openated at l-.8 kV, but a slightly higher" voltage' up to

2.0 kV, impnoves the penfonmance of an old counter. These Pl:oPorô-

tional countens last between six months and a yean.
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The scintillation counter: was mone satisfactory since

it has a much longen lifetime, is less likely to dr"ift, and can be

used at count rates of at least 5OOO counts pen second without

pile-up. ït was manufactuned by Hanshaw N.V.5, and it uses a

NaI(Tf,) crystal 0.2 mm thick, mounted behind a benyllium window

window 3.8 cms in diameten. It ope::ates at l-.2 kV. Companed to

05r015
Energykdô

Figutu 13. The uQ^gq ôpee/r)arn o6 o57Co aouuce, n?rluled uing a NaLlTLl ¿úytü.I!.ation
uunlnrt, al wÍÅhou.t., and bl wi-th c 4 nn f.h,ícl¿nett o( Ittoi.te Ísr,tutpoaed beÅtteen
EouLu. and, counten.

the propontional counten, it is verlr sensitive to stray magnetic

fields n and cannot be used nean the supenconducting solenoid.

Figune f3 shows the enengr spectnum of the source, measured by the

scintil-lation detecton, and the effect of a 4 mm thick lucite filten.

2. ANCTLLARY MöSSeeUnn EQUTPMENT.

It is often desinable to change the temperatune of the

absorben on to subject it to high fields.
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Our vacuum funnace and liquid nitnogen cryostat have

been descnibed in detail in anothen thesis 1231. The funnace is

capable of maintaining the absonben at tempenatures uP to 900oK.

A tempenatune contno.l1en is used to keep the temper:atur:e steady

to within a degree over peniods of sever:aI hours. StabiJ-ity of

i0.Io may be achíeved for shonten peniods. The sample holden has

been modified so that it nesembles the one used for the sofenoid

funnace descnibed in 52.2, The sample is gnound to a fine powden

and mixed with gnaphite on bonon-nitnide rif necessany, to ensune a

unifor'¡n dístnibution. It is then clamped between two ber"yllium

discs O.9rf in diameten and O.02tt thick. Two mone benyllium discs ane

clanped on both sides of the sample in good thenmal contact wíth

the coppen furnace conerso as to ensur"e thenmal homogeneity acnoss

the sunface of the absonben. The annangement is shown in figur-e 16.

At the highest tempenatunes, the outside of the fu::nace should be

cool-ed with a small air-blowen.

A liquid hel-ium cr5rostat of the rcold fíngerr type was

used fon the lowen tempenature spectna. Tempenatures of 20oK

coul-d be attained with a liquid helium consumption of 0.3 !,/hn.

The liquid nitnogen cnyostat was of similan design ând the temper"atune

of the sample could be kept constant to tlo in the nange B0 - 3OOoK

using a tempenatune contno.ller and a heaten wound on the sample

bl-ock.

2.I Supenconducting Magnet.

Axial- fields of up to 50 kOe could be genenated in a

l-6 r436 turn niobium-zinconium supenconducting solenoid, manufactured
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by the Westinghouse Electric Cor:ponation6. The homogeneity is

I9o in a vol-ume l/4tt J.ong and 3/4rr in diameter. at the centne of the

sol-enoid. The coil is mounted in a dewa:r designed specially for

Mðssbauer wonk, and the design is indicated in figune 14. The

storage dewan and the so.l-enoid containen alle sepanate, par"allel

cylindens, joined by a pipe whÍch sur:nounds a thick copper cold-

cylinden. It is connected to the copper nitnogen shield surnounding

the coil- and is in good thenmal- contact with the nitrogen r:esenvoin.

h

,r

l'
t-5

'-l Ël
F+Sun 14. Sehenof,¿c d^ÃNing o{ the Z"'ôupenconduelíng magne.t. dl He.l-Lun ¡c,¿uwoi¡ ud

baú. bl Supe.rconduc,ting co.iL. cl Ni.ttugen netuwolt. dl 77oK aød,LaLLon ¿híeld.
el ,lelirtnt [i,fl tuhe. [l Ttunudueut ond ¿ouace. gl Afuonbe¡. hl Ptwpottùíonal
cotuten. il ltan box. jl Cone.tic sll¿ehd.
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Inside the pipe are tubes connecting the helium r:eservoir: to the

solenoid helium bath. The magnet is usualty openated with the

2.05r' noom-tempenature bone and the 2.35tt nit:rogen bore in place

inside the 2.65t'helium bone of the solenoíd. The high field is

then in an air space, so the sample may be changed easily, and a

cryostat on furnace can be inser"ted if it ís desinable to operate

bel-ow on above noom tempenatune. The magnet may also be used with

the sample at 77oK on 4oK, in thenmal contact with the nitnogen or

he-l-ium bones. fn this case, windows ane placed acnoss the ends of

the borerand it is necessany to bneak the vacuum and wanm up the

magnet in onden to ehange the sample.

Nornrally, between I and 14 l-itnes of helium were used to

coot the sofenoid fnom 77o to 40. The capacity of the dewan is

12 i.itres and the boil-off vaníes fnom 0 .5 9,/hr when it is full- to

O.2 9,/hr when it is almost empty.

The resolution in a Mössbauen spectnum becomes betten as

the numben of counts pen channel-, yob"(ti), incr:eases. The refative

statistical fluctuations .o" yob" k.)-I/2 on avenage, so that the

highen the count nate, the mo::e napídly a good spectnum can be

accumul-ated. The detecton shou.Ld therefone subtend the la::gest sol-id

angJ-e at the sounce that is consistent with neasonable co.l-l-Ímation.

This matten was touched on in $1.1 and will- be considered fu::then

in 54.2, but Y tu 70 is a reasonable va.l-ue. The natune of supen-

conducting magnets makes a shont source-detector distance difficult

to achieve, but if they wene placed at opposite ends of the bone of

our magnet, {r would be 4.8o. Howeven,in practice ü was somewhat
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smallen, because of the need to shield the tr"ansducen and the

pnoportional counten fnom the lange stnay field of the so.Ienoid.

A massive cubic box was constnucted to encl-ose the cylinder: con-

taining the coil-. The sides of the box wene made of a single layen

of soft inon, whil-e the top and bottom llere made fnom six layens,

sepanated by sheets of fucite. The fninging field was thus neduced

to about l-oo oe. It is impontant that the top and bottom of the

box a::e symmetnically positionedrand are in finm contact with the

top and bottom faces of the magnet, on else veny gneat strains on

the solenoid will nesult. A special sheath of conetic metal,

manufactu:red by the Penfection Mica Compurryl fia" oven the tnansduce::,

and with all- the shielding in placeo Y was 4.0o. Thís connesponds

to a count nate of r:oughly 25OO counts/s with a 15 mC sounce and

no absorben.

rn spite of all- this shielding, the calibnation constant

of the spectr"ometer: was significantly influenced by the fie1d,

although the linearity nemained good, except at the beginning of

each sweep. It may be seen fnom figune 15 that the calibr"ation

3o
H.r(ro")

Fígunt 15. The indluence o{ the (nínging 6iøU oÁ the aupuæonduotíng nagne.t on the cqLíbtta,tion
e¡uløtt o( the tpeelttone.ten M-2.
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constant incneases r"ather napidly at the highest fiel_ds. one must

ca-l-ibnate the spectnometen for each field, and be sune that the

magnet is in the same position nel-ative to the tnansducen fon both

the calÍbration and sample spectna. The harrnonics gener"ated. as

the verocity stabil-ises at the beginning of the sawtooth, shown

dotted in figune gb, tend to occupy a greaten segrnent of the wave-

fonm in high fietds, but this may be countenacted by incr"easing the

dwel-l time pen channel.

2.2 High Field Vacuum Funnace.

I,le wil] now describe, in some detailo a funnace which

was designed to fit into the::oom-tempenatu::e bone of the supen-

conducting magnet, so that spectra could be col-lected at high

temperatunes and in high fields. In addition to the nequinement

of keepÍng the sample at a uniformo steady tempenatur^e, the desígn

must pr"ovide the widest channel fon the y-rays that the unfavour"abl-e

dimension nestnictions will all-ow, and also it must take into

account the nequinement that the room-teÍpenatune bone of the

solenoid may not get any hotten than l-OOoC.

The simplest way of meeting these ::equirements is to

have the funnace insufated by vacuum and a nadiation shield.

Ideal-Iy the absonben should be a disc 1ft in diameter, so that it

does not neduce the angle subtended by the y-nay channe.l when it is

in position at the centne of the bor"e. Howeven, since we also had

to fit the funnace core, heating element, nadiation shield and

vacuum space into a 2ff diameter, vre wene obliged to neduce the
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effective diameten of the sample to O.8tr. The conresponding value

of Y was 3.0o. The funnace is illustnated in figune 16. The

funnace cone and sheath fit tightly togethen, and enc.lose the

heating element, 33 tunns of Thermocoax8 type 2 NcNcAclS with a

total- nesistance of 140f1. This element contains two nich::ome wines,

joined at one end, insulated with MgO,and enclosed in a stainless-

steel tube whose outen diameten is only 1.5 nm. The sheath is

soldened to a bushing in the outen case at the point whene the

element leaves the furnace. The whole winding is thus vacuum-

FÍ,gtult 16. Vaeut¡r¡ dutuaee (on high (ieL.d llöddbauut expenímentt. al Abtothe¡. bl Furnace
cortz. cl Thennoeoasc heo*Lng el.enenl. dl Ben4ILiø ¡adi-o.tion ¿lvLøf-d¿.
el Aluni.nium nol"íd.tíon ¿hielltt. (l Thetnocoaí chnome.L-aUne.[- thennoeoupLe.gl Luci.te windutu. hl Co¡e nouni and na.d,i-obi-on ¿lvte].d.

tight and non-Ínductive. Two Therrnocoax type 2ABAcl-O chromel-al-umel

thenmocoupl-es of a similan design wene embedded in the cone. One

was used to measune the sample tempenatune and the othen was

connected to the controllenras shown in figure 17. The connection

of the outen case of the funnace to the common side of the powen

supply is not nequired fon the ondinany funnace.
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Figuae 17. Etoch di.a4tutn o( the (unrace tanpelu.&ttte conttulLut.

The sanple is sandwiched between two O.9tt diameten

benyllium discs in a stainless-steeI sample hofden which is held in

pJ-ace by a ningrscrewed into the copper core. Two beryllium nadiation

shields a:re clamped in place on both sides of the sample hol-den

in the same mannen. The core itself stands on thnee smalf stainl-ess-

steef feet on a shel-f inside â f.7tt diameten polished stainless-steel

cylinden, which also serves as a nadiation shield and is cfosed at

both ends by high punity alumínium foils. The main heat l-oss is

by conduction through the feet, by way of the nadiation shield

which fits into a gnoove at the bottom of the outen case. Access to

the sample is from below, but the funnace cone must be held finmly

in a special clamp, insented thr"ough the uppen windowrwhen the

rings secuning the two nadiation shiel-ds and the sample holden are

nemoved. The windows were made of 1/16rr thick lucite, on e.l-se

rkeptonf film glued between two thin aluminium nings' and they were

clamped against O-nings by thneaded stainl-ess-steel nings.

Tempenatu::es of 4OOoC could neadily be achieved, and

the quatity of the tempenature control and regulation was estimated
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from some spectna of yttrium-inon-garnnet. Just below the or:dening

temperatur:e, the hypenfine field changes very napidly with tempenature,

as shown in figur.e 74. Any vaniation in the tempenature of the

sample will gneatly bnoaden the spectnal lines, and it is possible

to deduce an upper limit fon the tempenature vaniation 
^T 

fnom

the bnoadening AI{,f , if the \f(T) curve is known. Quite símpIy

ar = t+t]-'0,n, (2.1)

Vle find that 
^T 

is less than t0.02o at 280oC.

2.3 Expenimental- Applications.

Thene a::e at least thr:ee ways in which a lange extennaf

field can be used to extnact additional infonmation fnom Mðssbauen

spectra. i) In ferno* and fennimagnetic compounds it is possible

to determine the dinection of the hype:rfine fields and resolve

fines on spectna which otherq¡íse overJ-ap; ii) in pana- and diamagnetic

compounds with a lange quadnupole intenaction it is possibfe to

find the sign of the electnic field gnadíent, and iii) in magnetically

ondered and superpanamagnetic compounds with fast efectnonic

nelaxation nates it is possible to deduce nel-axation times. lle

will give a brief descniption he::e of some expeniments which

exemplify the finst two applicatíons, and reseuve a discussion

of the thind fon chapten Vf.

fn fennimagnetic compoundsrthe diffenent sites fon the
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magnetic ions bel-ong to different magnetic subl-attices. The

Mössbauer spectna of inon on diffenent sites may overlap substantially,

particul-arly if all- the iron ions ane in the same valence state.

However, when a magnetic field which is lange enough to ovencome

the anisotnopy is applied, all the ionic moments on the sublattíce

with the gneatest magnetic moment (say the B-sublattice of a simple,

two-subl-attice fenrimagnet) ane alígned parallel to the fieldrwhile

those on the opposite, A-sublattice, alle aligned antiparallel. The

measured hyperfine fields wii-l thus be Hhf(A, + Hap for the A

sites and H--(B) - H__ for the B sites, because the hyperfinent ap

field in inon is oppositely dinected to the ionic moment, a fact

discovened by Hanna et aI- in 1960 when they applied a magnetic field

to an Ínon-foil absonben [3]. In this way ovenlapping A and B sÍte

spectra can be nesolved. The finst use of this technique was made,

in our labonatory, by Anmstnong, Sawatzky and Monr"ish 1241, who wene

abfe to show that the vacancies in the spi¡sl yFerO, were on the

B-sites. !üe have confirmed that the A and B-site fíelds a::e

increased and decreased by exactly the applied field for n"n in

the range 10-50 koe using an absonben of the spinel sulphide FerSu

t251. Applications of the technique to two inon oxides wil-l- now be

discussed bniefly to illustrate íts useful-ness.

Føu-oo n'
A study of the spectra of non-stoichiometnic magnetite

2.3.1
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has enabfed us to draw some conclusions about the conduction

mechanism in FeaOU [26]. The A and B-site spectna are actually

quite wefl resolved in this compound. because it is an inverse

spinel with only Fe3+on A-sites and a mixtu::e of equal quantities of

Fe2t and F.3Ì on B-sites. However the sixth d* electrons of the

^2+te lons are somehow shared amongst all the B-site cations so that

only a single, avenage d F.2+/3+ (B) spect::um is seen. Non-

stoichiometníc magnetites can be prepared, intermediate between

turOU and yFerO3, in which there ane B-site vacancÍes and a greater'

proportion of Fe3+. We obtained spectna of sevenal of these matenials,

with the general forrnufa

( Fe 
3+ 

) r r"llrur.l]ru 4 lou,

and found that it was possible to r:esolve a thir"d spectrum, with

the aid of a 50 koe field, which was attnibuted to Fe3ton B-sites

which does not panticipate in fast electnon interchange htith the

other B-site ions. lle concluded that conduction in magnetite

eithen pnoceeds by a tpain localised'hopping mechanism [zz], or if

a band pictune ís to be sustained [28], then each of the vacancies

must trap a shefl- of Fe3+ cores and pnevent them fnom panticipating

in the conductÍon. Typical Mðssbauen spectra a::e shown in figune 18.

An area ratio fon the r"3+(R), re3+(s), ,.2+/3+(B) lines of

1:5ô:2-6ô is pnedicted by both models, in ag::eement with the natio
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2.3.2 Snte, 
Z0 t q.

Another example, this time invotving the furnace, is

the detenmination of the tempenatune dependence of the hyperfine

fiel-ds in this co.l-inean Néel fenrimagnet 1291. The::e are five

different iron sites I, II, TII, IV and V, occupied by 6t ) I+ , 2+ )

2* and l-+ Fe3+ ions respectively.'l Sites I, II and ïV ane octahednalo

site III is tetnahedral and site V is a bipynamidal- intenstice

in the hhhcc oxygen annayrin which So2+ h"s neplaced. I/2Oth of the

oxygen. The spectna of inon in the five sites ovenlap veny

consÍderably, panticulanly fI and III, and it is impossible to

resol-ve them all without an applied fiel-d t291. The tempenature

dependence of the hypenfíne fields cannot be obtained fnom NMR

:1 In crystallognaphic notatÍon the sites ane:
and 2b.

I2k, 2at 4f* 4f ,
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because the signals are too weak to detect above 300oK [30]. The

only way to detennine the behaviour of the fields is fnom M8ssbauer

spectra in an applied fiel-d. such spectna ane simpler than the

corresponding ones without a fieldrbecause lines 2 and 5 of each

su.bspectnum disappear, and the patte::ns of sites I and Tf are wel-l-

separated fnom those of sites III and IV. The pattenn fnom site V is

completely oblitenated fon a potycrystalline abso::ben, because of

the statistical- distnibution of 0 in (1.12). Howevenrit is rather

weff nesotved in the zero-field spectna. A typical pair of spectra

is shown in figure 19.

-ro-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 I lO

VELOCITY (mm / s )

Figune 19. ltrÐr¿baue¡ rpeeLna o( SnFe720p of.5290K al wífhou.t, ud bl wi,th an appLíed
lteH o6 50 lz0e.

2.3.3 Fe{cLt 
Ol z.6H 20.

As an example of the second way in which a large applied

field can be used to obtain extna info::mation fi:om Mössbauer spectna

we wilf mention some wonk on this fennous salt [31]' It has a

þ
x

(n
F-
z.f,o(J
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lange quadnupole splitting at room tempenatu::e which mone than

doubles at a tnansition at 2å0oK. ft has been suggested that the

tnansition might accompany a dístontíon of the octahednon of waten

molecu.l-es sunnounding the high-spin F"2+ ion so that the sixth d

electnon occupíes a lyr) ; | "") doubl-et above LllO"xo and a I "v)
singlet at lowen tempenatunes IgZ]. In which caserthe pnincipal

component of the electnic field gr"adient o Y rr, should be noughly

4-32-3- T ".n 
-t at low tempenatunes and + | ecn -> at high tempenatunes

t 331.

Coll-ins made the finst detenmination of the sign of a

fiel-d gnadient on a polycrystalline samplerof fennocene [34]. fn

an applied field, the line of the quadnupole doublet at lower

veJ-ocity splits into a triplet and the l-ine at higher" velocities

VELOCITY ( mm ,/ s )

Fisntrc *' 
Yrtiriïo':"ffi0'É07#lt'r¿î'roro%!"'.¿0x 

in applied 6íettu o6 at 0 hle
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a
spJ-its into a poor:Iy resolved doubl-et if Ur, (o, e'qtQ) is

positive, and the convense is tnue if ,r, is negative. It is

cl,ear fnom the spectna taken at noom tempenatune, i.Llustnated in

figure 20rthat Y* is positive. Spectna at 4oK show cleanly that

V is negative, thereby confinming that the gnound state has
zz

changed fnom a doublet to a singlet. Howeven, at lower tempenatunes

the susceptibiJ-ity of many salts incneases as l/T, and the applied

field polarizes the iron ions. This has the effect of r:educing

the splitting of each l-ine in the doubletrand hence the nesolution

of the experiment, because the induced hypenfine field subtnacts

fnom the applied field. A funthen discussion is given in VI I.2.I.

3. OTHER EQU]PMENT.

Lattice pa::ametens were detenmined fnom powden photogr"aphs

taken in a l-14.6 mm Debye-Schennen camena with FeK( nadíation

fnom a manganese-fil-tened inon tanget. Kodak 'rNo Scneenr or

Gevaent rstnuctunixf fíIm was used, and the panameters were deterrnined

by the usual Nelson-Riley extnapolations. The intensities of the

reflections were measuned on a diffnactometen when r"equined, and

the areas of the peaks wene found by cutting out the t::aces and

weighing them.

X-nay fluo::escence vras employed to find natios of ions,

and fon trace analysis. A 50kV sil-ve:: tar:get was used togethen

with a conventional goniometen and scintill-ation counter. The

x-nay equipment consisted of a PI,I 10l-1/60 genenaton and a standard
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range of accessooi""9.

Magnetizationmeasunementswer"emadeonavibr:ating

sample magnetomet"ofo which has been descnibed efsewhene t231.

4. DATA ANALYSIS.

ft was noted in I.1 that the emitted y-ray is expected

to have a Lonentzian ene:rgy pnofile. The absonption spectrum,

y(v), is the sum of N Lorentzians whose ful-l-width at hal-f

maximum is the sum of the natural l-inewidths of the sou::ce and

absonben. Line bnoadening effects ane discussed in 94.2. The

absorption spectrum has the fonm

whene B-. is the full-width of the ith peek, æd f(v) is the baseline;
l-

f(v) = kr(v-vo) + tr(.,-to)2. (2.3)

k._ is zeno for a constant accefenatíon spectrum and kZ is zer"o

for a constant velocity spectnumi oi is the fnactional intensity

of the ith peak. If v is expnessed in mm/s , vO is zeno;

otherwise it is the zeno-velocity channel.

Equation Q.2) was fitted to the data using a Pnognam

which penfonms a least-squalres fit by vaniable metnic minimization.

The most fnequently used vension of the Programr tMonkeyr, nequi::es

y(v) = y(vo)r(v){t - 
,Ï, 

ar/t(2(v-vì/ßr l2 * rl} Q.2)
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l-O6K core space in the Univensity of Manitoba IBM 360 computen and

will fit up to 5OO data points and 16 peaks with 30 linean constraints.

A larger ver:sion, tBaboonr, will fit up to 996 data points and

22 peaks with 40 constnaints. Both prognams calculate a goodness-

of-fit parameter defined as

Ior = I'- (yoo"(vr) - y."1"(ti)2/v".r"irrr) Q.4)
i=I

where N ís the numben of points in the spectnum. F should be
p

equal to N if the calculated cur:ve fits the data exactly,'p
within statistical ennon, but a fít is satisfactony if F < 1.5N..

v

4. l- Calibnations.

The vel-ocity scale of an e.l-ectnomagnetic tnansducen

must be cafibnated, and standand absonbensrwhose peak positions

have been accuratel-y measured on an absolute instnumentrane most

freguently used. The calibnation constantrin mm/s/channelrand the

zero-vel-ocity channel ane deduced fnom the calibnation spectnum,

and the J-ineanity of the spectr.ometen may be checked. We used

aFerO, and inon foil- to calibnate the spectr"a of magnetically onder:ed

materia.l-s , and sodium-nitnopnusside fon the smal-l-en vel-ocity nanges.

The splittings of the outer l-ines , in mm/s ane taken to be l-6. 70,

I0.657, and I.7L2 nespectivelyo and the connesponding hyperfine

fields fon FerO, and Fe ane 517 and 330 k0e. In orden to find

the zeno-velocíty channel, the centne of the spectrum is found by
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avenagíng the positions of the outen foun peaks of FerO, or: Fe,

on of the two peaks of Nar[Fe(CN)5N0].2H20. The isomen shift of

the absonben wÍth nespect to chnomium is then subtnacted fnom the

position of the centne of the spectnum to give the zeno velocity

channel. These shifts ane shown on the uppen scale of figune 2ì-,

Ab"otb.os

Cu, Pd. Fe SS.Cr
-.37s-at7 -.rs1 -06 0

5o,r."es
Fígttrtz 2l . Total tpecltun lhi6t6.o.t 296oK o( *andad ah.¿onbe¡'t o'nd othett ôou/ccQ'6 ne'LolLve

to ehnoniltÃ. rni-i,nøoU neptuä.r*i i, todUm.-wí'ttopauta.ide; o' t2d1¡n-

[ettnoapúÅe; õ; 
-¡;;;;¿r"i; -", 

' óujúc-oxlne; s.s. ¿tai¡tlu¿ ¿tpeL.

togethen with the peak posítion of sodíum-fennocyaniderwhose single-

line spectnum may be used as a manken. The lowen scale in the

figune shows the Ísomen shifts of othen conmon sources ::el-ative

to chromium, to facilitate companisons with data fnom othen

l-aboratories. To convent an isomen shift retative to some other

host into a shift nelative to chnomium, add the figune shown fon

the host in figu::e 21.

4.2 Line Shape.

Seve::al- investigatons have neponted that the shape of

a Mðssbauer spectnal- l-ine is not stnietJ-y Lonentzian, and that it

changes shape as the source ages [35J. !{e noticed that our" computer

fits consistently overestimated the absor:ption in the wings of the

PT
-.ht9

C
,our
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peakrand a better fit was obtained by taking the exponent in the

Lorentzians in the spectrum of equation (2.2) as 2.2 instead of 2.O

In addition to instnumental and vibnation bnoadening,

and effects in the sounce, thene ane two othen common causes of

broad l-ínes. One is the effect of collimation which was mentioned

earl-ien. The broadening of a line at veJ-ocity v is given by

Lv = vY2 /2 (2.5)

whene we have assumed a point soulrce, and V in the half-ang1e ln

radians defined in fígur"e 8. For example, a line at I mm/s will

be broadened by o.06 mm/s if v = 70. The tr:ue sounce velocity is

al-so modified by a facton (t - U2 /Z), but this is immaterial if V

is the same fon the sample and the cal-ibr:ation.

The othen cause of line bnoadening is the thickness on

tblacknesst distontion [36]. Obviouslyrthe intensity of an

absorption peak cannot incnease indefinitely in pnopor:tion to the

absorben thickness. Fon rthinf sampleso the intensity is pnopon-

tional- to the number of 57F" nuclei, but fon thicke:r samples the

absorption fine satunates. The J-ine shape is still app::oximately

Lorentzian, but bnoadened. ForTnulae fon correcting fon finite

absorbe:: thickness have been given by Shinley et al 1371, but these

cornectíons are negligible fon sirqple inon oxides if the intensity

of a panticular" peak at low tempenatures is less than fO9o. This
õ

connesponds to about IO ng of natunal- inon/cm' in a magnetically
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ordered material with only one site, and half as much for a Para-

magnetic sample. Howeven, a line mau be satu:rated even if íts

intensity is less than l-o%. Thene ane tvJo reasons. If the Debye

tempenatune ís low, the necoilless fnaction vanies rapid]-y with

tempenatune so that the intensity at absolute zer^o would be much

gneaten than it is at the tempenatur:e of the absorber. Also there

can be scattening of the y-nays in the abso::ber which tends to

destnoy the effect, panticula::Ìy if it contains heavy elementst

(el-astic scattening cnoss sections ,22). This problem may be

overcome by enniching the absonben wíth 57Fe so that a much smallen

mass of material is requir:ed. 57F" i" only 2.f79o abundant in natural

iron.



I tI '['heory of Hyperfine Fields in Substituted Systems

To l¿now th¿ wottLd, one mtut contÍruet i.t..
C. Panve,tø.

Tn this chapten vre ane going to considen the static

hyperfine fiel-ds in a compound with a nandom distr"ibution of two

sorts of ions on sevenal sites.

If we denote the ions by f and E, and the concent::ation

of the second species by x, and if each of the v-sites (e.g. A

and B sites in a spinel) has N equivalent neighbouning sítes,

then we can write down the pnobability of a pantículan v-site ion

being surnounded by Z f-ions and (N-Z) g-ions on the neighbouning

sites. It is given by the binomial distribution

PN(z)=7ffi¡(t-*)Z*N-Z (3. r)

Some numenical values of these probabilities ane given fon N = 6 in

table 3, and they ane plotted fon N = 6 and 9 in figur"e 35.

The assumption of a statistical distribution of ions in

a mixed oxide is a fundamental one, and not very easy to prove

50
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TahLe 3. N ¿ane,s t-N aiglb o ø P nob ab i-ti.f,Le.t {o n- a . Rando n D i's ttuLb u'LLo n

o{ Two So¡tt's o{ Iora in a La.tÍLce wi'fJl Six Nøanut-
Neighboun Si'tu.

-\ x o.o

6 1.000

5 0.000

4 0.000

3 0.000

2 0.000

I O.OO0

o 0.000

0.1 0.2

0.532 0.262

0.3fih 0.393

0.098 0.246

0.o15 0.082

0.00L 0.0r5

0.000 0.002

0.000 0.o00

0.3 0.4

0.118 0.o47

0.302 0.186

o.324 0.31L

0. I85 0.277

0.060 0.r.39

0.010 0.037

0.001 0.004

o.5 0.6 0.7

0.0t6 0.004 0.o01

0.o94 0.o37 0.0I0

0.234 0.L38 0.060

o.312 0.277 0.18s

o.234 0.311 0.324

0.094 0.186 0.302

o.016 0.047 0.118

0.8 0.9 r.0

0.000 0.000 0.000

0.002 0.o00 0.000

0.o15 0.00I o.000

0.082 0.0I5 0.000

0.246 0.O98 0.000

o.393 0.3s4 0.000

o.262 0.532 r.000

experimentalJ-y. Gnoss cl-ustening may be detectabre by x-nay, neutnon,

on electnon diffnaction. Ir arr the lattice sites ane equivalent,

it shoul-d be possible to produee a nandom distr"ibution of cations

by quenching, provided they ane the same size. Ithen we come to

analyse oun experimentaL data, (3.1) will- be assumed. Some wo:rker:s

use a nather. díffenent appnoach, and attempt to venify (3.1) by

measuring the shape of the ]ines in the Mössbauen spectna of mixed

systems [38, 39]. Thein nesults, and oulls, ane centainly compatibi-e

with the assumption of a statistical distribution.

The pnoblem nolr is to calculate the tempenatune vaniations

and absol-ute val-ues of the hypenfine fiel-ds in al_l_ the possible

environments of a magnetic ion, whose pnobabilities ane given by

(3.1), fon a matenial with some par"ticuJ-an value of x. To this

end we wÍLl use moleculan field theory in sectíon I to calculate

the tempenatune dependence of the magnetizatíon in each environment,
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and then make the assumption [5] that Hn, * Sr. In othen wonds

the time avenage of the magnetic moment over .L is supposed to be

the same as an ensemble average. fn section 2, some nesults on the

vanious contributions to the hypenfine field at T = 0 ane b::ought

togethen. Since the ah iwí,LLo calculations of the absofute values

of the unpair"ed spin density at the iron nucleus ínvolve smafl

dífferences of lange quantities (t2.1), calculated within the limita-

tions of Hantree-Fock theory, we will only conside:: calculations of

the changes ín \r fnom the expenimental fr"ee-ion value, br"ought

about by the neighbouring íons.

The tempenature dependence of the hyper:fine fiel-ds in

mixed systems has not neceived much attention ín the litenatune,

except in the case of sma.Il concentnations of magnetic ions in

metals t40]. sinrple moleculan fÍetd theory, with nearest-neighboun

intenactions, plainJ-y pnedicts that a magnetic ion must have at

Ieast one magnetic neighboun if it is to onden at al-l, while more

sophísticated effective field theonies pnedict that it shou.ld

have at least two [41].

]. TEMPERATURE VARIATION OF THE HYPERFTNE FTELDS.

AJ-though mo.Lecu.Ian field theony suffens fnom some well

known defects, it has the vintue of covening the whole nange of

tempenatune fr:om T = O to T., the rnagnetíc ondening temperature,

and it is not difficult to calculate. Funthenmo::e, Z, the numben

of near"est neighbours, enters the equations in a dÍrect way.
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We wil-l start by taking the usual approach in which a

panticulan ion is isolated fnom the cnystal, and the moleculan

field acting on it is detenmined sel-f-consistently. The molecula:r

field equations witl be wnitten down fo:: a gene::al situation, and

then the results of the theony will be exhibited by calculating the

case of nearest-neighboun intenactions in a nandom distnibution of

magnetic and non-magnetic ions wíth N = 6. The effects of allowing

fon longer: nange intenactions and the nange of envinonments of the

neighbouns will be discussed, and then a betten model in which the

shel_l of neighbouns is tneated differently fnom the r"est of the

crystal is pnoposed. Applications to the analysis of experimental

data are given in Chapten ÏV.

I.l Genenal Moleculan Field Equations.

Since oun intenest is in Mðssbauer spectl?arwe focus our"

attention on the f-ions which we suppose to be inon. Each v-site

has N .. neighbouring sites of type i which may be occupied by
va

eithen f on g-ions; i labels both different cnystal sites and

cliffenent distance neighbouns. A pantículan f-ion on a v-site has

2... f-neighbouns and (N-.-. - 2...) g-neighbouns in the ith shell, withua vl_ v]-

J.lf and Jl$ as the appnopniate exchange constants. The basicv]. vr_

appnoximation of the moleculan fiel-d theony [+Z] is to wnite the

HamiLtonian fon the magnetic inter.action of an ion with íts neighbouns

(t.tZ) in ter'¡ns of an effective field Hu

fl = -eurS"nu (3.2)
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H.. depends on the envínonment, specified by the set ofv

occupation numbers {rui}, and gus3ri, the averlage val-ue of the

z-component of the magnetic moment of an ion on the sites of type

i. The field is not defined unequivocally, because of the nange of

envinonments possíble fon the neighbouns, and it is necessany to

take an avenage, denoted ( ) , oven all- envinonments of the centr.al-

ion whích have the same set of occupation numbens, Ín onden to obtain

a unique value Hvizv.]. We rnay now wnite the mol-ecul-an fíeld

acting on the centr"al inon ion as

(3.3)

A similan expnession gives the moLecutan fíeld actíng on the g-ions.

The centnal nesult of molecul-an field theony is the r"e.l-ation

between the avenage value of the magnetization of an ion and the

molecular field it expeniences. Fo:: the inon,

SÍuirui] = sB s(cuBs i{{zu. }/rr), (3.4)

o
whene Ðr(U) is the appnopniate Br"iltouin function, and nffiI

is the angular: momentum of the ion. The::e wi.l-I be a pain of

equations like (3.3) and (3.4) fon each of the cnystalJ-ognaphÍc

siteso and thene is anothen, similar set fon the g-ions if they

ane also magnetic. A consistent so.l-ution of all these equations

may be found, at least in pnincipJ-e, so that the ave::ages

.S-..{ Z-.r}r ___ and .3_. > ane the same.zv Yr av zL av

oven a.l-.1- suitable sets of occupation numbers. The avenaging pnocess

t¡f {z .,} = ,? I fz ..lff.sf .t + (N - z . ).lrg.-sg.tlvl_ gUS i 
- vr- vl_ zr vi vj_- vl_ 21 -
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is cl-ear enough when x is so low that oecupation numbens of zeno

have a negligible pr"obability. Howeven, when this is not tnue,

.3-,t ís not identical to the avenage value ofltt," z-component of
ZI

the spin of a panticu.l-an species of ion on a v-site, because only

those ions with the centnal ion as a neighboun ane counted in the

illustnate the avenaging pr^ocess, and show how to take into account

the tautology that the neanest neighbou::s of an f-ion always have

at least one f-ion as a nearest neighboun.

Fr:om a pnactical point of view, if the macnoscopic avenages

.S_-.t can be detenmined expenimentatly, then equations (3.3) and
ZI

(3.4) enabfe us to calcu.Iate 3f tz.] fon any environment ofzv Yr-

intenest, pnovided the exchange constants ane known. Conversely,

if the values of 3f{Zu.} ane known fon the diffenent envir:onments,

then infonmation about the exchange íntenactions can be deduced.

l.l.l |on and Cnq,sta,L Model. SímpLe Ttteo,tment.

Magnetization cunves and Mðssbauen spectna wil-I now be

calculated fo:: a veny simple example. Suppose we have a crystal

in which all the cation sites ane equivalentrand they ane occupied

by a nandom mixture of inon and a non-magnetic substitution.so that

x is the pnobability of finding a non-magnetie ion on any site.

In addítÍon, suppose that the only impontant exchange intenactions,

J, ane between an inon and inons on six neighbouning sites. There

ane only seven diffenent envinonments in such a matenial , Z = O,

f , ..., 6, and thein pnobabilities wene l-isted in ta-bl-e 3. The
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(3.3) and (3.4) vanishfonest of

and they

and

sub- and supenscripts on equations

simply neduce to

H(Z) =

2ZJ<S >
z

8!e

szZ) = s8r(euBs H( z)/kr)

(3.s)

(3.6)

aOnly neanest-neighboun ions with the centnal inon ion as

neanest neighboun are taken into account in the avenage .-Srt

Thus <$_> = .S_12¡t_--, whene the ]atten average is taken overz z av-

environments with Z = I, 2, ..., 6 on1y. It is convenient to

íntnoduce the reduced variables o(z) = szZ)/5, .otur, = <Sz>/S

and "r = 3kT/2S(S+1) Í.2 àrr. Equations (3.5) and (3.6) ane now

conbined to give the equation of state

o(z)=sst.#*J (3.7)

Thene is a unique magnetic ondening tempenatur"e, T., fon

all the iron in the cr:ystaI except the ions wíth Z = O, which

expenience no effectÍve field in this appnoximatíon, and consequently

neven onden. Fon matenial-s with x < 0.5, P6(O) ís negligible, so

that .S-t is the average value of the z-components of the spins
z

of all the inon ions, and .ruuu = 6(1-x). T" is pnopontional to

<Z>___, and it deviates slightly fnom lineanity fon x > 0.5, asav'
shown in figune 22. The tempenatune dependence of the hypenfine

fields in the diffenent envinonments in matenials with x = 0.1,

O.5, and 0.9 ís displayed in figune 23, whene curves are only shown
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Fìgtne 22. Theo¡e¿LcoL vaú-o,tí.on o(. the yo4neLíc onduing tenpela'ùtte at a duncùLon od

conc¿ttt¡.oÌ'¿on ín a nixed 6aôtan.

o.2 o.8 o.2 o.ô o.8

Reduced Temperolure T

1.O.8.6.+.Lo

o40.6o.4 t.o

Figrtttz 23. Tarpenatune dependenee o( the nø.gne.LLzaÍion o( an i¡on ion in en4ítonneni¿ with
vo,¡t'i-ottt nut¡úut o( rmgnel,Le nøíghbowø on ¿ix nenne¡t-nuLghboun ü-tu. Cu¡ve.s
attz dnatsn (ott tsllni-aÎt wi-th a ¡rudom non-nagne.tLe aub,sLihttíon o[ a.l 109, bl 5OZ
and cl 90t. The dor.@d l-ínet ¿how the e((ect. o[ a atm!,L, Long-nÀnge ínteitae*Lon
on the anve don i¡on ni.th no i¡on nøLghboutu.
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fon environments with a pnobability gneaten than 19o. A set of

Mðssbauer spectra denived from this tempenature vaniation of the

hyperfine fietds in the matenial- with x = 0.5 is shown in

figune 24. Each envinonment is assumed to contnibute a pattenn of

six Lor"entzians of equal width and with an intensity natio

3:2:I:1:2:3. The intensity of the pattern is pnopontiona.I to the

pnobability of the envinonment, (3.1), and the quadnupole and isomen

shifts ane taken to be zero, At t = O, o(Z) is assumed to be I

for all Z I O, and an unbnoadened síx-fine pattenn nesul-ts. Ïn

Nt¿¿battut speehrÃ. o 6 
57 re

Theg one dønived dineaff4
¿lwum ín (igae 23b.

0.o 0.5

in a. ¡wieni-aL tui.th d 508 tandom non-rmgne.tíe ¿ub¿ti,tuiion.
[rcn fhe tenpettaiutte dependenee o[ the hqputdíne {ieLdl

Fíguttz 24.
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additÍon thene is a smal-I centnal peak fon the l-.69o of the iron

fon which o(0) = o.

ft must be admitted that the spectna in figu::e 24 bean

only a slight nesemblance to the ones that have been obsenved in

mixed compounds. In practice, the numenous shanp peaks ane not

resol-ved ISZ - 64]l and thene is no centnal peak at low tempenatunes,

even for quite high values of x. The main defects in the simple

treatment ane the assumptions of equal widths for a]l the lines,

and strict neanest-neighboun interactions. fn the impnoved t::eat-

ment in the next section, these nestnictions wiÌI be waived.

Although it is possibJ-e to calculate o(Z) fon any value

of x fnom (3.7), the model becomes quite unneafistic when

x 'r, (tl-1)/N. Since we ane assuming nearest-neighbour inte::actions,

many of the iron ions, having no neanest neighboulls, ane obliged to

behave like paramagnetic impunities. Most of the rest of them have

only one iron neighboun, and they wiIJ- be members of rathen short

chains of intenacting ions which may be expected to behave as

superparamagnetic clustens. The sizes of connected iron cl-ustens

were calculated in a 2Ox2Ox2O arnay fon vanious concentrations of

iron distnÍbuted at nandom oven the lattice points, and the results

are given in table 4.

When x < 0.67, corresponding to more than two of the six

neighbouning sites being occupied on avenage, most of the inon ions

ane connected. The nemainden ane isolated, on else in small clustens,

because the pnobability of a medíum-sízed clusten having no ions on

adjacent sites is smaIl. When x ¡, 0.75, thene is a nange of small



x\Clusten--size I 2

0.4O # of clustens 16
t of total 0.3

0.50 # of clustens 63 4
t of totat 1.6 O.z

0.60 # of clusters 156 26
t of total 4.9 1.6

0.65 # of clusters 209 39
I of total 7.5 2.9

0.70 # of clusters 289 59
t of total I2.2 5.O

0.75 # of cluste¡rs 348 77
t of total L7.7 7.9

O.8O # of clusters 4L2 92
t of total 26.5 11.9

0.90 # of clustene 422 8l
$ of total 55.4 Zt.g
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1.1.2 Ion oud CnqatøL Mode.L. Imptøvød Tneafnent..

We wiLl first al]ow fon the fact that the mol-ecular fiefd

acting on an íon is not pnecisely defined by Z, but may take a

nange of values about H(Z) because of the range of envinonments

possible fon the nøLgltbou,rø. Then the possibility of long-r"ange

interactions will be admitted.

The standand deviation ir¡ H(Z) is

LH(z) = ?sJgunú ,it b av

'I'he pnobability in this expnession is a l-ittIe diffenent fnom

P6(Z). The Z = O environments ane ignored because each of the

neighbouns wilt always have the centnal ion as a neanest neighboun,

so that P¿(Z) = P6(z)/lI - P6(0)1. The devíatíon in o(z) which

cornesponds to AH(Z) is

Lo (z) -- (ðo (z)/aH( z)) LH(z)

(3.8)

(3.s)

( 3.10 )

The consequent line bnoadening, Aß,

obtained fnom the last two equations

is 2Lo(Z) and may be

ao =1r¡ffi;#
av -v z=!

Aß is in neduced units, and the constant .( is 1.000 fon l-ines 1

and 6,0.579 fon lines 2 and 5 and 0.157 fon l-ines 3 and 4.

Anothen sounce of line bnoadening is the nange of dipotan

fields pnoduced by diffenent numbens of magnetic neighbouns n but

this is small companed with Aß, except close to t = O, and will

be ignoned here.



In insu.l-ators, the longen-range intenactions ane likely to

be much weaken than the neanest-neighbour inte::actions, and arise

from ions on many mone sites. Hence it is r.easonable to nepresent

the longer-range intenactions by a small, avenaged tenm in the

mol-ecular field, and suppose that the singJ-e panameter:, Z, is

still- adequate fon defining the envinonment. The mol-eculan field

is now wnitten as
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( 3. 11)H(Z) = 2 (Z¿ n I <2.> J. )<S >
8US ilf 1av1 z

<2,>___ is the average numben of inon-neighbouns in the ith shell,].av
and J. theÍn exchange intenaction with the cent::af ion. These

f

longen- nange interactions will inf.Iuence the magnetic orde::ing

temperature, and they will contnibute a .Iittle extna br:oadening

because of the distnibution in 2.. Howeven thein gr"eatest effect

is on inon ions in sites with no i::on neanest neighbou::s. The

magnetization cunves of figur:e 23 wene necalcul-ated including a

smafl extra constant tenm, taken as 0.l<Z>avJ, in the mofecular

fiel-d. It tunns out that the shape of the cunvet fon Z > O is

banely alter-ed, but the Z = O cunve has the concave for"m shown

by the dashed lines in figune 23b and c instead of following the

axes.

Some M6ssbauer spectna ane shown in figure 25, which

were ca.l-culated in the same llay as the spectna in figur:e 24

except that the line bnoadening given by (3.10) and a small long-

nange interaction given by l, .2,>---J-. = 0.1<Z>---J in (S.ff)
itt l- av l- av
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T"0.3

T"O.5

T" O.7

T. O.9

o.o

ti4une 25. l[b¿rboaul âpectÅ.ø. o5 57fe in na,tø¿íald wi.th ttødon, non-na.gnQiíc ÁuhÁt)lrlt'ioø o{- al l|t, bl 502 ud cl 908. Theq ane obtnlned (non the tenpørtatune dependence
o( the-hqpetdine óiQAdÁ, 6hown in- dígutte 23, wi,î.!t a ¿tmLL long-autge Lnlenae-tion,
eÃd the Lixe-btaalening e({ec-t tahu inlo conai.dQrLa'Litn.

have been taken into account. These spectna now bear a strong

nesembl-ence to expenimental- obsenvations. The bnoadened l-ines

with some sign of stnuctu::e, and the'tniangular'spect::urn of

figure 25b have all been obsenved, fon example, in figure 44.

Nevertheless thene is a small negion of ternpenature, in the vicinity

of the Curie point o whene a magnetical-J-y o::der"ed spectnum co-exists

with a centnal rpanamagneticr peak. The statíc theony given in

this chapten is unabfe to explain these spectna, and an expenimental

-o.5 o.5
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investigation of them is pnesented in Chapten VI. They can occur3

for quite small val-ues of the diamagnetic substitutiono X, and

even in rpuret materials. The spectnum in figune 25c which shows

a Ìange centnal peak is not of this type. Rathen the peak is simply

due to the 5390 of the inon with no inon nearest neighbouns.

It is desinabfe to cal-culate the shape of the magnetization

curves just below the Cunie point to a better" degnee of appnoximationn

and this will be done by taking the infl-uence of the centnaf inon

on its neighbouns into account explicitly.

I.2 Ion, Shell- and Cnystal Model.

In the fast two panagnaphs we considened the intenaction

of a single ion with the nest of the cnystal, which is scaled by

a facton Z, and adjusted for self-consistency. I^Ie now divide

the cnystal into thnee pants, shown schematically in figune 26b,

instead of the pnevious two. The usual moleculan field equations

for the centnal ion and an ion in its shell of neighbouns may be

wnitten;

Íigne 26. SchøllúÌ/c rt¿pftQÁentdt íotlÂ
thelL and utgatal nodel.

o( al the ion wtd atgatal nodøL, and bl the i-on,



oc.ntnat-( n =Ðs(gu¡s Hcentoat-( z)/kr)

Hcentnal = 2zJS<o>shel-r/guB

<o>shel-f =8 r(8!Bs H"h"u/kr)

Hshett = 2l(<z> - 1)JS<o>av * JSo""r,t o^t(z) J/cur.

Combining these equations we find that

o(z) =ßr{#3ri# t(<z> - 1)<o>¿v +,(z)r))
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(3.12)

The suffix rcentralt has been dnopped. Equation (S.fZ) may be

sofved self-consistently fon o(Z). Note that it neduces to (3.7) if

o(Z) = <o>
av

The solution was computed by itenation. Fon a given value

of the panameter J/kT, tnial- val-ues of o(Z) ar:e used on the
6

night-hand side, (õ)___ = I p.Q)oQ), and new values of o(2,)av z3o b

ane computed. The convergence was nathen slow. The calcufated

cunves for N = 6 and x = 0r 0.3r 0.5 and O.7 ane shown in

figune 27. The var"iation of the magnetic ondening tempenature

with x is similar to that shown in figune 22. Note that the

honizontal scale in figune 27 is pnopontional to temperatune

whereas the scal-e in figune 23 is reduced tempenature.

Although the difference between this model and the pnevious

one seems insubstantial - the intenaction of the central ion with

its shel-l- of neighbours ís incfuded explicitly, instead of in an

averaged mannen - the quantitative differences between the two
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Figune 27. Tenipenatutte dependence o[ the nagneLlzaf-Lon o( an i¡-on ion ín ¡mte¡i-a.0-t wilh
vonintu rcn-rmgncl,íe concenþLoiLoru, ulailaÍed on th¿ ion, thell and. ery¿tdL nedcl.

kTlî' l.o
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model-s are considerabl-e, cJ-ose to the magnetic ordering tempenature.

Figure 28 illustnates the fact that the spread of hypenfine fields

is larger for the pnesent theony, and the g::eater: tendency towands

concave magnetization cunves fon small val-ues of N. However: fon

t < 0.5 and x < 0.5 the diffenences ane small, and the ion and

crystaÌ model wiII be used because it is easier to calculate.

o.7 0.6 .r
Figae 28. Cornpaní,son o{ pnedLe.tLõtu o( r-he íon

úül otd cngtta,L nade!.,
tub¿ti-ttúíon.

o.?

ud cttqúal model, , and the i.ott,
, {on a wfe¡iol wi.th a 50t non-nagne,tíc

t.o

In mol-ecufar fiel-d theory, there can only be one magnetic

ordening tempenatune, and ions which a::e very weakly bound to

the nest of the crystal, fon example ions with Z = L¡ or the ::ane
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earth ions in gannets, or:den at the same temper:ature as ions with

the stnongest exchange intenactions. It is unlikely that any static

effective field theo::y can pnedict a nange of ordening tempenatunes,

because once the effective field appears o it influences the entire

cnystaJ-.

As a companison of theony and expeniment,in Figune 29 we

have nepnoduced the hyperfine field data of Czen et al [gg] on

(ZrO.34MnO.66) Fe204 obtained by fitting the absonption spectna

to foun subspectna whose intensities ane given by (3.f), togethen

with the cunves pnedicted by (3.7). P6(Z) nepnesents the pnobability

that a B-site inon ion will have Z manganese and G-Z) zinc ions

as A-site neighbouns, and J is the Fe-Mn supenexchange intenaction,

.8

Reduced Temperoture T

ob

1\

b
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.gl
Ll_,
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C

l0-
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C):f
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c)
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Figu.tu. 29. Conpaúton-od.the hqput(ine [iøUa ín lZn,.S¿tlnO.erlFerîn wi¡h the ptedic-tiotø o(
c4uatinn 13.71.
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fixed by the nelation T. = 2S(S+I)ZJ/3K. Thene are no adjustabte

parametens apant fnom ventical normalisation, and all- the cunves

are normal-ised to the same field at r = 0. The agneement is as

good as may reasonably be expected. A concave magnetization cunve

fon Z = 2 is in agneement with the theony.

The molecufan field theony developed hene is capable of

predicting the MBssbauen spectna of substituted systems, pr:ovided

the tempenature is not so close to the ondening tenrperatune that

dynamic spin fluctuations ane impontant, and provided the concen-

tration of non-magnetic substitution is not too high. Lange non-

magnetic substitutions may afso have the effect of alter"ing the

spin annangement. The main defect of mofeculan fiel-d theony is

that it fails to take into account pnopenly the local-ised natune

of the exchange intenactions [43]. The molecul-an fiel-d is fo::mally

equivalent to an infinite range interaction [44], and it is unable

to allow for local time-fl-uctuations just below T.. In a diLute

system the degnee of magnetíc onder must depend on the geometny

of the exchange paths, and the pnesent theony can only approximate

the neal geometry in a veny cnude way.

2. HYPERFÏNE FIELDS AT ABSOLUTE ZERO.

Three factors, which infl-uence the hypenfine fiel-d at the

nuc.l-eus of an ion at t = 0 acconding to its magnetic envinonment,

ar"e the dipoJ-ar field, the ""¡6-point spin deviatíon, and the supen-

transfenned hyper"fine fiel-d. l{e will bniefly r"eview each contr.ibution.



2.r DipoJ-ar Fie.l-ds.

If we ignone orbitaf contnibutions to the hyper"fine field,

the dipolan fíeld is obtained by summing the contributions due to

the el-ect:ronic moments on each site.
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(3.13)nurn = -ssruBuN t L***t Ï',J
The sum is oven aI.l- the fattice sites in the vicinity of the

centra.l ion which ane occupied by a magnetic ion. It must be

extended to faírly distant neighbouns because t.rn t I/ri, where

n. is the radius of the íth shell. The contribution of a single
I

ion on an adjacent site is ¡, I kOe, and the totaf dipolan fiel-d

n,l-O koe.

At sites with cubie point symmetry in a pune compound,

fon example the A sÍtes in FerOU, n.in = O. Howeven t.rn may be

quite lange in a substituted system, al-though .tdipt = O. Even

in a pure compound thene can be diffe::ent dipolar" fiel-ds at sites

which are crystatlogr:aphicalJ-y equivalent. For" example, the dipolar

field at room temperatune is 2.3 kOe for thnee-quanters of the B

sites in FerOU and 4.0 kOe fon the nemaining quanten.

Zeno-Point Spin Devíations.

It is well known that the connect antifennomagnetic gnound'

state is not the one with aLternate spins exactly antipanallel, but

thene is a sma.l-l spin deviation, even at absol-ute zer:o [45]. Thene

has been some confusion as to whether the zero point spin deviation

of a magnetic ion is increased [46] on decneased [47] by a diamagnetic

neÍghboun, but the latten is pnobably tnue [48]. Howeven, according
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to van den Bnaak, a diamagnetic neighboun in an antifenromagnet

wilJ- only change the spín d¿via,tion by 6eo. Thus the net effect is

quite negligible. Calculations of the effect have al-so been made

for fennomagnets t491.

2,3 Supentnansferned Hypenfine Fields.

Attempts to measune the zeno point spin deviation in anti-

fenromagnets led to the postulation of a supentransfenned hypenfine

field tsol. The intenaction A Ë-.T, wher.e A is the hypenfinez'
coupling constant, mêy be measuned by e.s.n., n.m.t:., and the M8ssbauer"

Effect. Attempts to deduce (S-S") by taking values of A fnom

e.s.r. on panamagnetic salts 1ed to values of S"/S t t. Owen and

Taylor [SO1 ",rttested that the va]-ue of A should be díffenent in

dilute and concentrated magnetic compounds because of the t::ansfer

of unpained spin fnom one magnetic cation to anothen.

The tnansfer of spin (and cha::ge) density to a ligand

nucleus fnom an adjacent cation by ovenlap and covalency pnoduces

a transfenned hypenfine fíeld t511. The supentnansfenned hypenfine

fíeld, by analogy with supenexchange, is a similan effect¡except

that it is detected at the cation siteo and the anion is an

intenmediary between two cations. It has been obsenved in severa.l-

compounds [52] and a necent study of Sn-doped gannets [53] shows

that it is almost exclusively a neanest-neighbour" effect.

The influence of the transfenned change density, fnom

oxygen to inon, on the isomen shift is discussed by Simanek [54];
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it depends stnongly on the inon-oxygen sepanation. The supentransferned

change density ís nathen small.

The supentransfenned field ís a nesult of the ovenl-ap dis-

tortion of a centnal inonfs s-o¡-bitals by the s- and p-onbitals of

the ligand. These themselves have been pantially unpained by a

transfer: of spin into a neighbouning 3d onbital. Van den l.louCe and

Sawatzky [55] have given a quantitative expnession fon the unpained

spin and change density at an iron nucfeus in an antifennomagnet

by considening the extended octahednal compJ-ex shown Ín figune 30.

A centnal- Fe3+ cation with spin t is surnounded by an octahednon of

Fe3r ,re.oest neighbouns with spin *. By forrning compound onbitals

oa-
etìre,

cgloof di
fL5

ao@+l?' 34..*.

E
8

8
E'

Extuded oelohednol cnnplex uted to cohulnte the change and. rupaited apLn deø.ítíet
ú the cenlnol taelet¿.

Figune. ?,0.
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with rfg symmetny, the cha:rge and net spin density at the centnal-

nucl-eus may be written, in terms of the el-ectnonic change and spin,

AS;

9^cLo^p = I trol^(o)J2 + tol-(o)t2Ì+ o¡¡t2[- i r]- oj"to) + "f" of"rolr2
rrlr 'ns 'ns r,!r ns

+ o¡r+21- Í. rj" ol"(o) +.f" of"colt2 (s.r4)

and

f, = Irr*1-(o)r2 - to:-(o)r2] + o^r+2¡- Írl= oj=tol
n=l ns 'ns 

n=i

* .1" of"ro )f - ur*'r-"!, sj"oj"rol * 'f"ofs(o)12 (3.rs)

In these expnessions ôns(O) ane the s-wave functions of

the centnal- Fe3+ion, evaluated at the nucleuso 14" is the tnansfer

coefficient for an oxygen 2p electnon into the unoccupied 4s

shel-I of the centna1 ion, and Srr" ane the ovenl-ap integnals

.O-- I 2p->. The tnansfen and ovenlap integnals involving ls and'ns'
2s e.l-ectrons ane neglected, and the nonmal-ization constants Nt

and N+ ane given by

I
Nt2 = [r + eo2 + 2Boso - 6 i s13 * o 

"1? 
+ 12 af" tl"]-t

,r!r ns 4s

and
e

N{2 = [r - so'- u i. r:3 - u "l: + rz af" rl=]-t (3.16)
n=r

whene Bq, is the tnansfen Íntegnal fon oxygen 2p, efectrons into

the 3d+ orbital of the neighbouning inon, and So is .2prltd3re.ogt.

The finst tenms in (3.14) and (g.fS) ane the fnee-ion charge
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and spin densities, and the othen tenms repnesent the ovenlap dis-

tontion of the centnal s-o:.bitals and the tnansfen of oxygen

p-eÌectnons into the centnal 4s-onbital and into the 3d onbitals

of the neighbou::íng inon ions.

The supertnansfenned hypenfine fiel-d ís neally due to the

fact that N+ and N+ ane unequalrbecause of the tnansfer of 2pt

electr:ons fnom the oxygen into the unoccupied 3d+ shell-s of the

neíghbouning ions. If we take Sl^ and Sl- equal to the averagens ns

ovenlap integnal, 6]^tol and Ol^fo) equal to thein avenage- 'ns 'ns
+¿value and .4" and "4" equal , then the fol-l-owing expnession,

ISS1, gives the supentnansfen::ed hyper"fine field in kiloensteds

H = -szs trr2t¡ *2 an-"- Í s-oô-o(o) + ,4"ö4"(0)12"Sthf ^' "'b ' ,r1, 
"ns*nst-'

whene [56] Ao = (Bo + So).

HSanf will natunalJ-y be zeno if the neighbour"ing cations ane

diamagnetic.

(3.17)

(3.18)

A discussion of the supentnansfenned hypenfine field in

spinel fennites is given by Sawatzky et al [56], who show that this

facton can explain the diffenence between the Fe3+(A) and r"3+(s)

hypenfine fields. The contnibution at a f"3+(g) nucleus is l-2 kOe

fon each f'"3+(e) neÍghboun, so that the supentnansfenned hypenfine

field contnibutes 72 kOe on 74eo of the magnitude of Hhf(B) in NiFerOU,

fon example. The connesponding contnibution at " f.3+(A) nucleus

is I kOe, the difference being nel-ated to the gneaten covalency

of the Fe(A) - O bond, as companed to the Fe(B) - 0 bond.



TV Hypenfine Interactions in the Systern (Fe,,-*Rh*)ZOs

No ínve,tLigaLLon, no nLght. to ,spealz. ^ Mao Tde-tung.

Although a number of investigatons have collected Mössbauen

spectr"a of díagmagnetically substituted magnetic oxides, most of the

expJ-anations of the obsenved spectr"a have been qualitative, and

thene have been no reponts in the litenatune of a compnehensive

investigation encompassing a wide nange of temperatune and diamagnetic

concentnation. There have been studies of hematite with Rh [57] and

Ga [58] doping, magnetite with Zn [59] and Ga [39] as well as studies

of sevenal othen spinels [34,00-02] and gannets [63,64]. A common

featune of the spectna of all these matenials, in the magneticaÌly

ondened negionrane the broad lines with a temper:atune-dependent

linewidth and shape. A theonetical- basis fon undenstanding the

spectna has been outlined in the last chapten, and we will now

descnibe our expeniments on the inon-rhodium oxide system.

The neasons fon selecting this panticula:: system fon study

ane that aFerOa has a single i::on site, and consequently a simple

six-l-ine spectnum, and also that a complete nange of solid solutions

of FerO, and RhrO, can be made. The system was finst prepaned and

studied by Knén et al- [65], using x-ray and neutnon diffnaction.

75
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They found that the mixed oxides all had the conundum structu::e,

and that they we::e homogeneous with no sign of cation ondering.

Funtherrnore, thene vJas no evidence fon any change in the magnetic

structune of those matenials with x > 0.05 at noom temperatune.

Some Mössbauen spectna of the compounds T.relle t:eponted by members

of the same group [57].

Befone discussing our own Mbssbauer spectna, ít is finst

necessarl¡ to describe the cnystallognaphic and magnetic pnoperties

of the system.

1. CRYSTALLOGRAPHY AND SAMPLE PREPARATION.

Rhodium sesquioxide is genenally supposed to have the

conundum structune, on the basis of an eanly x-uay study by Lunde

[66]. The stnucture was delineated by Betov in l-945 [67], but

there have been no modenn nefinements. Since we nequire a knowledge

of the cation-oxygen distances in the mixed system ín onden to

intenpret the quadnupole intenaction and isomen shift data, we

need to know the stnuctunes of, at least, the two end membe::s.

Good single cnystal- measunements were recentÌy neponted fo::

aFerO, [68J but they alae lacking fon oRhrOr. A determination of

the structune of Rh20g was, thenefone, a pnel?equisite fon oun wonk.

l-.J- Cnystal Stnuctune of aRhr0r.

It seems that single cnystals of all the conundum st:'ucture

sesquioxídes rnay be gnown, except fon Rhror; thus it was necessary
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to nesort to powder methods fon the stnuctune refinement. A necent

attempt, at 65 kban and 1200oCr led to cr"ystals of an onthonhombic

modífication [69] which we will catl VRhrOr. Anothen ontho::hombic

forrn, which we refen to as ßfrzogo has also been neponted [70]. rt

is obtained when ofuZO3, the usua.L conundum stnuctune fonm, is

subjected to pnolonged heating above 7500C.

The sampJ-e used fon oun x-nay r"r"rro"*"nts r^¡as a gney powde:r

of neagent gnade Rh2Og11, which luas reponted to contain 80.91% Rh by

weight. The only impunities detected by x-nay fluonescence r{ene

O.2eo Pd, O.Leo Ru"and 0.1% Sn. pune RhrO, is 81.09% Rh by weight.

ft was clean f::om the diffnactometen tr:ace that only about

90% of the oxide was in the a-fonm, the nemainder beÍng ßRhZOg.

Howeveno when the onthonhombic powden pattenn was subtnacted off,

all the r"emaining lines could be assigned indices consistent with

the space gnoup R3c. The ovenl-apping was significant for the hexa-

gonal neflections 012, 104, l-IO, O24r 2II, l-34 and 1) Ir 72. AII-

the line positíons wene measur:ed on Debye-Schenen photognaphsrwhile

thein integnated intensities wene obtained fnom the diffnactometer:

tr:ace. Howeven the intensity of the highest angle neflection, 324,

had to be estimated fnom the powden photognaphs, because the diffirac-

tometen can only scan up to 20 = 1600. Al-l- the measunements we::e

made at 23oC using FeKcl nadiation and the doublet was well- nesolved

at high angles. The powden pattern fon crRhrO, is given in Tab1e 5.

I,fe find that .H = 5.I27 ! O.OOI8 and

the connesponding nhombohednal panametet:s being

= 13.853 t O.OO48,

= 5.4848 and

tH

tR
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IlIt
I

l7
22

I
)<
)

36
t2
6
I

l4
I

5
90*

hk I
t 2 8
0 210
134
o o12
226
042
21lO
404
t 1t2
321
232ì
t 2ttl
318
324

dc¡c III t

3.738 A, 53
2-73t 88
2.564 100
2'309 I I
2.241 7
2.114 6
f'869 37
1.716 53
l-666 r
1.631 7
1.61 3 2
r.slo 33
1.480 30
1.436 I
1.365 r

1.322 | t6
t.320 I
1.282 ì 15
t.280 I1.246 t6
t.235 I
t.2t3 4

hk I
0t 2
104
I t0
006
tt3
202
o24
rt6
2t I
122
0t8
2t 4
300
l2 5
208
r 0tOlrrel
2201
2t7l
03 6
223
3t2

TabLe 5,

do¡s

3.68 A
2.731
2.s67
2'309
2-U2
2.t16
t.870
1.717
1.667
t.633
t.615
t'512
1.482
1.436
1.366
t.32t

l'281

1.245
r'236
1.213

. dcarc

1.205
I .175

1.160
1-ls4
1.t2t
l'096
1.068
1.057
t'053
I .016

1.008
1.007
1.004
o.9773

X-na,¿ Powdut ?oÍletu {on aRhtr?U.

do¡s

1.205
l.17 5
l.l6l
t.154
1.121
1.096
1.068
1.057
1.0s3
1.014
r.008

1.003
0.9773

* Estimated from photographs.

a = 55044' The calculated density is 8. 02 g.cm-3. It is convenient

to índex the powden pattern ín tenms of the hexagonal cel-l-, but fon

some purposes the nhombohednal co-ondinates aue mone suitable. The

stnuctune facton takes a panticulanly simple fonm in the nhombohedna.l-

sys tem:

F^_, ^ = 2f n(sín 2n(h-k)u + sin 2n(k-0)u + sin 2n(1,-h)u);(h+k+r,)oddcal-c u

and

F""1" = 2fo(cos 2n(h-k)u + cos 2n(t-t)u + cos zTr(9.-h)u) + +f*n

cos 2n(h+k+0)w; (h+k+.e,)even.

and fRn ane the atomic scatte::ing factons for- 02- and Rh3*,

u and v¡ are the oxygen and nhodium special position

(4.1)

fo

and

parametens. fn or"den to detenmíne these parameterso togethen with

the tempenature facton, Btr"" used a computen to minimize the

residua-l:
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G.z)n = IItoo"| -lF""r"lzlIro¡"I,

whene F . and F . ane the observed and calcu]ated stnuctureo.bs calc
factor"s. The fonmen ane nelated to the intensity of the nefl-ection

by the equation

I oc j t(r + 
"o=22e)/(cos e sin2e)Jroo"2"*p[-n.(sin e/ù2] (4.3)

whene j is the multiplicity of the nefl-ection. No co::r^ectíons wene

made for anomal-ous scattening. OnJ-y the 24 lines which wer:e obsenved,

nesolved, and dÍd not appneciably overlap rhombohednal línes wene

used in the calculation of R. The nesul-tíng values are u = 0.2g5

t 0.010, w = 0.098 t 0.001 and Bt = 1.2 t 0.4. The connesponding

minimum value of R was 13.4%, which Ís not unneasonable fon this
powder nefinement.- The equivalent hexagonal panameter"s ane

x(o) = 0.295 r o.oLo and z(nh) = 0.348 t O.Oot. It was also

possible to obtain varues of ür wi and Ba consistent r^rith

these by minimising [wtlroo"l - lr""r.l)2, negandress of whethen

!{ is taken as r, t.;3, on a function simir-ar to the one pr:oposed

by Evans t711. Finally we necal-cul-ated R using alÌ 33 obsenved

nefLections, and found R = L3.29o. The observed and ca-l_culated

stnucture factor"s appear in ta-bl-e 6 , and' the 24 used for" the stnuctune

detenmination ane manked with a daggen.

The stnuctune may be nega::ded as an anrangement of hexagonal

cJ-ose-packed oxygen layens, normar to the c-axis, whích is distonted

by the presence of sma1l rhodiun cations in two-thínds of the
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TabLe 6, Sttue-tttte Fac.toru don a?,hr) 
U.

hklFou"Fo"rohkllFo¡e
0r 2 52.0 58.4 22 3t 27.9r 0 4 96'2 -t08.4 I 3 ll lo.5I r 0 156.9 127.2 3 I 21 36.4o 0 6T 104.7 - 8s.8 I 2 Ef 19.6r r 3t 35.9 26.s 0 2 10t 98.5202't 35.7 38.2 13 4 75.8o 2 4 t0l'8 -to7.r 0 0121 66.0r r 6f 135.8 -t20.0 3 I 5 _
2 t lt t6.7 E.7 2 2 6t 113.4| 2 21 37.3 38.0 o 4 21 32.8o r 8t 28.8 29.3 2 I lot 88.5
? ! 41 87.3 -e4.e 4 o 41 70.83 0 0l t2t.3 13s.2 1 t t2' 48.8
! 2 5t l3'9 7.4 3 2 lf il.820 81 20.5 19.3 232 _
l 0t0 112.4 t 211ll9 - t5.7 3l8T 25.222 0 - 100.8 229217 - 6.5 324 76.1+0 3 ót 68'3 -75.9
I Estimated.
t These reflexions were used in the determination of u, w and B.

Fca¡c

- l1.s
- 3.5
40.0
20.1
98.5

-74.9
6r.8

-3.2
-92'l

42.5
95.0

- 66.1
36.4

- 6.5
26.1

5'2
24.2

- 9.1

-76.9

1ie

octahedral- intenstices. Companed to clFerO, lïe, lZ1, the cations

closer to the p.l-anes mid-way between the oxygen fayens, and

oxygen octahedna ane mone distonted, because Rh3+ has an

ionic nadius of 0.688 companed. to 0.048 for Fe3+. uithin an

oxygen octahednon, one of which is shown in figure 31, the distance

between adjacent oxygen ions in the same layer" is eithen 2.62 !

O.O9 or 3.14 t O.OSR, and the distance between adjacent oxygen

ions in diffenent layers is 2.78 ! O.O2 on 2.g4 ! 0.028. The

sepanation of a c-axis cation pair, Fc, is 2.72 ! 0.028, and of

a basal plane pain, ra, is 3.03 t 0.018. In table 7 these distances

ane companed with those found in the othen common conundum-stnucture

the

sesquíoxides, fnom single-cnystal stnuctune

It is intenesting to note that the avenage

both agnee exactJ-y with the values recently

by Pnewitt et al- 174f, but the value of r^

:refinements [68r 73].

Rh-O distance and o_

pnedicted fon cRhrO,

is l-owen than their
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TahLe 7.

Oxide
AlzO¡
TizO¡
Vzo¡
Cr203
RhzO¡
Fe203

' Ga"O3

prediction. A

al-so found in

cation- cat ion

CaLLo n- CaLLo n SepzJLaLLonÂ in Conundun- SÍltucfune
Suc¡wLotcLdet.

Cation ele€tron
con6guration ra rclcn ra ralaa
2p6 2'65 

^ 
0.204 2.79 Ã 0.586

3dt (t2st) 2'59 0.190 2.99 0.581
3d2 (t2s2) 2'70 0.193 2.88 0.582
3d3 (t2ê) 2.6s 0'19s 2.89 0.583
4d6 (tzs6) 2.72 0.196 3.03 0.590
3ds (t2s3e¿) 2'900 0'211 2.971 0'590
3dto (t2{esa) 2.835 0.211 2.938 0.590

somerìrhat short cation-cation distance , Z. AO8, is

yfuZOg t691. This suggests that thene might be some

bonding between low spin Rh3+ ion".

L.2 Crystal Stnuctune, Pnepanation and Analysis of the Mixed

System.

Pant of the cor"undum stnuctune, the stnuctune of all the

oxides in the system, is shown in figune 31. Fon the sake of

clanity, only the oxygen octahedron co-ondinating the central cation,

Al-, is shown, and some of the shontest cation-anion-cation linkages

are dr-av¡n. The remainden may be genenated by thnee-fold notatíon

about the c-axis. Infonmation about the numben and geometny of

each sort of linkage, and also the l-attice and special position

panametens fon the end membens of the senies ane given in table 8.

The special position panametens x (oxygen) and z (cation) show

how distonted the stnuctune is fnom the ideal- of hexagonal close

packed oxygen layens, whose spacing is cH/6, with honeycomb cation

layers mid-way between them. In this case, x = z = I/3. In fact,

half of the cations in each of the honeycomb layens alle srightly

above, and the other hal-f a::e the same distance below the pÌanes
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A,

Patf, o{ the hexagono,L cell od fhe coaundtu¡t ¿þtuc.tune; the conplete ce.I2 i¡ tix
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míd-way between the oxygen rayens. This is indicated in the figure.

If i is taken as the onigin, the hexagonal co-ondinates of At

ane (0, O, -(t/Z - ù). The thnee oxygens in the Oz tayen form

the smal-l-est face of the octahednon co-or dinating Al, and thein

co-ondinates ar:e (x, O, -I/4), (-*, -xr -I/4) and (0, x, -I/4);

The three ín the 0t laye::, which form the langest face, ar.e at

Q/3 - x, -L/3, -I/L2), (x - 2/3, x - I/3, -I/L2) and (t¡e,

2/3 - x, -I/L2).

The samples wene pnepar.ed in the sarne r,¡ay as those of Kr"én

et af. Solutions of 99eo pure, neagent gnaderfe(NOr)r. 9H20

and Rh(NO")o.2H^011 wer"e mixed in the necess¿rny pnopontions, and- 3-3 2

NaOH was added to pnecipitate the mixed hydnoxide which was then

thonoughly washed, dnied, and pnefined fon sever:al- houns at 700oC.

Finally the powden was gnound, and fined ín air at eíthe:r 800oC on

900oC. The .lowen tempenature was used for mate:rial-s with x > 0.6

because thene gras a tnace of the ßfu20' pattenn in a sampl-e with

x = O.79, fined at 900oC, but these fines wene absent fnom the

powden pattenns of all the samples fined at 800oC. All the materials

with x > 0.6 wene enniched with 57F" t".

X-ray fluorescence vJas used to measune x. Eleven known

homogeneous mixtures of F"203 and RhrO, powdens were taken as

standar"ds, and from the natios of non-over"lapping í::on and nhodium

fl-uonescence lines with noughly companable intensities o it was

possible to detenmine x within 10.01. The folJ-owing impunities

wene found in a typical mateníal (x = 0.45) using the same
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technique: Ru 0.39o, Zn O.79o, Mn 0.1?. The samples used in this

investigation have x = 0.00, 0.06, 0.10, 0.1-4, 0.24, O.36, 0.46,

0.66, O.67. 0.79 and 0.87.

Debye-ScherÌ.er photognaphs of all- the matenia.l-s showed

only lines which belong to the conundum stnucture. Thei:: positions

and intensities var"ied negulanly between those of the two end

membens. Fon x < 0.25, the lines wene shanp, and the Fel(c doublet

was well resol-ved at high angJ-es. Howeven, at the other end of the

range, there was quite appneciable b:roadening of the high-ang1e

l-ines, which is attnibuted to snall- pa::ticJ-e size. The mean

crystallite size, t, is deduced fnom the :relation

B=À/tcos0 (4.4)

B is the b:.oadening of the lines, compared to a Si standard. It

$ras measur.ed for" five intense lines in the nange 40o < 2e < l-40o,

and the vaniation of t with x is plotted in figur"e 32. Support

for the assention that the line bnoadening is due to sma.l.l- crystallite

¿.,

Mean ugatol!rte óLze in
PhotogttoPlu.

.rt æ .b

the lFer -*Rh*l ,0,

l'o

d¿duezd (aon x-nry powdeaFþune 32. ôgáten,
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size,nather than stnaÍnowas pnovided by an examination of two of

the powdens in an electnon micnoscope. Funthenmone, pure hZOg

pnepaned by the hydnoxide method is banely crystalline, and only

the str"ongest low-angle lines ane visible in the powdsn pattenn.

The vaníation of the unit celI panametens, aH and 
"H,

is shown in figune 33, whene all avail-able data ís plotted. The

þ8

B.E+
-rl

t?.soÐ

ß.76

Figune 33. HexagonaL.ce,fl pür.dtne.tQJlÁ o6 lFer_*?Jr*lZ0g; c, thi,t wotrh; * dnom te(ettznce l65J;
I þon ne$etænen 168J.

Fer-O, and Fer-O, distances, p and gr wí1l al-so be needed

in 55. Unfontunately, ít is impnactical to tr:y to deduce thnee

special position panametens, fon Feo Rh and O, fnom the diffnae-

tometen tnaces of the mixed oxides, so instead we use the data fon

the end membens in conjunction with a plausible assumption. We

assume that the cation special- posítion panameters z(Fe) and z(nn)

J
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have the same values as in the pune oxídes. rn othen wordso the

position of a cation in an octahednal- site depends p:rimar:iry on

whether it is an inon on nhodium iono and not on its cation

neíghbouns. 0n the othen hand, vre assume that the oxygen special

position panameten x(0), decneases lineanly fnom 0.307 fon

x = o to o.295 fon x =.1-¡ so that the distontion of the oxygen

l-attice changes uniforrnly with the concentnation of the larger" ion.

The nesul-ting dependence of the i::on-oxygen separation on rhodium

concentration is shown in figune 34.

l.?b

P 
(Â)

1.15

? (A)

2.13

æ'b
Figgrtz 34. Vdrúation oß the ût)o ôhoat*t Fe-î di,¿tancet, colutlated bq oumíng the uwL$otur- t4^prae in-oxqgen puane.tut ahoum bq the æÍi.d Líne, and uing the neatu¡ed

lalâíce patlanel.eu.

.Þ

l.?hi
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2. MAGNETIC PROPERTIES.

The cnysta.l- field at the distonted octahednal cation site

has a diffenent effect on F"3t and Rh3+ ions. In the 3d tnansition

metal- ions, the Hundts-nule exchange coupling of the d-el-ectnons

is the dominant inter.action, and fon Fe3t the electnon configunation

3d5 ( trt' "?, gives a high spin state with S = S/2. However in the

4d tnansition senies, the cnystal field splitting pr"edominates over

the inten-el-ectnonic exchange, so that Rh3+ has an el-ectr.on configuna-

tion 446(t"1), and a l-ow-spin state with S = o. This is confirmed
¿g

expenimental-Iy by the fact that the susceptibility of RhrO, is

temperatur"e independent [ 75 ] . The ( t" l_*fu* ) r0, system , therefone ,

approximates a nandom distribution of magnetic and non-magnetic

ions on equivalent sites.

The Néel tempenatur-e of the syste*, TN, measured by neutr.on

dÍffnaction fon 0 S x.< 0.66, is found to decnease linearJ-y with
2r

x [65]. Rh"' is the only tr.ivalent cation whích incneases the

Monin tnansition tempenature, Tr, when it ís substituted for" some

of the inon in hematite. TM is the tenrpenatune above which the spin

directíon changes fnom panallef to the c-axis to an angle of about

8Oo to Ít [76], and a weak moment appears in the basal- plane because

of a slight canting of the antifennomagnetÍc spin annangement. It

increases very napidly at finst with low nhodium doping [77], and

then less steeply. A compendium of data on the magnetic phase

tnansitions fon the system is given in figune 35. The points fnom

the pnesent study were obtained fnom Mðssbauen spectna, on in the

case of x = 0.79, fnom susceptibility measunements. Monnish and

Eatonst point came f::om an optical domain study, and the nest ane
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boo

tô"0¡ 03

FÍ4ute lS. tþ_ye*!e.phate d1-agnnn 6g\_thu lFer_*Rh*lr0raçtem; ø thÅ.t wottl¿i * (non ne{enenee
L65); 6 6itn te|uLence 177J.

from Kn6nfs neutnon diffr.action wonk. Neventher-ess, we ane not

panticularly concerr¡ed with the tempenatur:e variation of ru in

this wonk, because armost all oun measunements ar"e made in the

antifernomagnetic negion. t¡¡ is hígh enough in oFero, fon it to

be possibl-e to colrect spectna in the cold-fingen he.l-ium cnyostat,

over most of the nange of x, at a neduced. temper:atune sufficiently

-l-ow fon the hypenfine fields to have neached thein zeno tempenatune

va-l-ues.

The spin al:rangement shown in figune 3l_ is the one fon

clFerO, below the Monin tnansition. rt pensists in the mi.xed system,

at least up to x = 0.66, and pnobably as fan as x = O.gl [65].

>¿
o

t-
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0f the cation-cation linkages mentioned in table 8, the

six f- ones are pnobably the most favounabl-e fon supenexchange,
d

the three of type fb, with an angle of l-l-9o59 | , ilây also contnibute

substantially. Some wor:kens have assumed that an F"3+ ío., has nine

effective, interacting, magnetic neanest neighbouns [78], and this

view has neceived suppont from the most recent neut::on diffi:action

work on hematite [79] which finds -J4 = -J3 >> JL, J2. These

val-ues wene obtained at ::oom tempenatune where t t tM, and they

may not be exactly applicable when t . TM, especially as the sub-

l-attice magnetization and hyperfine field IeO] ¡oth change abnuptly

at the Monin transition, and thene is even a smal-l- change in lattice

parameter t8I]. fn any case, the l. and IU linkages ane unfavourable

for supenexchange because of the night angle, and direct exchange

should be weak and fernomagnetic fon the c-axis pain [201.

We wil-l- considen two diffe::ent appnoximations in the

anaÌysis of oun expenimental data. VrIe suppose that there are

either nine, on el-se six, equal , dominant supe::exchange bonds,

and that in each case the rest of the exchange may be nepnesented

by an avenaged tenm pnopontional- to x.

2.L SÍx and Nine Neanest Neighbour: Appr:oximatÍons.

Some of the nesuLts of the ion and cnystal model- of If 1.1,

wíl-l- be adapted to cFerO, hene. In a two sublattice antifer.nomagnet,

the mol-eculan fiel-d acting on an ion in the A-subl-attice, say on Al

of figure 31, is given by
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H= ¿ [(.lr+gJg+6J4)szB+3Jr3roJ (4.5)

We wil-f assume, for the pnesent, that only the neanest-neighboun

intenactions listed in table I ane impontant. Setting 3, = SrR = -SrB,

(4,5) may be abbreviated to

234u- " I w.N.J. (4.6)" - 4' i11 
*Í'i"í

fn these equations o S, ís the averaage component of the spin of

a singJ-e F"3+ ion along the c-axis. "i is +I fon i = 2 and -1

foni=lrgE4.

In the mixed system the envinonment is defined by a set of

foun occupation numbens {2.}, so that

H{2.}=2!io'T*.2..r. (4.7)t 9!B ilr r' r- 1

(3.4) now reduces to

o{2.} =Ert#.f- ".r.r.t1= l-

(4.8)

The symbol-s in this equation wene defined in the last

chapten, and íts significance, namely the abil-ity to predict

o{2.} from <o)r given Jii ou convenseÌy to deduce Ji fnom

o{2,}, were discussed thene. It is possible that (4.9) can pnedicta'

the variety of hypenfine fiel-ds, in the temper"ature range whene

dynamic effects ane unimpontant, wíth the same sont of accuracy

that can be obtained fnom moleculan field theory in simpJ_e

insulators, Howeven, the equation is nathen Íntnactabl-e in its
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present form. Ther"e ane 224 possible different neanest-neighbou::

envinonments descnibed by the set { Z.} n and noughly 2Oeo of them

have a significant p::obabifity for any given x. The Mðssbauen

data do not justify such laborious analysis, so we simplÍfy the

problem by supposíng that the vaniation of only one tenm in the sum

need be taken into account explicitly, and that the nest of the

exchange may be nepnesented by an avenage which is the same fon

all- environments in a panticular" matenial. The environment is now

defined by a síngIe panameten, Z) the numben of dominant exchange

neighbours. This avenaged tenm wil-l al-so incl-ude the effect of

longer-nange intenactions. The mol-ecul-an field has the same fonm

as (3.11), and

s(z) =Srt# (z¡ + <zt>J,)<o>l (4.e)

The six neanest-neighbour" appnoximation assumes that the

f" intenactions are dominant so that J = J4i Z = O, f, ..., 6i and

<Zt> = 7x. The nine neanest-neighboun appnoximation assumes that

the f" and lO intenactions ar"e equally str"ong so that J = J3 = J4i

Z = O, I, ..., 9; and <Zt> = 4x, Both of these model_s ínvol_ve

fitting the data to a sum of several diffenent hypenfine pattenns,

each of which connesponds to an envinonment with Z st::ongly-

interacting nearest neighbouns. The intensity of each hypenfine

pattenn Ís given by the pnobability PN(Z), defined in (S.t),

provided the inon and rhodium ions ane ::andomly distnibuted on the
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sites. These pr"obabilities are plotted fon N = 6 and 9 in figune 36.

nE)

o.o o.L o+ o.b o.8 t.ol.o o.8 o.b' T, o.h o,2 o,o

Figne 36. &inonidl ptobahi,Ii.t4 di,tttibu.tioru od vani.oru tunbato o( ,i'ton nøíghboutu on al 6
and bl I nentett-nøLghboun ¿i-tu.

In this approximation, the J. rs are replaced by just two

exchange constants J and Jt, and the Náel tempe::atune is given by

t, = P Gz>J + <2,>J') (4.10)

Thene is only one magnetic ondening temper:atune fon the whol-e cnystal

in moleculan fiel-d theor"y, as explained in III 1.2. (+.fO) may be

used to eliminate <Zt>J I fnom the a:rgument of the Bnillouin function

in (4.9). The angument, which can be wnitten as

-15 25y=<o>[ñnfrJ(Z-<z>)f (4.t1)

is obtained dinectly fon each measuned value of o(z). The substi-

tution S = 5/2 has been made. If we define

vf5n=ä-ñ and y=Z-<Z>,
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it foll-ows that a plot of n: ç shou]-d be a stnaÍght rine thr"ough the

onigín with slope 25J/2KT for &LL the matenials in the series. The

¡:q graph will give some indication of the validity of the appnoxi-

mations made in this seetion.

3. ¡,1össseuen spEcrRA.

some typical sets of spectna fon membens of the senies

(a"r-_*On*)rO, ane shown in figunes 37r 44 and 47. The spectna of

figune 37 wene al-1 taken at noom tempenatune fon diffenent members

of the system, while those of figunes 44 and 47 wene taken at

different tempenatunes fon a fixed value of x. The val-ues of x

and T ane marked on each spectnum. The N6et tempenatune r.Jas

taken, nathen anbitnaniry, as the tempenatune at which exactJ_y half
the absorption was in the magnetically spJ-it spectnum. This is
a.Lmost centainly a l-owen limit on TN, and the al_tennative

definition of t¡l as the tempenatune at which the l-ast tnace of the

magnetically-spIit absonption disappeans would be pnefe::able, wene

ít not much mone difficult to measune pnecíseÌy. A companison of
fennimagnetic Née1 tempenatunes fon diamagnetically substituted

garnetsrdeduced fnom magnetization and Mðssbauer measunements, is
given in VI 3. The possíble ennon in r due to the critenion

used to define the antifennomagnetic ondening tempenatune is
insignificant (< t_eo) for x 6 0.6.

The qualitative featunes of the sequences of spectna ane

the same whethen x incneases at constant tempenatur:e on T

increases at constant x. rn eithen case, the successive spectna
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in the diagnams are chanactenized by an incneasing value of r

At the l-owest tempenatunes, the lines ane sharp, yet significantly

bnoader than fon pur-e clFerOa. Then, as x or T increases, the

the l-ines bnoaden and begin to show some stnuctune. fn a negion

below TN, rb < r < l-, a centnal peak (actually a close doubl-et)

coexists with the magnetically-split spectrum. The neduced tempera-

tune, rb, at which the mixed spectna first appean decneases with

incneasing x as shown in figur"e 78. As t incneases fnom tb, the

paramagnetic peaks incnease at the expense of the magnetically split

spectrum until- the two pants of the mixed spectna have equal aneas

at t = l-. The vestiges of the magnetically split spectnum disappean

very r:apidly at highen tempenatunes, leaving only the panamagnetic

doublet, split by a small quadnupole intenaction.

Although the nange of tempenatune fon which the spectna of

the (F"t_*Rh*)r0, sYstem are mixed Íncneases with incneasÍng x, it

is notewonthy that the central peaks have completely dÍsappeaned

at 2OoK, the lowest temperatune attainable in the cold-fingen

cnyostat, for x as high as 0.79. 3O9o of the absorptíon fon the

x = 0.87 sampJ-e was stil-l in the central peaks at 20oK, but it

seems pnobable that a punely magnetic spectnum would be seen at

lowen tempenatu::es.

3.1- Data Analysis.

Most of the spectra wene fitted

on a parabolic baseline, as descnibed in

constnaints were used in the negions r

sum of Lonentzians

The following

<r<1 andt.tb.

to the

ïr 4.

> 1, Tb
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In the pure paramagnetic negion, the cl_ose doublet was

fitted to two Lorentzians of equal- intensity and full width at

half maximum.

In the mixed negion, the bnoad l-ines of the magnetically-

split spectnum wene fitted to a single six-line pattenn, opposite

J-Ínes of which wene constnained to have the same intensity and ful-l-

width. The centnal- doubl-et was fitted as ín the panarnagnetic region.

In the pune antifennomagnetic negion, the bnoadened l-ines

wene fitted on the basis of both the six and nine neanest-neighboun

appnoximatíons. up to five ovenlapping six-rine patternsrwhose

intensities ane pnopontional to pN(Z), wene fitted to the data, but

onÌy pattenns with a ne.l-ative intensity gneaten than O.04 were

included. Opposite lines in each pattenn Ì,¡ene constnained to have

the same intensity and full width, and all the membens within a

peak wene funthen constrained to have the same fulf width. Howeven,

membens of diffenent peaks could have diffenent ful-l wÍdths, and

the natio of the peak intensities (but not of the membens within

each peak) is unconstnained. Since the positÍons of the foun outen

l-ines of a six-line pattenn are sufficÍent to detenmine Hhf, .

and ôa, each of the two middl-e peaks wene fitted to just a single

Lorentzian. Even with this símplification, 22 sepanate Lonentzians

ane needed fon most of the fits in this negion.

Good values of the F-pa:rameten (2.4), in.the nange 1.0 < F < I.5,

wene obtained fon al-l the fits except fon those in the mixed negion,
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for which F > 2. It is har"dly sunpnisíng that the complex, magnetically-

split spectna ane inadequately repnesented by a síngle síx-l-ine

pattenn, howeven bnoad the 1ines, and the only useful- infonmation

to be had fnom these fits is the position of the centnar doublet.

Typica]- fits fon the pune antifennomagnetíc negion ane sho-wn in

fígune 37 a-c, and fon the panamagnetic r"egion in fígune 37e. In

both negions the data is well- nepr-esented by the solid cunve.

It is impossible to díscniminate decisively between the six

and nine neanest-neighbou:: app::oximations on the basis of F-value,

because the fits obtained using eu(z) and Pn(z) to constnain the

relative intensities of the six-line patterns in the pu::e antifernomagnetic

region dÍffen insignificantly. Funthermore,the avenages .%ft,
<e)r and .6*t ane almost identicaL in the two cases. <O> istN

defined as I po¡( z)þ(z). It ís intenesting that the values of
z=O

\f, r and ôa found by fitting a single six-t_Íne pattern to the

data tunn out to be veny close ao .\ft ¡ (Ê> and <ôa> obtained fnom

the six on nine nearest-neighboun fits, notwithstanding the fact

that the lines in such a fit ar"e bnoad, and the goodness of fit is

poor. The conclusion is that the average values of the hypenfine

intenactíon panamete::s in the negion r < rb arîe nather insensitive

to the method of data analysis. rt ís a fontunate concrusion,

because most of the data is in the pune antifennomagnetic negion,

and much can be l-eannt fnom the vaniation of these avenages acnoss

the system.

Val_ues of o(Z), deduced fnom the noom tempenatune spectna

of the sampJ-es with x = 0.06, 0.10, o.l-4, o.24, 0.g6 and 0.46 wene
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-l-z4
Figuae 38. t¡:1,ú2tt.obtgíned [non the di.tt uíng al ilte ¿ix nea¡ut-neighboun appna*üm.Liott,

and bl the n'ine nes,nut-nøíghboun opptux,ína.tíon. The plot ,û- expLnLned Ln s2.1 ,
and, the rynbol"t ate de(incl -¡t tln cipttoo o( (igatø 4t'.

used fon the n:6 plots suggested in the .l-ast section. t is

sufficiently Iow fo:: al-l of these matenials, except per:haps x = 0.46r

to be wel-1 descnibed by the ion and cnystal nodel. The plots are

shown fon the six and nine neanest-neighboun fÍts Ín figur"e 38 a and

b. A least-squares fit of the stnaight line n = cC to the points

gives a regnession coefficient of 0.970 in the finst case, and 0.936

in the second. The lines dnawn on the diagnam ane the best fits to

the data, and it is cl-ean that the line in a) passes closen to the

onígin than the one in b). Accondingly the six nearest-neíghboun

nesuJ-ts will be pnesented, since we have an indication that the

six neanest-neighboun approximatíon is to be pneferred fon the

anarysís of ou:: expenimentat data. Neventheless it is wonth

repeating that most of the nesults, in panticulan the supentnansfenned

hyperfine fietd and the avenage val-ues of the hypenfine intenaction

parametens, aÌre vintually independent of whethen the six on nine

neanest-neighbour appnoximation is used in the data anarysis.
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3.2 Hypenfine Field Data.

Spectna wene obtained for al-I the matenial_s in the senies

at 296oK, and for a repnesentative sel-ection at 2OoK. In addition

the complete tempenatune dependence of the M8ssbauen spect::a of

matenial-s with x = 0.I0, 0.36 and 0.79 was detenmined. IIOOO

channel-s wene used fon the spectna of rnagnetically ondened matenial-s

at 20o and 296oK, and 5OO channels at other temperatunes. Some of

the resul-ts of the data analysis ane given in tabuLan fonm in tables

9 and 10, but they will be described in mor"e detail- in the foJ-lowing

panagnaphs, and a discussion of the nesul-ts fol-l-ows in the next

section.

3.2.1 200X.

All the spectna taken at this tempenatune, except fon

x = 0.87, nesemble the one fon x = 0.36, shown in figune 44a. The

outen peaks ane noughly O.2O mm/s bnoaden than they ane fon x = 0r

and the vaniation of línewidth Ì"¡íth concentnation, when each peak

is fitted as a singl-e l-ine, is shown in figune 39. The magnetization
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is saturated fon x ó 0.5, since r ó 0.05. The pJ-ot of <\r>:x,

given in figune 40, shows a steady decr"ease fon x < 0.5 which is

thenefore not. a tenpena,fune ed(eef, although the steeper decline

fon x > 0.5 may be, in pant, due to the fact that the hypenfine

æ

FtAu'ze 10. The úve)tge hWe¿t(ine líúÅ at, \OoK.

fíetd in these matenials has not quite neached its satunation val-ue.

In figune 4l-a the hypenfine field data fnom the six nearest-neighboun

fits is pnesented, as a functíon of Z) fon the mate::iafs with

x = 0.0, 0.1-0, 0.24, 0.36 and 0.46. The::e is a decnease of

7.8 kOe fon each non-magnetic neighboun, which seems to be

independent of x. This value is also consistent with the initial

decnease of <\r> wíth x shown in the pnevious figu::e.

o)o.d
,
¿̂'
-

520

O,+ l.o0,9
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Fígu¡e 41. The hqpetdine |ielda (on ,üun irt di66elLenf. env,ítunnent¿ al a.t 20oK and bl af.- 2q6oX'.' fie qnøol^t ttzprtetent n0f.Qti-ø26 roi.th di({utent nhod,fun uncenÐn-alioø.
Q, x. 0,00;ó, x, 0.'06; o, t. 0..10; x, x = 0.14; t, x = 0.24; a', x = 0.36;
g, x . 0.46.

0n the basis of the nine neanest-neighboun fits, the

average decnease in hypenfine field in 7.9 kOe. This is the avenage

of the slopes of the lines, one fon each matenial., dnawn thnough

data like that in figune 41a. It is impossible in this case to

dnaw one good line thnough al-l the points fnom atl five mateniafs.

a,o
¡v

ñ
4
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3.2.2 2960K.

The hypenfine fietds as a functíon of Z for matenial-s

with x s 0.46 ane shown in fígune 41b. Fnom the slopes and inte::-

cepts of y:Z gnaphs, it is possÍble to deduce the exchange constants

J and Jr of equation (4.9). They ane listed in table II, whe::e

the enrors are one standard deviatíon. The avenage values fon

al-l- matenial-s with x S 0.46 ane mo::e nelíable, and they ane best

deduced fnom the slopes of the n:6 graphs and TN. Fnom figure OBa

TabLe ll. MoLeatLan FíQI{ Exe-hange Coyatayú's {ott (Fer_*Rh*)r0r.

6 nearest-nelghbour ¡nodel 9 nearest-neighbour model
J/k J'/k J/k J, /R

0.06

0. 10

0. t4

o.24

0.36

0. t6

arrutagut

-ll. 8!3.4oK

-12.3t1. t

-12.4r0.3

-L7 .4!2.0

-L2.6!2.4

-L6.7t2.5

-15.3r1.0

-l2.7t2.goK

-12 .4t1.2

-L2.2!0 .4

- 7.4!L.9

-12.9tl.3
- 8.8r1.2

-r0.3

- 7.312.00K

- 5.5r3.4

-L3.7t2.3

-15.9 r1. 1

-12.6t3.1

-15.5rI.4

-13.9.t1.0

-22.9!4.8"K

-27.9t6.3

- 7 .7 t5..8

- 2.7t2.3

-13.215.7

- 5.0t2.5

9.8

tdeduced from tt¡e graphe ln flgure3g.

we find <Z>J/ k = -91.8oK and <Zt>Jt lk = -72.OoK fon x = O. The

values fnom figu::e 38b are <Z>J/ k = -l-24.7oK and <Zt>,Jt /k = -39.1oK.

We infen that JU = -l-5.3oK, Jg = -ll.OoK and the nemainder of the

exchange, which may be due to the lO and I" linkages and al-so longen-

range interactions, is -39.1oK. The ennons in JU and J, connespondíng

to the standand deviation in the slope of the ¡:6 gnaphs ane tl-.OoK,
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but the erron is probably gneaten, because the assumption in the

six neanest-neighboun model- that <Z>J >> <Zt>Jt ís not a very good

approximation. lühen companing these nesults wíth the exchange

constants found by inelastic neutnon scattening [79], it should be

remembered that these values ane extnapolated fnom a whole senies

of mater"ials , all below thein Morin tnans j-tion, wher.eas the neutron

wonk on aFerO, was done on a pune single cnystalr above Tr. Funthen-

mone, exchange constants fnom morecula:r fiel-d theory are habitual-ly

l-owen than those found by othen methods lg2f.

The neason why Hhf(6) fon x = 0.06 and 0.1_0 ís g::eaten than

517 kOe, the value fon x = O¡ even though r is highen fon these

materials, is because there is a discontinuity of I kOe at T, in
pune aFerO3 [80].

3.2.3 x = 0.10.

The tempenature dependence of the hype::fíne-intenaction

parametens in this rnatenÍal is simil-an to that found by van den hloude

in pune cFerOr. As the tempenature incneases thnough TM (47OoK)o

the quadnupole intenaction is halved, and changes sign. A decnease

of noughÌy 12 kOe i" \r is also obsenved, although the t¡.ansition

is spnead oven a much mone extended. tempenatune range than in the

pune matenial, penhaps because of the effect of the range of smal-l_

cr.ystallite sizes IBO], on possibly because the doping is somewhat

inhomogeneous. The tempenature vaniation of \r(Z)r (e> and <ôr> is
given in figure 42. The decnease in %r "t T* is not obvious fnom
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this figure, but it may be seen in the l\r,t'plot of figure 43.

The ennons on many of the points are nathen large because lhe

statistíes wene poon on the spectna with T > 2g6oK.

3.2.4 x = 0.36.

At this concentnation of nhodium, the antifennomagnetic

spin arnangement pensists up to T^, (6O8oK). The tempenatune
t\

dependence of the M6ssbauen spect::um is ÍIlustrated in figur:e 44.
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At about 500oK, the peaks have become so bnoad that they ovenlap

appneciably. The broadening is gneatest fon the outside Iínes,

so the spectnum begins to look a bit'tniangulan', even though the

central- peak does not appean until 560oK (.n = 0.92). The spectnum

shown in figune 44c was taken at 523oK, and the fit is quite

satisfactony in spite of the fact that some of the e.Lements of

peaks 2 and 5 lie outside some of the elements of peaks 1 and 6. The

anea natio of the peaks is 3.0:2.0:I.3, in good agr"eement with the

expected 3:2:L.

The hypenfine fields in the envirnonments with Z = 61 51 4,

3 and 2 wene obtained fnom spectna taken at ten diffenent tempe::atunes.

The results are shown in figune 45, where it can be seen that

widely diffenent magnetization cunves ane followed by ions ín

differ.ent envinonments. In panticular, the expenimental- cunve

for Z = 6 does not diffen much fi:om that of pune aFerO., and if

extnapolated, it woul-d give a tnansition tempenature of noughly

850oK. It appea::s that the magnetization of an ion depends mainty

on its neanest neighbouns, except in the cnitical- negionr chanactenized

by centnàl peaks, whene spin fluctuations occut3, and the magnetiza-

tion is detenmined langely by the bulk conposition¡ x. The sol-id

l-ines are the nesu.l-t of a mo.l-ecufan fíetd cal-culation using the

avenage val-ues for J and Jr in (4.9). Each cunve is nonmalized

to the smoothed value of o(Z) at T = 20oK. The data is adequately

repnoduced only up to 400oK, r = 0.66.

The same set of spectna wene also fitted on the basis of

the nine neanest-neighbour approximationo and the resulting data,
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shown in figune 46, is vÍrtually identicaL. The sol_id curves were

obtained using the ion, sheJ_l and crystal model-, but they do not give

a better fit to the points.

3.2,5 x = 0,79.

The tempenatune dependence of the Mössbauen spectnum, shown

in fÍgune 47, is quaritatively the same as for x = 0.36. Howeven

T, and rb ane much lowen, l2ooK and 0.3, nespectively. Neventheless,

at 20oK thene is no sign of the central peaks, even though the

pnobabiJ-ity of an inon ion having O or I inon neighbouns js

87
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259o o? 38%, (Izeo on 29% if we assume nine dominant intenactions).

rf there arre any eentnal peaks, they account fon at most 29o of the

total- absorption, so unl-ess there is gneat inhomogeneity in the

cation dÍstnibution, this suggests that the magnetic interactíons

in the mixed system extend beyond near.est neighbouns. The possibíl-

ity of an aLtennative, dynamic explanation of the míxed spectna is
considered in chapter" Vr. Additional- evidence fon long-nange

íntenactíons is pnovided by the behavioun of r* as a function of x.

The almost l-inean vaniation, even at high non-magnetic concentnations,

shown in fígune 35, is indicative of long range intenactions Igr+].

Funthermore' some cal-culatíons by Munnay IgS] for a dilute Heisenbeng

fennomagnet (which has onry neanest-neighboun inte::actions), give

cnitical- concentnatíons of x n, 0.6 fon the forrnation of the ondened

state in centain simple lattices.

The infl-uence of the nhodÍum ions on the inon-inon exchange

intenactions is pnobably smarr-, but this is not centain. A number

of spinet nhodates u2+nnf+ou have been neponted. tg6l. They aJ_l

have the nor.mal- cation distnibutionron account of the predeJ-ection

of Rh3+ fon octahednar co-ond.ínation and a l-ow-spin state. The

spinels with M = Co, Cn, Mn, Ni and Cu have TN r 2OoK. The ondening

temperature is l-ow because the M-M distance is ¡,48, and the A-A

exchange is weak. Thene is a static Jahn-Terl_en distontion when

M = Ni or Cu, and pnobably also when M = Fê, although there ís

no published wonk on fennous nhodate. Howeven, coRhrsu is also a

nonmal- spinel, but is has a Néel tempenatune of 4oooK. The explanation

is pnobably that the pictune of rocal-ised electrons does not apply

to the sulphide.
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+. DTSCUSSION OF THE HYPERFINE FTELDS.

We found that the magnitude of the hypenfine fÍetd decreases

by 7.8 kOe at T = 0 fon eveny inon neanest neighboun repÌaced by

r"hodium. Most of this change must be due to the supertransferned

hypenfine fieldrbecause the dipoJ-ar field fnom the f" and fO

neighbouns is only -0.14 and -0.46 kOe, nespectively. The change in

the antifernomagnetic zeno-point spin deviation due to a non-

magnetic defect in the antifennomagnetic lattÍce ís expected to

be smal-l- [+7], and witl- be neglected.

The configunation of figune 30, which was used to deduce

the expnession (S.fZ) fon the supentnansfenned hyperfine field, ís
t_not quite appnopníate fon crFerOr. The six O'- anions are not

equidistant fnom the centnal- inon, Ðd the six f" linkages are not

straight. As an approximation, we will neplace the facton 6 in

(s.r+ - 17) by the sum over: l" linkages. Fon example, (s.rz) becomes

63
Hsrnr = -s2sN12r*'.iroj'.o"2eu[-,,irri"t"*(o) + "i"0u"(o)]2 (4.10)

whene e- is the Fe-O-Fe angÌe.
o

Taking Hsthf -" 7.8 kOe pen inon neighboun, r^re can deter"mine

Ao from (4.1-0). Actually the six f. linkages sptit up into two

groups of thr"ee, with slightly diffenent val_ues of Ao .rd Srr" , but

this difference is neglected. The bond geometry of aFerO, is

assumed. The ovenlap íntegnals Srr": and ôrr"(O) fon n S 3 wene

calcul-ated fnom l{atsons o2' LBgl and unnestnicted Fe3+[90] Hantnee-Fock
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wave functions. 54" and óU"(0) r^¡ene determined fi:om Cl-ementits wave

functions fon iron in the configunation gd5+=2 [gf]. We chose

"4" = 0.1-5, and so.l-ved (4.1-0) using (3.18). The total- 4s occupation,

6(u+2 + N*2).1=, is equal to 0. 17, A2 = o.t-O, so = 0.062 and Bo = 0.253.

Some of the ovenl-ap integnals and nuc.l-ean e.Lectnon densities, in

atomic units, alre given in tabl-e l-2.

TahLe 12. ¿-ELøc.ttøn tilav¿-FuncLLoyu Eva.ba.ted af, th¿ Nuc-Løu.t,
and a-p )vuúayt Ttttegnals lon aFer) r.

n=.1- 2 3 4

.t-

0-^(o) ts.3324 22.rï2s 8.3s92 2.36s'ns
.t

0__ (o ) zs.3330 22.2s87 8.2sr7 2.r87'ns

ŝ-_ 'l .00286 .02089 .099 50 .29186 S *ns -o
^s_^ '." . 00286 . 02068 l_0006 .291-86 .062475NS

:'s Average oven p and q inon-oxygen sepanations.

Taking O3 = O.J-O, we can cal-culate the change of change and

spin densities of pur:ely 3d cha::acter fon the ion. rn atomic units,

they ane nespectivery -6(s; + B2)= -0.40 and 3r: - s2) = -o.re.
Thus the total spin of 3d chanacten is 2.32, and the change of an

'Fe3+r ion is 3.0 - O.4O - 0.17 = 2.43. The l-ast tenm is the 4s

occupancy. For change neutnality, the change on the 02- ion must

be -l-.62. These val-ues fon the change depend nathen cniticalry on

the value chosen for aU". Fon example if 
"U" 

was O.l-O on O.2O,
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the femic charge woul-d come out as 2.51 on 2.95. The change

distnibution in cFerO, is impontant in the cal-culation of the electnic

field gnadíent, requir:ed to deduce the quadnupote moment of the

excited state of 57F" [92, g3]rand it would. be intenesting to see

if these changes give a neasonabl-e gnadíent.

!'le can use the modified fonm of (S.fS) to cal-cul_ate the

change in hypenfine field in oFeroa, compared to the fi:ee-ion value.

I'le take into account the supentnansfenred hypenfine fierd, the fiel_d

produced by the spin polanization of the 4s el-ectr"ons, the change ín

fiel-d due to ovenlap distontion of the co::e 4s el-ectnons, and the

clipotar fierd. 01"(o) an¿ ö+"(o)* "o" chosen to give a fietd of

420 kOe fon the two 4s electnons. Then, with u4" = O.l_5, the total_

contnibutíon fnom (g.fS) is 62 kOe. The change in fiel-d caused

by the neduction of the 3d spin is 45 kOe and the dípolan fiel-d is

-l-0 kOe, so the totaf change ís +97 kOe, but this is also ver^y

sensitive to the value chosen fon aU". Howeven, if the fnee ion

field is taken to be -630 kOe, the net nesult of the unnestnicted

Hartnee-Fock cal-cufations shown in tabl-e 1, then the measuned change

is +90 kOe, and the agneement is good.

5. QUADRUPOLE INTERACTIoNS.

The avenage quadnupole intenaction data at 20oK and 296oK
6

ís ptotted in figune 48 a and b; <er ís defined." 
rlOt6(Z)t^I6(Z)

'Azs(Z)l in the onder.ed negion, and it is just 2X(sprítting of the

doubJ-et) in the paramagnetic negion. rt is c.l-ean that the magnitude
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of the quadnupole intenaction decneases with x at both temper.atunes,

except fon the sharp break between the antifennomagnetic and pana-

magnetic r:egions at noom tempenatune. The cnitical- concent:ration

is x = 0.67 at 296oK. The most obvious exptanation wou.l-d be that

ô, the angle between the hypenfíne field and the pnincipal axis of

the eiectnic fiel-d gnadient tenson, (the c-axis), depends on x.

rt may be seen fr.om (l-.12) that the quadnupole intenaction in the

magnetically ondened state vanies as (3 
"o"t6 - f), so that it

woul-d decnease if þ changed fi:om 0o with increasing rhodium

concentnation. Howeven, since no such effect was detected in the

neutr:on diffr"action study of the system [0S1, the obvious expJ_anation

is untenabl-e. rt a.l-so fo.l-lows that quadnupolan line bnoadening,

caused by a range of þ, may be discounted. Funther"more, the

-*,
Ë

õ
.è

"eJT
rt

l.oT
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decr"ease in quadnupole intenaction with x persists in the para-

mappretic negion, so anothen explanation fon the dependence of

le2qql on x must be found.

It ís likeIy that the answen lies in the va::iation of the

iron and oxygen special position parnametens z(Fe) and x(O). It

has been pointed out, l92f , that a .l-9o incnease in these wil-l decrease

the el-ectric fietd gradient in cFerO, by 88.0% and 11.8% nespectively,

so that a change in z(Fe) of onJ-y three pa:rts in a thousand could

be enough to account fon the jump between the antifenno- and pana-

magnetic negions in figur"e 48b. A change of this magnitude seems

quíte feasibl-e in view of the fact that thene is even a slight

change of lattice panameter" at TM [81]. The sign of the qua,clnupole

intenaction is positive ín the ondened negion, but an atternpt to

determine its sign in the panamagnetic negion by applying a magnetic

field failedrbecause the splitting of the doubl-et is too sma.I1.

The vaniation of the electnic field gnadient with nhodium

concentnation coul-d be explained as foflows'. We assume, as pr.oposed

at the end of 5l-.2, that z(Fe) is the same as fon pune aFerOr, but

that x(O) decneases l-ineanly as x incneases, as shown in fígune

34. Most of the el-ectr"ic field gnadient at an excited 57F" r,.r"1"rr"

arises fnom the sunrounding anions, so that it depends mainly on

z(Fe) and x(o), but is not g::eatÌy infl-uenced by the special posítion

panametens of the more distant cations. The el-ectr"ic fiel-d gnadient

(1.9)r Däy be wnitten as

q = qg(z(te), x(0))(1-1_) * gorr(z(Fe), x(o))(1-R) ( 4. 11)
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There is no g' term fon Fe3+ . qL is the l-attice (point ion and

induced dipoJ-e) contrÍbution determíned by Ar"tman et al- [92], and

9o' i" the contributíon to the fierd gnadient due to overlap dis-

tontion of the ir:on 3p and 2p onbitar-s by the sunnounding tigands

Ir+].

The sorid l-ine in figune 48 was car-culated. fnom (4.11).

The fact that it fits the data fainly wer1, lend.s support to the

assumption that the oxygen special- position panameter depends

ÌÍneanly on rhodium concentnation.

The quadr:upole intenaction,as a functíon of tempenatur.e fon

x = 0.36,is given in figure 49. rt is constant, within expenimental

l.o

(e)
o8
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Figutu 49. The tenpuui,une dependenee o( the quadaupoLe inte¡aeLíon in (FeO.rORhO.SolZ0g.

error, throughout the magnetically onder"ed negion, but it changes

abnuptry at T*. This data may be taken as extna evid.ence fon a

change in special- position parameten when the compound.s become

magneticalJ-y disondened. The change l"2qQf i" o.l-5 mm/s, companed

to a change of 0.20 mm/s in the room-tempenatune data of figune 4gb.

No concrusions wi]l be dnawn fnom the vaniation of e with Z,

except to note that ther"e seems to be a tendency fon Ít to decnease at
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20oK and incr:ease at 296oK, showing that the íntenaction depends

to some degree on the cation neighbouns.

The total spectnum shift data fon the whor-e system wiJ-l

be presented and discussed in the next chapten.

The wonk on (Fer_*Rh*)ZOg shows that the spectna of a

substituted system may be analysed quantitatively on the basis of
a ¡andom distnibution of cations, and that quite a vaniety of

infonmation can be deduced, panticulanly from the supert::ansferued

hypenfine fiel-d, which comes dinectly fnom the low-tempenatur.e

spectna.



v The [nfluence of l\{a8netic Order on the Tota,l

Spectrrun Shift

A {ac,t in ¿ücence i's not a. muLe óacÍ, buf att
itafntce. - B. Rttt¿e,tL.

]-. THE TOTAL SPECTRUM SHIFT.

Up to noþr, we have been mainly concenned with hypenfine

fíelds, and to a lessen extent quadnupole intenactions, in mixed

oxides. In this chapten will will give some considenation to the

third hypenfine intenaction panameter:; the isomen shift. Unlike

the othen two, the Mðssbauen effect is víntually the only technique

avail-ab1e fon measuning it. The difficulties ínvolved in extracting

an absolute val-ue of the solid state panameten (the s-electnon

density at the nucl-eus) fnom the measuned hypenfine intenaction ane

gneatest in the case of the isomen shifE, not least because the

measuned total spectrum shift, ôt, is actual-J-y the sum of two

components which anise in quite dÍstinct vlays. One is the isomen

shift ô-, and the othen is the second orden Dopplen shift which weI.

denote ¡y ô0, nathen than the TSODST of some wnítens. This second

component is also known as the therrnal shift.

120
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A comptete study of the total- spectnum shift in the vicinity

of the magnetic o:rdening temperatune has been made by Pneston for-

metallic inon [94, 95]. Anomalous behaviour of ôa, in the fonm of

a discontinuity of O.O3 nnn/s occunning in a tempenatu::e intenvaf

of less than O.3o below the Cu::ie point, was taken as an indication

that the fennomagnetic phase transition might be finst onden t951.

Howevero altennative exp.Ianations of the effect in ter"ms of band

theory have al-so been pnoposed [96]. Tt was of interest to discoven

whethen similan effects of magnetic orden coufd be obsenved ín

insul-atons, and we have appnoached the problem ín two ways,in an

attempt to distinguish between the effects of temperatur"e and

magnetization on the total- spectnum shift. hle finst made a careful

study of the tempenatune dependence of 6a in the orthofennite

HoFeOo 197f, and then we measuned the concentnation dependence ofó'
6a in the míxed system (t.r_-***)203 [98]. Although it is mone

difficul-t to measune the total spectnum shíft accunately fon the

mixed oxides, thene is the advantage that the st::ong tempenatu::e

deÞendence of 6* does not affect data obtained at constant^u
tempenatune.

Before desc:ribing the expe::imental r"esul-ts, we witl give

some funthen explanation of the two contnibutions to ôa, and thein

possible magnetízation dependence.

Isomen Shift.

The third tenm in (f.S) nepr"esents

electnonic change with the nucleus,

1.1

the Coulomb intenaction

assumed to be a unifor"mlyof the
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changed sphere of nadius Rr. The enenry shift, shown schematical-ly

ín figune 3c, will be the díffenence of two such terms fon the gnound

and excited states. rf the isomen shift is measuned nelative to

the sounce, then the complete expr"ession is

ui = f, 2"2ß1,, ^ 
^|,r.r{,lf 

rol ^ ufroll (s.1)

t,)whene r/r;(O) and rfi(O) ane the electron densities at the absorbing

and emitting nucrei. The finst bnacket is often wr"itten as zR2(¡R/R),

and the isomen shift cal-ibnation can be expnessed. as the fnactional

change of nadíus when the nucl-eus is excited to the r = 3/2 state.

R is given by the usual fonmula, R = 1.2oAI/3 * lo-l3cm. Fon ttr",

*r/, '*r¡r, so that 6. decneases with incneasíng s-electnon density.

The oniginal inon isomen shift calibnation of Ìlalken, llentheim and

Jaccarino [gg] was based on a companison.of the isomen shift
difference between fennous and fennÍc comÐounds and s-el-ectnon

densities obtained fnom fnee ion Hantnee-Fock wave functions. They

found aR/R = -1.8 x fo-3, so that an incnease ín s-electnon density

of l- a-3 would decr.ease the isomen shift by 0.5 mm/s. Mone necento

estimates of AR/R ane given by Gofdanstii [fOO] and Éinánek and

wong []-011 who discuss data on the pr"essune dependence of 6a in

KFeFr, and find AR/R = -g.2 x tO'4, so that t ul'connesponds to

-0.15 mm,/s. The smallen varue of ÂR/R is pnobably the best. !{e

shall- show in 53.1- that chemical bonding gr:eatty influence" ulCol,

so that it is not very neal-istic to use fnee-ion change densÍties.

Measurements of the isomen shift ane inval-uabl-e fon dis-
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tinguishing between high and row-spin ions, and. dÍffenent var-ence

states lro2J. The e-r-ectnon density ab the nucreus decneases in
-3+ c+going fnom Fe-' to Fe'', mainly because of the addítional scneening

of the 3s shell- by the extra Bd el-ect::on. The isomen shift usually

incneases in onde:: r"rv; F"rrr; r"rr; F"3+; F.2+, whene the Roman

numenal-s d,enote low-spin inono and systematic studies of senies of
compounds may give info'rnation about varence and bond type.

The isomer shift and quadnupoJ-e intenaction together" may be

used to character"ize a diamagnetic on pallamagnetic compound. rt
may then be possibl-e to deterrnine the natíos of phases of the same

element pnesent in an unknown mixtune. The Mðssbauen effect has

advantages and disadvantages compared to conventional x-ray techniques

for the anarysis of soils, r.ocks and sediments [ro3]. Br"ief1y, the

advantages are that it is se.l-ectiveo nesponding onJ-y to one isotope

in the sample, it is capable of dístinguishing between va]ence

states even if an unambiguous determination of the compounds present

is impossibJ-e, and good spectna may be obtained when the crystallite
size is too sma]l for x-nay anarysis to be effective. The disad-

vantages ane that thene ane only a verS¡ smal-l numben of e.l-ements with

suitabre isotopes, and the differences between spectna of matenial_s

in the same class, such as high-spín fer:nic compound.s, ane often

rather sright, so it may be dífficult to unnaver overJ-apping spectna.

Magnetic onden can infruence the isomen shift in sevenal-

ways. rf the onset of onden is accompanied by magnetostniction,

changes in bond lengthron a crystallognaphic tr"ansition, then the

s-electnon density will pnobabJ-y be affected. Also, if ther"e is
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a change in band stnuctune on el-ectrical pr:operties, such as a

metal--insul-ator transition, the isomen shift will pr"obably change

as wel-l, because of the change in 4s-like occupation [lO+].

Thene wíi-l be a smar-r- component of the .i,uog" density at

the nucleus of an insul-ator which changes with magnetic onder?, even

when the .lattice parametens and bond lengths are unaffected. If we

make the appnoximations described ín connection with (3.17),

equation (g.f+) may be newnitten as

Po is the fnee ion electnon density at the nucr-eus, p_ is the

density in the antifennomagnetic state and pn is the densíty in the

paramagnetic state. rf we neplace the six * cations in figune 30

by thnee f and thnee +, then

Pu = P0 + 6(N12 + N+2"-r,!r'""0r,"(o) n 
"u"ôus(o)12

(s.2)

(5.3)

(s.4)

where

*2 = [t * ]{no-sor'- u"!rrÍ" * oaf" + r2au"su"J-l

The diffenence between (5.2) and (5.3) is Ap, the cha::ge density

diffenence between the o::dened and disondened. states. rt wonks out

as o.ooo4a-3 in clFeror. rf the diffenences between s+" and s+" and

Oi"to) and Oi"Co) ane also taken into account, ap stilt has the same

onden of magnitude.

If the neduced. sr.ùl-attice magnetization is o, then the genenal

change density, P, is p. + (t-o)pn. In other wonds, the isomer
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shift is of the fonm

6.(o) = ô.(o) + Ao.T1
(s.s)

A is the isomen shift connesponding to ap, and even if the oniginal

calÍbration is used, it is onl-y -O.OOO2 mm,/s, on about I_/IOOO of a

l-inewidthrwhich is much too smal-l- to measune on oun spectnometens.

Howeven, the cal-culations ane rathen sensitive to the values of the

spin-poj-anized Hantr"ee-Fock wave functions in the outer, ovenlap

negion so the effect might be mone impontant than thís carcuration

suggests. The main resul-t is (5.5),whÍch is true to finst onden

negandJ-ess of the pnecise va]ues of the overlap integnals and charge

densities at the nuc]eus.

I.2 Second Onder Dopplen Shift.

The second onden Dopplen shift is a nelativistic effect

connected with the nuclean vibrations associated with phonons ín

the t_attice [105, f06]. The nel_ativistic expnession fon the

Dopplen shift is

huo=hv(r-jrtÆ (s.6)

v, is the velocity of the emitting nucleus in the dinection of the

y-nay. sÍnce phonon fi:equencies a¡-e r-ol2 on rol3s-f , *rr"h highen

than the fnequency associated with the tifetime of the excited

nucl-ear state, the term va/c avenages to zer:o in the course of a

l-ifetime. Howeveo, ul and similanry vf have non-zero avenages. rt
fol-lows fnom (5.6) that

AE

-ï.= 
-E

"(

-c
1V;1a'

c
(s.7)
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or, in terms of u, the enengy of a monatomic sol-id per atom of

mass M,

-EuôD=-+# (s.B)

The tempenatu::e vaniation of the thenmal_ shift ô0, expnessed

in enengy units, is

âô_ _ECD=-r YP
âT 2 

M"2
(s.e)

whene C is the lattiee specific heat, at constant pr.essure. An
p

al-tennative derivation of these equations was given by Josephson

If001, who considened the effect of the re]-ativistic mass l-oss

E^,/c2 of the emitting nucleus on the phonon ener:gies.Y"
Some appnoximation must now be made to the l-attice dynamics.

u on C- is usual-l-y expanded in tenms of a chanacteristic tempenature
P

using the EinsteÍn on Debye model-s. In the l-atter case, (5.8)

becomes

o _ -n*tt" ., o + zc$l rf ,, +, (5.r0)D - ;;;- 
L4 r - ,o e^-1

2If ôD Ís to be in mm/s, then the facton -9REr/4c' is equat to -0.0624,

with M in atomic units. The finst tenm in the bnacket is the

contnibution due to the 2s¡e-point motion of the nuclei, and the

second tenm is the tempenatune-dependent pant. A univensa.I cu:rve

fon 6r/O as a function of T/g is given in figure 50. It is caLculated

fnom (5.10), taking * = M. = 56.94, but ít may be used fon any othen

val-ue of M if the ventical axis is scal-ed by M"/M. Both the

Iow-temperature and high-tempenatune asymptotes ane dnawn in the
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picture. They have the forrn

and

*0.0156 0/M

-¿r-7.31- x 10 'T

The l-atten conresponds to the classical- va1u", aO = 3k in equation

(5.9), vlith M = 56.94.

These two asymptotes intensect at T = 0.3750 , a fact

which has been used to measune O [IO7]. Some drawbacks in thís

method ane wonth pointing out. An accur:ate knowl-edge of the total

spectnum shift is nequined at low temperatu::es, and also for

T ¿ 20 The cunve does not reach its asymptote at lowen tempenatur.es,

and if the tangent is taken at l-owen tempenatures, fon example in

the nange 0 < T < 2 , Debye tempenatunes wil-l be obtained which

may be 2O9o too high. ft must also be assumed that O and ô. ane

the same at high and .l-ow tempenatu:res, and that the same value of

M is appnopr:iate in both limits. Al-1 these assumptions ane dubious,

except possibly fon metallic inon. A better method of detenmining O

is fnom the vaniation of the necoilless firaction in some ]imited

tempenatune nange tlO8l. An example is given in 52.3.

So fan, the discussion of the second or"den Dopplen shift

has been fon a monatomic lattice. fn a poJ-yatomic l-attice on

sol-Íd sol-utíon the equations must be modified. IosilevskTi fr""

distinguished two limits fon mul-ti-component systems, ItOg]. The

first is the low tempenatul:e limit, when the phonon wavelength is

much greaten than the intenatomic spacing. Then M in (5.8) - (5.1I)

ôD --

ôD=

(s.11)

(s.12)
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should be taken as M, the avenage mass of an atom in the c:rystal,

and the Debye temperatune is nelated to the value which detenmines

the low-tempenatune specific heat by the equation O = (ü/Ma)t/' t".n..

rn the othen l-imit, when the terqpenature is high, M in the equations

should be neplaced by M", the mass of the Mðssbauer atom. The

chanactenistic temperature may be ::athen different fr"om the value

deduced from lor+-tempenatune specific heat, and may even be diffenent

fon inon ions in diffenent sites in the same cnystal []lol. The

two limits ane chanactenízed by T << O and T ¿ O nespectiveJ-y.

It is al-so wonth noting that the thenmal- shift is not

panticulanJ-y sensitive to the detail-s of the vibnatíonal- spectnum.

If T > O/3, a good appnoximation to (5.8) is

-3KTE
ô-= Y(t+02/c,t2) (s.13)-n t- 2Mc-

This is tnue whether the Debye on Einstein model is used, the only

diffenence being that the constant c is 20 fon the one and 12 ror

the other [111].

The influence of magnetic coupling of the ions on the second

order DoppJ-en shift of a crystar has been calcul-ated by Bashkinov

and Selyutin [U2]. Thein exp::essions fon ôO as a function of

temperatur"e and magnetization may be r:ewnitten as

uo = 
-ä. 

t+ + + (:-) sfo' /r *3d*,
4Mc- 'tt'Jo 

.*-.r-

'Ihe only diffenence between this equation and (5.10) is that O

(s.14)



has been neplaced by Ot, whene

or =0

The ful-l expnession given by these authons fo:: ( Ot /O )2 - I
B = -Bn2 <s..s.>a2 /c2fû,l,,{Ð. c, is the verocity of sound and

is the second denivative of the exchange integr:al, evaruated

the interionic sepanation. !,Ie have assumed that <S..S., " o2. Theyr_l
suggest that B > 0 in both fennomagnetics and antifernomagnets o and

al-so that B = 1. rn othen wondsrthe magnetic onden ís taken intoo

account thnough a magnetization-dependent chanactenistic tempe::ature Ot,

whÍch they expect to be considenably gneaten than o at low

temperatunesrwhen o ^, 1. They pr"edict that ôo wílr be o.ol - o.l-o mm/s

less in the magnetícatly or:dened negion than it woul_d be if the

behavioun above the magnetic tnansítion coul-d be extnapo.l_ated. to

l-owen tempenatures. Pnovided the lattice panametens d.o not change,

no discontinuity in 6, is expected at T,u because thene ís no

discontinuity in <S..S.>.

A set of cunves fon 6o fon inc::easing Bo, on equivalently,

incneasing o on 0 is shown in figune 51. Acconding to the theory,

ô, should follow one of the lowen cunves at low tempenatunes, d.iver"ge

slightly above it as T incr.eases, and. move nathen shanpJ-y towands

the B = 0 cunve just belo* TN.

tle will now descnibe oun expenimental nesul-ts, and. examine

them in ne.l-ation to the theonies we have discussed.

130
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the pawwgnebLc ¿tdie.

2, RESULTS FOR HoFeO,

Holmium onthofennite was chosen as a candidate fon an

accunate determination of the total- spectrum shift in an insulator

for three neasons. i) rt has a single inon site in its distonted

penvoskite stnuctu:re [lfg]. ii) fne Néel point is noughly 35OoC,

so that a good nange of tempenatunes above and below T* is accessibl-e

using the vacuum furnace. iii) ü differs fr"om M by only 6%,

so that the magnetization-dependent effects ane unfikely to be

T/o
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obscur"ed by the vaniation of M in (5.14). The nane-eanth

onthofennites have been extensively studied by various techniques,

including the MBssbauen effect [107, 114]. They have intenesting

magnetic pnope::ties, among them ane theÍn weak fernomagnetic

moments [115] and bubble domains [116], neithen of which concenn

us hene.

2.r Experimenta.l- Pnocedune .

The samples vrene pnepar.ed fnom a míxtune of 99.9% pune

HoFeOa and FerOr. The powdens wene guound, pelleted, and prefined

fon 4 houns at 900oC. They wene then ::eg:round, nepelJ-eted and

nefined fon l-0 houns at l-400oC in ain. The powdens þrene enniched
È. lÙ

with "'Feroa so that 279o of the iron was the Mössbauer" isotope.

X-nay photognaphs agneed wíth the published powden pattern il17l.

Mone than a hundned spectna wene taken in the nange 99-875oK

using the M-J- and M-2 spectnometers. Any non-lineanity in the

spectnometer:s could have disastnous effects when companing data in

the magnetically ondered and panamagnetic negÍons. Howeven, the

ennon in the measuned total specttum shifts due to non-Iineanity

was found to be less than 0.002 mm/s, fnom cal:'.bnation spectra

with an iron foil. Furthermore, data was obtained using both

spectnometens in much of the tempenature range, and no systematic

díffenences r4rene detected.

In onden to measur.e the total spectnum shift accunately,

it is necessarlr to keep tnack of the zeno dnift, and co1lect the

spectra in a time duning which the zeno changes by no mone than
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O.002 mm/s. Two diffenent methods of monitor"ing the zero were used

in this expeniment. When openating the spectnometelr M-l- at constant

velocity, the numben of flybacks in lO0 seconds wene counted elec-

tnonical-Iy in each of the twenty channels anound the zeno. The

exact position was found to withår¿ a tenth of a channel (3 +O.OO1 mm/s)

by interpol-ation. A typica.l- result is shown in figune 52. An

¿+ye 495 500 505 5lO
Chonnel Nr.lmber

Fi4une 52. Loutíon o( the ze.m o{ the urctang, vø2oúf4 ¿pe.c.þlßne.tul bU cpuruittg (Lqbae}Å,

al-tennative, and slightly less accunate method was used when

openating at constant accel-enation with the spectnometen M-2. A

sodium-fennocyanide absor"ben at noom tempenatune $ras placed between

the funnace on cryostat and the counten. The quadnupole spl-itting

in this matenial is so smalL that the spectnum is essentially a

single-J-ine manken, and the positions of the HoFeOa J-ínes may be

an
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measured rel-ative to it. This technique is most usefu.l- well- bel_ow

T, where the manker is weLr sepanated fnom the middl_e l_ines of the

onthofennite pattenn. ôa may then be detenmíned to vrithin O.OO3 nrm/s.

Some typical spectna ane shown in figune 53. The one in

figur"e 53a was taken at constant accel-enation with the fenrocyanide

manken, while those in figure 53 b and c wer:e obtained at constant

velocity, and the zeno v¡as measuned befone and aften each spectrum

by counting flybacks. The data was analysed in the usual way,

fitting Lonentzians to the peaks by the method of least squanes.

The solid l-ines dnawn in the figune ane the fits. Above T* the

spectrum is a close doublet with a quadnupole splitting e/2 =

0.309 t 0.005 mm/s. Below T*r e is l-ess than 0.05 mm/s and decr:eases

towands zeno as T + TN.

When fitting the paramagnetic doublets, the two l_ines wene

constraíned to have the same intensíty and ful_t-width at hal_f

maximum. No othe¡- constr"aints r.rere used except that the two middl-e

peaks of the spectna taken with the sodium-fennocyanide manken wene

al-so constnained to be equal. Below Tr, the quadnupole shift,

hypenfine field and total- spectnum shift were deduced fnom the

six peak positions by a weighted l-east squanes fit.

2.2 Hypenfine Fields.

The hypenfíne field

object of the expeniment, is

figune 54, together with the

It deviates fnom the data by

data, although incídental to the main

copious and compJ-ete. It is shown in

Bnil-louin function curve for S = 5/2.

less than 39o when T < 5O0oK. The fiefds
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TE¡¡PERATURE ('K}

Flgtrtrz 54. Tønpe'mnrc de4grd.gn9er^od.the. hup.e^(ine {ieud_ín HoFenr. The to,íd antue i,¿
obtuincÅ. (tan'the Saitfoüin l-ítnìr- iõn" e,-Sit'Z."'

fon T < 45oor r ( 0.7 ane a]so protted against T2 in figur:e 55.

According to simpre spin wave theony in an antifenromagnet [rre1,

o = 1 - 1.590 * to-3k2r'/ur' (s.16)

The stnaight tine, which is a good fit to data in the whole tempenatune

nange, has a srope connesponding to J = 17.goK. Thê value of J

deduced from T¡¡ using the mol-ecul-an field equation ,.J = okrN/2s¿s+t)N (s.17)
is 18.4oK.
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F aut¿ 55. The lulput[ine 6LQlÅ ii HoFel3 at a þnotion od T2.

The N6el tempenature vras measuned in two ways. H3 i" pl-otted

against T fon r > 0.995 in figune 56, and a value of 642.7oK was

found. Al-tennativeJ-y we cannied out a thenmal- scan at a smal_.1_

positive veJ-ocity coruesponding to the panamagnetic peak position.

The resul-t is shown in figune 57, and a val-ue of 642.5oK was found.

The agneement between the two diffenent techniques is pleasing. A

slightly lowen value, 63goK, was pneviously neponted for: HoFeo,

t1071. In oun matenial, mixed spectra wene obsenved. in a 20

tempenatune íntenval below T*.
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ït ís also wonth plotting H: (Tr-T) on a doubt-e toganithmic

scale, as shown ín figune Sg. The cnitical_ exponent Ê may be

found fnom the slope of the cunve in vanious tempenatune ranges,

since [119]

H = D(I-TITN)B (5.r8)

rn the decade 0.9 < (r-r/rr) < 0.9g, we find ß = 0.337, while in the

decade 0.99 < (r-rlr*) < 0.999, ß = 0.346. T, was taken as 642.7oK0

but if 642.5oK had been chosen, B would be o. 872 ín the highen range,

although the va.l-ue in the rowen rlange wou.l-d be víntual-ry unchanged.

Tr-T ("rJ
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Figlttz 5t. Pîtt [on defetnÉning úe uÍticoL elcponen/-.
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Mössbauen spectra ane pnobably not a panticularly good

source of infonmation about the cr"itical exponents. Apant fnom

the expenimental difficulty of maintaining the sample at a homogeneous,

unifonm tempenatur:e, thene is doubt whethen Hhf i" pnopontional to

3, in the criticar negion whene dynamic effects may be impontant,

and mixed spectna may appear.

2.3 Total Spect::um Shift.

The totar spectr"um shift is plotted as a functíon of tem-

penatune in figune 59. Many of the poínts are averages obtained

from two spectna at almost the same tempenatune, and some typical
enron l-imits ane manked. They ane the sum of the ennon in the .l_east-

squanes fit to the peak positions and the eruon in the position of
the zeno.

The cunve does have the genenal shape expected. Howeven

thene ane some impontant discnepancies which will- now be discussed.

rn onder to compane the obsenved tempenatune dependence of
ôa with the pnedictions of (5.14), ít is finst necessany to detenmine

the Debye tempenatune. The mean squane dispracement .x2t of the

Mðssbauen nuc]eus which occul3s in expnession (l-.1) for the necoil_Iess

fnaction may be evaluated on the basis of the Debye model_. The

bnacket in (f.l) is the Debye-Wall-en facton, often denoted as -2W.

It is given by, []_081,

gE2

2r,r =#rf,* crrr2 ["H, (s.ls)
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An appnoximation, accunate to l¡ithin 7% fon T > o /2, is to set the

bnacket equaJ- to T/ A. Then

-- 2- 2vftt2 c2 gn2r<x > = (5.20)
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A plot of gnf:T will have slope -g82,/I4e2to2. pnovided the absonbenT
is thin, f ís pnopontionar- to the ar.ea of the absonption peaks,
and o is easiry deduced. A typical ptot is shown in figune 60

for the tempenature range 647 ^ gzsoK, above Tr. The connesponding

varue of o is 457 + 9oK, the ernor: being two standand deviations
in the least-squanes fit of a stnaíght rine to the points. simir_an

data was obtained in the nange g2o - 55ooK, below T,',, whene an

effective Debye tempenature or = 540 + r-2oK was found. The ernors
do not take any account of possibre systematic ernons in inadequacies

ín the Debye modet. The val_ue of Bo, calculated from (S.fS) and

these val_ues of O and O t , is 0.67.
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The high temperatune pant of the totat spectnum shift curve,

above Tp was fitted to a stnaight 1ine, and the slope is -7.0g t
o.o9 x lo-4 m¡/s/o¡. The slope pnedicted by (5.r0) in the same

tempenatune nange with O = 457oK is -7.17 x l-O-4 mm/s/oKo notably

smallen than the limiting vat-ue given by (5.f2), which is onty

attaÍned at highen tempenatures. we concr-ude that (s.ro) gíves a

good fit to the data in the panamagnetic region, and the complete

cunve fon 0 = 457oK is dnawn in figune 59.

The significant featune of the data is now apparent. Although

the cunve is a good fit to the panamagnetic points, eveny point but

one in the antifenromagnetic region lies below it. The data is
replotted on an expanded sca.l-e in figune 61 whene the døviaÍÍon

fnom the o = 457oK cunve is given as a function of tempenatur.e.
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By extnapolating the data in the negions just above and below Tp
it may be seen that any discontinuity in ôa ís less than o.oog mm/s.

This is in agneement $Iith a nesult of vrentheim et ar- [t2o] who

found the total spectnum shift of FeF, to be continuous to within
i0.o02 mm/s. continuity of 6o ís expected at a second onder. phase

tnansit ion .

The obsenved infruence of magnetic ord.en on ôa cour_d have

two expJ-anations. Either" the second ond.en Doppren shift is mag-

netization dependent, as suggested by Bashkinov and selyutin lrr2f,
on e-l-se the ísomen shift is magnetization dependent. Both possibirities
wil-l- be considered in tunn, but fir"st the dotted curve in figune

6l wil-l be explained. rt nepnesents an attempt to fÍt all the data

to (5.1o) with a single Debye tempenature. Although ít is within
the expenímental ernors of most of the points, it does not seem to
have quite the nÍght shape. Howeven the decisive objection to this
interpnetation of the data is that the dotted .l-ine connespond.s to a

Debve tempenature of 72ooK, quite different fnom eithen of the

measuned varues, and a]most twice the Debye temper-atune deduced

fnom row tempenatune specific heat measurements on anothen

onthofennite, DyFeOg [12I].

The discnepancy between the data and the cunve car-cur_ated

fnom the simple Debye model (S.fO) usíng the O obtained in the

high-tempenatune negion begins at the magnetic tnansition tempenatune.

This indicates that the effect rearly iÁ connected with the magnetíc
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order, and is not just due to the inadequacy of the Debye model in

describing the phonon spectnum. The insensitivity of the model

was enphasized in the discussion of (5.13). The gnaph of figur"e 61

is repeated, fon clanity in figune 62 with cunves calcufated fon a

magnetization-dependent sceond onden Dopplen shift on isomen shift.
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i is obtained fnom the magnetization-dependent Debye modet (5.14)

using the value of Bo deduced fnom the measunements of the Debye-Wal-l-er

factor; iÍ is obtained fnom the same model by alJ-owing Bo to vany

to give the best fit to the data. Bo = 1.2, and Ot ís 676oK at

T = O. The avenage value of Or in the uange 32O - 55OoK is 597oK,

companed to the measuned 540 t l-2oK. Both of these two cur"ves ane

just within the experirnental ennon on most of the poínts, and eithen
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could be taken as an adequate repr"esentation of the data. Never-

theless the agneement is not completely satisfactony.

ííi is the best fit to the data, assuming a small extna

contnibution to the isomer" shift pnopontional- to o, in confonmity

with (5.5). rt appeans to forr-ow the shape of the data somewhat

betten than the othens, although a tenm pnopor"tional to o2 would

do just as welL. The constant A is -0. o27 mm/s which connesponds

to a change density diffenence ap of at least o.o5a-3. two ondens ofo'
magnitude greaten than the cal-cul-ation in gl.l_. rn spíte of the

uncentainties in that cal-cu]ation, it seems that the explanation of
a magnetization-dependent isomer shift cannot be sustaíned.

The concl-usion fnom the study of ôa as a function of

tempenatune is that thene are measunable magnetic effects on the

totaf spectrum shift in an insul-aton which may be exprained faínly

welL on the basis of a magnetization-dependent Debye model-. The

othen expranation, of a terrn in the isome:r shift pnoportional to o,

l-acks a theoneticaÌ justification.

3. RESULTS FoR (Fe1_*tu*)20g.

Vle now returr¡ to the inon-::hodium oxide system, which was

the subject of the pneceeding chapten. The measunements of the

tota.l- spectrum shÍft of the system at 2ooK and 2g6oK are il_rustnated

in figune 63. The sol-íd cunves a::e just dnawn to show the gist of

the data, and they are not based on any calcu.l-ation. The er:nons on

the points ane nathen langen than in the pnevious experiment because
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of the gneaten complexity of the fits in the antifenromagnetic

region, and al-so because caribnations wene not penfonmed before and

aften everT¡ spectnum. Neventheless, thene is cleanly a monotonic

incnease in ô, with x at both tempenatunes, besid.es a dístinctt
break between the magneticarj-y ondered and disond.ened. negions at

noom tempenatune. Al-r the points fon sampJ-es with x 7 o.67 at

296oK ane deduced fnom panamagnetic spectna. The nesults fon the

tempenature dependence of ôa fon the sample with x = 0.10, given

in figune 42a, also show an incr"ease in isomen shift in the panamag-

netic negion¡ âs does the data fon x = 0.36.

x

All these nesults may be compa:red with that of Bashkinov
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et al- lr22l, who found a deute-arsØ of o.os t o.o2 nrn/s in the total_

spectnum shift of eFerO, above its Néel- point. we have no expranation

of this diffenence between thein nesult and ouns, but it should be

pointed out that the sign of the change they find at T, is opposite

to the sign they anticipate usíng thein magnetization-depend.ent

Debye model- lLr2l. Moneoven we wir-r- show that even the change of
0.025 t 0.010 nm/s which we obsenve is too lange to be explained in
these tenms.

ït would be ideal- íf the shifts of the magneticarry ondered

and dísondened phases could be measuned simultaneously, fon exampJ_e

in mixed spectna, l-ike those shown in figunes 37d o::47b. Unfortunately

the magneticarly sprit abso:rption l-ines are so broad and irl_-defined

that it is impossibLe to measure the centr.e suffíciently accurately.

lle now considen the vaniation of ô. and ôo in the system

in turn.

3.1- Isomen Shift.

The electnon density at the nucleus is gíven by (3.14),

except that the factor 6 must be nepraced by the sum ove:: f"
linkages. lf we make the same assumptions as we did ín the ca.l-cuta-

tion of the vaniation of the quadnupore intenaction, nameJ-y that
the lattice parametens and the oxygen panameter vany unifonmly with

x' but the same inon paramete' may be used thnoughout, then we

can cal-culate the vaniation of p, and hence 6. r^rith x. The

expansion of the lattice gives nise to a decnease in the electr-on
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density at the nucl-eus and a connesponding incr"ease in the isomer.

shift. rf the isomer shift caribnation of simanek and l{ong trorl
is used, and u4" i" taken as o.l5 thnoughouto then the cal-cul-ation

gives the dashed ]ines in figur"e 64, where the same data is repno-

duced. The lines are nonma.l-ised to 0.637 mm/s at 2ooK and o.5l_2

mm/s at 296oK. The incnease in isomen shift agnees mod.eratery well
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with the data,in spite of the fact that we have not taken into

account that some of the Ínon neighbou::s of the centnal- inon ion

have been neplaced by nhodium, nor is any al-l-owance made for. the

vaniation of the second onden Doppten shift. Given the assumptions

about the lattice panametens, thene can be no discontinuity in

the room tempenature shift associated with the onset of magnetic

onder.
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we can detenmine the diffenence between the total_ charge

density at the inon nucleus in aFero, and that of the fnee ion in
much the same way as we did fon spín density in rv 4. The fnee-

ion vaLue fon an el-ectnon configunation 3ds is given by the finst
terrns in the modified (3.14). The nemaining tenms yÍetd an

incnease in el-ectnon density of 6.s .]3. Howeven the 3d occupationo

has also incneased by O.40 el-ectnons. Using Watsonfs wave functíons
?+ aLfon Fe"' and Fe'-, thene is a decnease in efectnon density of

1.76 a^" on going fnom the fer"nic to the fennous fnee ion. Theo

ovena-l-l incnease in aFeroa is thus 5.0 a-3, cornesponding to a

decnease in isomen shift of o.B4 mm/s. The isomen shift of a free
Qf

Fe"'ion would thus be J-.35 mm/s, relatÍve to ch::omium.

3,2 Second Onder Dopplen Shift.

Befor:e the possibility of explaining the data in tenms of

the second orden Doppler: shift can be consider"ed, it Í.s necessary

to know the Debye tempenatur:es. The Debye temper.atunes for. clFero,

and aRhrO, at noom tempenature may be deduced fnom the x-nay tempena-

tune factonsr B*. The Debye-Wall-en facton fon the x-r"ay refl-ections

is Ba(sin 0/À)2. (4.3) is analogous to (I.1) in that the intensities

of the Mðssbauen and x-ray l-ines both have the same functional

dependencu on .*2r. On the Debye model-, [12g],

2r*(ã#ã)' - 
"r= 

ulfluï' rf, + r$r2 f":ïrr, ( s. 21)
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a nesu.l-t which diffens fr"om (5.19) only ín the numenical_ factor.
lle can make the same appnoximation as we díd for" (S.ZO), on else

use the tabul-ated vaLues of the function ín the br"acket, given by

Guinier IfZs].

The temper"atur:e factons fon íron and nhodíum sesquioxid.es

ane l-.33 t o.Ì2 and 1.2 t 0.4. The factor fon F"zog appries only

to the inon [72], whire sepanate temper.ature factons fon nhodium

and oxygen in RhrOg þ¡ene not obtained. Howeven, the scattening

facton of nhodium is mone than thinty times gr.eaten than that of
oxygen, so that no appneciable enron is intnoduced if we take

M in (s.zl-) as the cation atomic weíght in both cases. The Debye

temperatunes are then 307 + l-2oK fon Feror, and 242 ! 4ooK fon

hzOa. Assuming that o vanies rineanly between these two

extnemes, it is possible to calculate the expected low temperatune

behavioun of ô^ fnom (5.1I). If M is taken as M. then 6_Ð-eq¡\er¡qr-D

íncneases with twice the slope of the 2ooK data, wheneas if M is
taken as M", then the calculated. incnease is onty har-f that of the

data.

At noom tempenatune, the data in the antifennomagnetic

negion is nepnoduced by the dotted J-ine in figune 64, which is
calcu.l-ated from (S.fO)o assuming the linean decnease in Debye

tempenatune. The diffenence between ôa at 2oo and 2g6oK fon pune

aFerOa is 0.125 t o.oo5 mm/s companed to o.l-42 mm/s pnedicted fr.om

(s.ro) with M = M". rt is likely that a smat-Ier vafue of M ís
appnopriate at l-owen tempenatunes since -. Ma, and the con::esponding
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diffenence would be even gneaten. A differ"ence of 0.125 mm/s woul_d

coruespond to O = 400oK with M = M" th::oughout.

The data suggests that thene ís a decnease in ôa of 0.025

I O.0l-0 mm,/s associated with magnetic ondening. Such a ]arge

change ís inexpricabl-e on the magnetizatíon-dependent Debye model.

Even if 0t was 400oK in the ondened negion, it wouid have to

decnease to ooK in the panamagnetic negion to naíse 6- by just o.o2t"
mm/s. The incnease in ôa of 0.05 mm/sec associated with magnetic

onden in crFero, reponted by Bashkinov et aL lr22f would requine that

o inutea¿eÅ by about soooK near the NéeJ- point, a nesult both

unneasonabJ-e, and at vaniance with thein theo:retical pnediction

Inz]

rn conclusion, it is clean that the total- spectrum shift
in the (t".r__***)rO, system cannot be completely explained just by

considering the second onden Dopplen shift. The cal-culation shows

that some vaniation of the isomer: shift with x must be expected,

and there must also be a decr"ease of at least O.Ol7 mm,/sec between

296oK and 20oK which could be explained by Ìattice contnaction.

The infl-uence of magnetic onden on 6a, which is appa:rent in the

noom temperatune data, coul-d anise fi:om a small- change in z(Fe)

at Tr, such as v¡as invoked to explain the behavioun of the quadrupole

Íntenaction. rn both expeniments a d.ecrease in ôa of ^,o.or mm/sec

is attributabl-e to magnetic ondening. The behaviour of HoFeo, may

be adequately exprained on the magnetization-dependent Debye model,
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but not the behavioun of (t"r__***)ZOr. Furthen studies of the

influence of magnetic onden a::e called for. The most necent wonk

by Wentheím et al on FeF3 [1-]-l-l was found to be consistent with

(5.14). Absolute, mechanical spectnomete::s woul-d be best fon this

wonk because the shifts of intenest ane less than I/2O of a linewidth.
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Central Peaks in ]&issbauer Spectra of
Magnetiealïy Ordered Compound s

Le 'suyten[It, cl,tote fltÞ,t nd-eers,søí¡ø. - VoIføLne.

fn this chapter we wil-l descrÍbe some expeníments which wene

intended to el-ucidate the natune of the mixed spectna which we obsenved

bel-ow the Néer point in the (t"r_-*fr*)ro, system. These mixed spectna

have been obsenved in a numben of pune [l2r+-7] and substituted [3g,

57, 611 compoundso and they ane evidence of high-fnequency spin

ne-l-axation. We noted eanlien that it is impossible to explain these

spectna, even in diamagnetically substituted compounds, on the basis

of a static effectÍve-fierd theory. However, it has been shown [7]
that the appeanance of a mixed spectnum d.oes not necessanily imply

that thene are fenno- and panamagnetic negions coexistÍng in the

same crystal. Mixed spectna can appean if thene is a single value

of tH, pantículanIy in panamagnetic matenials.

I,Ie will begin by mentioning some of the pninciples invol_ved

in nelaxation pnocesses, and we are panticulanly interested. in the

effect of an applied fieLd on the Mössbauen spectrum. Expenimental

il-l-ustnations ane given fon a panamagnet and a superpanamagnet.

Then, expeniments which show the influence of sample pnepanatÍon
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methods, and an appl-ied fierd on the centnal peaks are reponted and

discussed.

]. RELAXAT]ON PROCESSES

rf the relaxation time of the ionic spin associated with
_'7an "'Fe nucl-eus is longen than r-o-/s, then the fur-r- hypenfine

interaction wit-l- be obsenved., negandless of whethen the compound

as a who-l-e is magnetically ondered on disondened.. Nucl-ea:: rel-axatíon

processes ane assumed to be negligibl-e on this time sca.l_e.

The main e]ectnonic ner-axation effects anise fnom two

intenactions; i) The spin-spin inter"action, which is associated

with dipol-ar: or: exchange fiei-ds, and depends on the concentnation

of magnetic ions in the compound. ii) The spin-lattice intenaction,

which is panticulanÌy impontant fon ions which ane not in an s-state,
and, unlike the spin-spin interaction, it depends st:rongly on

tempenatune.

rn fennomagnetic compounds at :r-ow temperatunes, the spin

r^raves ensure that the ions ane distnibuted amongst the various *"
states in such a way that the l-owest state is exc.l-usiveJ_y occupÍed

at absol-ute zeno. rn an antifennomagnet thene is a spin deviation.

These spin-wave frequencies ane of the same or"den as thenmal fnequencÍes,

and at loK they ane thnee ondens of magnitude gneate:: than the Larmon

pnecession fnequency of 57r". Thenefone, Ít is to be expected that
the hypenfine fiel-d will folÌow the magnetization B, ín the negion
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of temperature i,rhene spin waves are present in the r_attice [7].
c-l-ose to the magnetic ondening tempenaturre, a diffe::ent

situation may pr"evail. van den vrroud.e and Dekken point out that if
the spin fluctuatíon time, rH, becomes companabre with t, (on ,r/2,
if it is the gneaten), then one may expect to see a spectr.um with

bnoadened outer .l-ines whose splitting ís grLQ.afuL than woul_d be the

case if the hypenfine field was pr:opontíonal- to the subl-attice

magnetization. The spectna may also show a centna.l_ peak below the

magnetic ordening tempenaturerpnovÍd.ed the degnee of magnetic ond.er

is small_, and r', e t, [ZJ.

rn panamagnetic compounds, the usual singlet on doubr-et

spectnum anises because rH << rL, and the var-ue of the spin of an

ion is zeno when avenaged over the Larmon pr:ecession time ín
the instantar¡eous hypenfine fiel-d. ff, instead, ,H r tr, then a

broadened paramagnetic peak appealrs, md in the extneme rimit of
rH >> tL, u set of hypenfine patterns, one for" each value of Íì":
wilt appean [o]. sets of spectna, usual]-y for- s = r/2, have been

ca.l-cuLated by seve::al authons [7-]_O].

1. l- Superpanamagnetism.

superparamagnetism is a phenomenon which was pnedicted.

and studied by NéeI, panticulanÌy in connection with nock magnetism

Irza]. rt has been obsenved in ul-tna,fine pa:rticl-es of sevena]

antifernomagnetic and fennimagnetic matenial_s using the Mðssbauer

effect [rzg-so]. Suppose a cluster of ro - l-06 magnetic ions is
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coupl-ed togetherrwith any of the nor:mal spin annangementsrto form

a sub-domain-sized magnetic panticle. rf the tempenatune is
sufficiently high, the net moment of the whol-e clusten may nelax

rapidry, and independently of the othen particles, just l-ike the

ionic spin of a panamagnet. The ner-axation time depends very much

on the tempenatune. A simple mode] consists of two enengy minima

sepanated by an enengy banr.ien o.f height Ey due to anisotropy.

It l-eads to the equation [fgf];

(6.1)

to is usuarly set equar to the Lar.mon pnecession time in the

anisotnopy field. EB = lclv/n, whene c is the anisotnopy constant

and v is the volume of the par"ticle; .Q, is 2 for uniaxial_ anisotnopy,

and B on 12 fon cubic anisotr:opy. A mone nealistic model has been

wonked out by Ahanoni t1321.

whethen a panticle appeans super?paramagnetic or not depends

on whethen r, is l-ess on gneaten than the chanactenistic time for-

the measunement. rn the Mðssbauen effect this is n,lo-7s, so that

a brocking tempenatuneo Tb, may be defined fr-om (6.r) by putting

,I = ,I/2. Fon magnetization measunements, the chanacteristic time

is'ì,1-0s, and the blocking tempenatune wilt be l_owen. rt wirl_ not be

much l-owen howeven, because the anisotnopy depends on the magnetization,

and thus on tempenatune. Magnetocrystalrine anisotnopy, in some

instances: vêries "" ul! wher:eas shape anisot::opy varies -" M2 tr33].

L = h exP(-e'lxr)
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rf it was possibre to study a powden of identicar supen-

panamagnetic panticì-es, the spectnum woul-d charige fnonì a magnetically-

split pattenn just below t¡ to a 'panamagneticr pattern just above.

ïn practice thene is always a r:ange of panticle sizes, and mixed

spectna are obse::ved oven a faín1y wide tempenature range tl3o].

I.2 fnfluence of an Applíed Field on Re.l_axation.

An applied fierd has two dístinct effects on a magnetic

matenial-o arthough in pnactíce they may sometímes be dífficult to

distinguísh; i) lt intnoduces an enengy gap between the opposite

spin states of the ions, pnoducing magnetic polanísation o and

ií) rt al-tens the enengy bannien between the two enengy minima

of a superpanamagnetic clusten, and hence the ::elaxation time. rt
may be shown [re+1 that the enengy banrien for uniaxia]- anisotnopy

in the pnesence of a small fíeld becomes

¡t2u2u2
lc l" - t"un - -,rðTPFr - I

"B-ã (6.2)

A mone exact tneatment of the pnoblern has necently been given [tss1,
whÍch also pnedicts that the applícation of a fíel-d, such that MH"o = lcl,
shoul-d decnease tr.

I.2.I Spín PoLaú,safion o ( patønagne_LLc Fe(Cl.Ð nl ,. OU 
rO 

.

l.Ie netunn to oun study of fennous penchlonate, which senves

to illustnate the effect of polanisation on the Mössbauen spectnum

of a panamagnetic compound in which the spin nelaxation time is
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veny shont. The z'oom-tempenature spectna wene previously discussed

in rr 2,r.2 as an il]ustnation of the use of a magnetic field in
detenmining the sign of the quadnupole intenaction. The spectr:a

at 4.2oK ane shown in figur.e 6s, and the sígn of yr= obviously is
opposite to that for the 2g6oK spect::a shown in figur.e 20.

¿1-?O24
Velocity ( mm/sec )

Figuttt 65- Mö¿¿banut tpee.bta. od FelcJool,).6|00 a.t.4.zoK in appr,ied (ie,tdt o( al 0 h\e,bl l0 h0e, cl 30 bùe, and + ¿ , al 5o hoe.

The hypenfine fierd may be deduced fnom the sptitting of
the outer" l-ines of the tniplet [34]. The l_ines of the tniplet ane

sharp, and there is no sign of bnoad.ening due to a sr-owing of the

nel-axation of the panamagnetic ions, even in 50 koe. Although the

fennous ions ane nathen dil-ute in this compound, and the spin-spin

intenactions are weak, the spin-lattice nelaxation tímes should be

shorten than 1o-8s fon r 5D iorr, even at 4oK. The applied fierds
and the magnitudes of the measuned hypenfine fields at sevena.r-
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TabLe 13. Hqpendine Fíe,U,s in Fønnou Pønch.Lonø.t¿.

Applied Field

k0e

10.0

t_9. 4

30. 0

50. o

Measured Fiel_d

k0e

4.20K g00K 2960K

13.3 r 1.0

32.2

- 16.0

- 23.6

50.2 25.6 40.5

temperatures ar:e l-isted in table 10. The hypenfine fiel-ds at

296oK and SooK ar"e consistently l-owen than the fíelds that ar"e

applied. A simil-an effect has a.l-so been obsenved in a fernic

dimen Il_s0 ].

The explanation of the data is to be found in the susceptibility
cunve of fígune 66. The moment induced pen F.2+ íon at 4.2oK in a

r0 kOe fietd is o.48uBo cornpaned to the satunation moment of about

30

-
-{.ùo

rJ 20

x

o po 
T (ox) 2oo

Figuttz 66. Tupennhute depudenee o( lhe invetue uueepî,ibi.t-i.tg o[ polgaqttaLLLne FelQOOl Z.6HZ0
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5.4uB. A fiel-d of 50 koe woul-d induce al-most harf the satunation

moment. The obsenved hypenfine fiel_d would thus be 50 kOe, less

about half the fu1l hypenfine fiel-d in this compound at T = O. The

data of table 13 is plotted in figur:e 67. rn this chapte:: we witl-

Figute ó7, The e[þer-Lve. htl.pen(ine 6¿øU itt FelQO4l Z.6H.O ot a {ue;'íon o( appl-Led 6ie.I-d, d.t
¿evual tuputatunu. -

take the sign of \, into account Ín the figur:es. The diffenence

between the obsenved field at a panticulan tempenatune and that at

T = oO (the applied field) should be pnopontiona.I to the induced

moment. The natio of the hypetfine fields inducedby polarisation

at 4.2oK, 8Oo and 296oK is 5.0:1.1-:0.4 companed to the natio of

(l)o
--

- Hoo (kOe)
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the induced moments which is 5.0:0.9:0.2. The agneement is quite

good. Fnom the invense susceptibilíty cunve, this compound may be

expected to onder antifenromagnetically at about 20K. The hyper.fine

fiel-d at T = 0 should be about 250 koe, which is neasonable fon

a fennous sa.l_t.

ft can be seen fnom figur"e 67 that at some temper.atu::e

between 8oo and 4oK, the application of a fierd shoul-d have no

infl-uence on the M8ssbauen speetrum, because the induced hypenfine

fiel-d is equal and opposite to the applied field. lt may be

possible to use this device to study the influence of a lange

magnetic field on spin ::eraxation time in a suitable mateniaÌ, since

the applied fiel-d pnoduces no net field at the nucl-eus.

This expeniment shows cleanry that a hypenfine field can

be obsenved in a Mðssbauen spectnum when t, is veny short. rn the

counse of the nucrean l-ifetime, the ionic spin is mone often

aligned panal1e1 to the applied field than antipanarler, and a

hypenfine fieÌd pnopontiona"l- to this polanísatíon is seen by the

nuc]eus. since these polanÍsation effects ane pnonounced in
paramagnets at low tempenatur:es, it is to be expected that they

will be even molle impontant in superpanamagnets.

I .l .2 Suyte.rqtananagne,LLc f er) 
U.

vle will now descnibe a mateniar- whích we know to be

panamagnetíc, and show the influence of an applied fiel-d on

Mðssbauer" spectnum.

super-

its
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Colloids containing fine panticles of magnetíte in suspension

ane used in the optical study of domain pattenns t137]. To make Ëhese

fine particl-es [tse1, stoichiometnic quantities of Fecl,, and Fecg,

were dissol-ved, the solution was heated to 4ooc, and NaoH was

added. The btack pnecípitate was washed., filtened and dnied in aino

and the fÍnal- pnoduct was neddish-bnown. The x-ray powden pattern

of the mater"ial showed very bnoad lines, and those at high-angJ-es

could not be distinguished. Howeven the low-angle lines belonged

to the spiner patter:n of FeaOu on else yFeror. The matenÍar was

identified as yFerO, fnom its MUssbauen spectna.

fto
j
Pz:)o()

-20
VELOCITY ( mm

24
/s )

The spectna ane shor¡n in figur"e 68. The bnoad, tnianguJ-an

Fi*ne tt'H2âurTifffiW9"r6ri"'""f tffi."äWm|\'!ze o6 eoß'; a¡ oÍ' *ooK' bt ar'
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spectrum of figune 68b was obtained at :room tempenatune. At gooK

the spectrum has nesol-ved itsel-f into the six-l-ine pattenn with

some line bnoadening, shown in figu:.e 6Ba. The effect of a 50 koe

fieÌd on the 296oK spectnum is shown in figune 6gc; it ís resolved

into two bnoad, unequal foun-line patter:ns. These pattenns may be

companed to those shown in figune 69 fon well-crystal-lised yFeror.

The compound is centainly fennimagnetic, and if it was magnetite,

some of the l-ines in the SooK spectrum woul-d be split. since they

ane not, the matenial_ must be yFerOr.

Figuttn 69. llbttbott? fi9ry o(_welt.atq6tnüted fierl, ai.29ôoK; al withàut, o;rrd bl utith
at appliet, 6t¿In o6 50 þ!e.

The 296oK spectnum Ís very like the one cal_cuJ-ated by

Van den ltoude [g] fon panamagnetic iron with S = S/2 and r = 1O-9s.

ït seemed likely that the matenial- vlas supeïpanamagnetic at this

tempenatune, and confirrnation was pnovided by the noom tempenatune

magnetizatíon cunve, shown in figune 70 whÍch nesembl-es a Langevin

function connesponding to S ru 103. ïf the yFerO3 ís not superpanamagnetic

".%.t*.\.,..i"^i;\ .å.';t'"þ ."Tr.--1 fj"J'l.\ r":\ni";\ :i.tþ
" :: 'f t" ¡e - t

oo-oeo qt ir øø

ot e o

qÒnt" o

oc

;".'itt
-zoz

VELOCITY lmm/secl
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in a magnetization measunement it wil1 centainly not be sþDerya:lË$nagnetic

in a Mbssbauen measunement.

A good cnitenion fon detenmíning the brocking tempenatune

is the disappeanance of the nemanence. This shou.r-d. occun at a

lowen tempenatune than the tempenatune at which a wer-l--nesolved
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six-line spectrum appeans. Howeven, because of the nange of panticle
sizes, the rìemanence disappeans in a negion of tempenatune between

40 and 10ooK. The nange of panticre sizes is pnobabry mainly

nesponsible fon the shape of the 296oK spectr"a, both wíth and without
the applied field. The smal-l-en particles wirl be much .l-ess satunated

by the fierd than the langer: ones, and give nise to the sloping
inside edges on the outen r-ines. An e>çtanation in tenms of a sr_ow

superpanamagnetic nelaxatíon time is also possible, but the polani_

sation effect is undoubtedry pnedominant since the compound has

about 7o9o of íts spontaneous magnetization in a fier_d of 50 koe.

2. I¡öSSSEUNN SPECTRA Of PURE COMPOUNDS NCAN thcir" MAGNETIC

ORDERING TEMPERATURX.

There has been some discussion in the lÍtenature about the
obsenvation of centnal peaks in the spectna of pune eompounds cfose

to thein magnetic o::dening tempenatune. Be::tel-sen et al trzol found

that tO = O.98 fon a 9g% pune FeF, c:rystal_line powd.en. Howeven,

Wentheim et al []2Ol subsequently studied a high punity microcrystal_line

powden of the same matenial, and found rb t O.ggg. In the onthofennites,

libschtltz et al found rb'o.ggg, wheneas we obtained. a varue of
0.996 in oun expeniments on HoFeor. The fluonide resul-ts may be

explained by the l-ack of punity of the matenia] used by the Danes.

However, the ïsnaelis have pnoposed. an expranation of thein ontho-

ferrite nesul-ts in tenms of tcniticar- supeïpanamagnetismt l],zTf .

They suppose that thein samples ane not penfectly homogeneous, but
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are composed of independent magnetic negions with an effective volume,

veff, which is sufficiently small for the enengy barríer Cr"ff ao

be Low enough to allow supeïpar-amagnetic behavioun just bero" TN.

Mixed spectna could also be caused by a nange of Néel_ tempenatunes

in diffenent pants of the erystal, on else a slow spin.nel_axation

time in the panamagnetic state, just above T*.

Any discussion of mixed spectra and neduced tempenatu::es

begs the question, of how the magnetic o::dening ternpenatur:e is to be

defined rf the ínon ions ane actually paraamagnetic at the

tempenatune of the mÍxed spectnarthen T* is the tempenature at wlich

they finst appean. Altennatively, if the inon is supeïparamagnetic

at the tempenatune of the mixed spectna, and if the mateniar is
taken as ondened if it has a Dor*z€ro iyutanfdn¿o[rá spin-spin

connel-ation function in some anbitnany volume, then T* is the

tempenatune at which the l-ast tnace of the magnetically-split spectnum

disappeans' o'possibly even highen. rf, instead of taking the

instantaneous val-ue of the connel-ation functiono it is avenaged

oven a finite time, then diffenent val-ues of r* will, in genenal,

be found fon diffenent times and volumes. rt is easy enough to

propose an openational- definition such as rthe temperature at

which harf the absorption is in the magnetically-sp]it patternr or:

Ithe tempenatune at which the extnapol-ated spontaneous magnetization

rreaches zerot, but it is mone difficul-t to know how much shont-tived.,

shont-nange onden is included. The expeniments on pure and dia-

magneticalJ-y substituted yttnÍum-ir:on oxid.es will shed some right
on this pnoblem, but a complete ansr¡ren wilt not be given.
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2,I YFeOr.

YFeO, was pnepared fnom F.2Og and yrO, of the highest

availab]-e puríty. The inon o*idel4 had a total metar-Lic impunity

content of l-ess than l-o pants pen milJ-ion, while the yttriu, o*id"f 3

was supposed to be 99.9ggg% pure. The purpose of the experiment

was to discoven whe.then the centnal peaks ane present in highly
pune onthofennites, and if so, whethen the fining atmosphene has

any infJ-uence on them. [,Ie used atmosphenes of nitnogen and oxygen,

which may be expected to have an effect on crystal]ite size on

37
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oxygen stoichionetry, but we did not dete::mine these effects. The

powders were ground, pelleted and pnefined fon foun houns in ain

at 90ooc. The sample was then negnoundndivided in two, and each half

was repelleted and fined fon ten hour"s at l4oooc ín an atmosphene

of eithen nitnogen on oxygen.

The spectna weue collected using the 2OmC sounce and the

scintillation counten. Each one was acquíned. fon about an houn,

duning which time the tempenatune was stable to within o.l-oc. some

typicaJ- spectna ane shown in figur"e 71. They a:re identical- roì the

two different samples at al-most alr tempenatunes. The hyper"fine

(l)o
-g
È

-

FÍgute 72. Hwat[ine (.** in v.Fel1' n* !\u,Nô.er poi¡tt; L¿ 6¿ted. in an oxqgen a.ûtto6phute,and e , f,iÃed in a ni.uufian airnoaphetz, '
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fiel-d as a function of tempenature is shown in figune 72. It is

the same fon both, and T, is 374.0oC. Neventheless some slight

diffenences do emerge,when t > 0.995. Spectna with centnal peaks

ane denoted by open symbols on fígune 72. The nilnogen-fj_red sample

does not show distinct centnal peaks until.b = 0.998, wheneas they

occur in the oxygen-fired sample when tO = 0.996. The two spectna

at 372.IoC (r = 0.997) in figune 71 may be companed dinectly. Wè

suppose that the 373.9oC spectnum is still bel-ow T* because the

intensity of the peak is less than it is in the panamagnetic negion,

fon example at 375.3oC.

The conclusion Ís that these pune oxides do show central

peaks just belo".N, and a sIíght influence of fining atmosphene

has been detected.

2.2 YgFsorz.

Yttnium-ilron gannet was pnepaned fuom the same high-punity

oxídes as the or.thofennite. The powders welâe pnefined for twelve

houns at 950oC, and then given a final firing fon six houns at

l-450oc in oxygen. !'le have made M6ssbauen and magnetization

measunements on the sample, mainly fon companison with the dia-

magnetically substituted garnets discussed ín the next section.

The fonmula of yttnium-ínon garnet may be wnitten

v!+ { r"3+ lrtr.3+trol;

nound bnackets denote cations on the octahednal a-sites, and

squa:1e ones, cations on the tetnahednal d-sites. The a- and

The

the
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d-sublattices ane coupled fennimagnetícally, so the net rspin onlyr

moment is 5 r¡ pen formula. The two six-line pattenns fnom i:ron on

the two sites ane wel-l- nesolved in the room tempenatune spectnum

of figune 73. The a-site ions have a hypenfine field of 485 kOe,

while that of the d-site ions is 395 kOe. In fact thene ane two

sl.ightly diffenent d-site spectna with an intensity natio of 3:l-

58
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because thene are two possible angles, þ, between the magnetic axiso
and the pnincipal axis of the e]ectric field gnadient t1391. The

fennímagnetic ondening tempenatune was determíned by extraporating
the hypenfine fierds as a function of tempenatune, shown ín figune
74rto \r = 0. rt is 553oK, and there is r-ittle sign of rpanamagnetic

peaks t in the 55ooK spectnum. Thene is no pronounced absorption

at the velocity conresponding to the r-owest ene::gy line ín the pa:ra-

magnetic spectnum. fn other wonds, rb ì O.gg5.

Vle also measuned the spontaneous magnetization, by

Ø
c:t
E(l)
.N
Ec
Loc

(l)o
-g

T

T("C)

Ftgutz 74. C-onpoaÅ-don od the ¿Ín'tLc rwgneiLza,tion o( VrFerïro wi-th lhe nú nonent d,educed
$ryry.nç hqp*6ln9.6+n!ù. -.The dotted Linel ' 'z¿how ae-rntnþentttie uo"r¡o*¿ono[ the hgpu(ine (Leld on the tuto i¡on ¿i,tu.
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extrapol-ating the moment in the range 9-l-6 koe to zeno fíeld. The

nesult is shown by the sol-id line in figu:re 24, and an or:d.ening

tempenatu::e of 551oK is infenr.ed. This agnees with the hypenfine-

fiel-d val-ue within the enrons of the thenmocoupJ-e calibnatíons,

and the extnapolations themsel-ves. sÍnce the shapes of the magne-

tization and hypenfine field. cunves, shown in figur:e 74, appean

dissimil-ar' we cal-cul-ated the tempenatune dependence of the magnetíc

moment on the assumption that the subl-attice moments ane propontional

to the hypenfine fields. That is,

M -3o(d) - 2o(a). (6.3)

The resulting value of M was nonma.r-ised to the measur:ed magnetiza-

tion at noom tempenatune, and the othen va.l-ues ane denoted by

cnosses in the figune. Nean the cnitieal temperature,they aÌI tie
above the magnetization cunve, and this may be evidence for a spin

frip time r, which is gneaten than ra. van den lùoude and Dekker

suggested that thís may be possible in the negion just below the

ondening tempernatur.e [7].

3. ¡lössseuen sPECTRA of yrrRruu-rRoN GARNET with DTAMAcNETTc

SUBSTTTUTIONS.

l'Ie have studÍed a numben of diamagneticaJ-ly substituted

yttnium-inon gannets. These compounds rÀrere pnepaned in the same

hlay as the pune gannet, except that suitable quantities of high-

punity sesquioxides of diamagnetic cations vrene added to the mix.
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samples wene made containing small amounts of Ga3+ and A.¿3+, whÍch

are known to pnefer" the d-sites, and. with small- amounts of sc3+
?r

and In"', which pnefen the a-sites [f4O]. We also made a sample with
1¡

some Rh"' , vrhose Mössbauer spectnum at r:oom tempenatune nesernbled

those of the compounds contaÍning Sc on In. This shows that r"hodium

has the same octahednal site pneference in gannets that it has in
spinels. An attempt to make yrRhrFerOp failedrbecause most of the

Rh203 decomposed to metai-lic nhodium, and failed to neact with the

other oxides. The decomposition of Rh2og begins at l-roooc in air.
The noom tempenatune spectna of the compound.s yr(fe..gMO.f)Z

[reJaorl with M = sc, rD, on Rh a]-l show a slightly bnoad.ened. a-site
pattenn, but the d-site absonption is split into two fair"ly welr

neso-l-ved pattenns with an intensity natio of about 5:2, and hypen-

fine fields of 385 and 345 koe. The spectnum can be undenstood

on the pninciples e¡prained in chapten rrr. The d-site inon ions

have foun a-site supenexchange neighbouns, and rogo of these sites

are occupied by diamagnetic ions. The pnobabilities of a d-site

having'4, 3 or 2 a-site inon neíghbours ar.e 0.66, 0.29 and o.os, so

the two d-site spectna connespond to inon in environments with

foun and thnee magnetic neÍghbouns. The bnoadening of the a-site

l-ines ane eithen a nesult of a-a intenactions, which ane not usuaÌIy

reganded as being significant in gannets, because the Fe-o distances

are 2.oo and 4.418, on else the bnoadening mayoccun because not

alL the diamagnetic íons are on a-sites, but some ane on d-.sites.
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Yet another explanation would be that the distníbution of a-site
hypenfine fields anises because thein d-site supel?-exchange neighbou::s

do not all- have the same magnetization, on account of thein diffenent

possible a-site envinonments. The idea is the same as the one in
II L ,I .2.

The spectna of ya(re)r[reo.gMo.r]gOrr, with M = Ga on A.Q,

show a vintually unal-tened d-site pattern, co¡qpaned to yrFesol2,

' and a bnoadened a-site pattern. The explanation is quite analogous

to that fon the gannets with a-site substitutions, except that the

effects ane not so pronounced, because each a-site has six d-site

supenexchange neighbour"s, companed to the foun neighbouns of the

d-site. The o(z) curves fon consecutive values of Z a:re ress

sepanated when N = 6 than when N = 4.

The speetna shown ín figur:e 75 ane fon gannets with a 25 tsite-

percentr substitution of sc on Ga. These compounds shoul-d be

magnetically companable, even though the::er ane half as many diamagnetic

ions again in the gal-lium-doped gar:net as the::e ane in the scandium-

doped one.

At noom tempenatune, yr(FeO.75ScO.rU)r[peJ3Ol2 hr" a b::oad

d-site pattennrwhich is fainly well nesolved. fi:om the nanr-owen a-site
pattenn. The nathen squane d-site ]íne shape is explained by the

pnobabilities PU(Z), which ane 0.02, O.42, O.2l_ and O.OS for.

Z = 4, 3, 2 and l-. The last tnace of the magnetically-split

spectnum disappeans at 449oK in the absence of an applied fieJ-d,
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and the rpa::amagnetic peaksr appean at 42IoK (.0 = 0.96).

The room-tempenatune spectnum of yr(Fe)r[fe.. 
7ScaO. Z5]gOtZ,

shown in figune 75b, has bnoad a-site lines, fon the r"easons given

above. tPanamagnetic peaksf appean at 457oK (rO = 0.975), and they

have taken over the entine spect::um at 469oK. These spectna suggest

that thene might be a nelation the size of the r"egion in which mixed

spectra ane obsenved, and the magnetic co-ondination numbero par"ticulanly

since to should be lowen fon the gallium-doped sampre, if arl_ other

factors we:re negligible, because ít contains a highen concentnation

of diamagnetic íons. rn othen wor:ds, the gneaten the numbe:: of
neighbouning sites on the sublattice with the diamagnetic substitution,

the gneater rb.

The purpose of making these gannets was not so much to

study thein low-tempenatune spectna, which sel.ve as anothen ill_us-

tnation of the principles of chapter" rrr, but nather to l_ook at

the mixed spectra in an applied fieldo usíng the firnace descnibed

in II 2.2. lle had pr:eviously taken spectna of (FeO.e,+RhO.OO)ZOg

and eFerO, at 296oc in an applied fierd of 50 koe. The i::on-::hodium

oxide spectnum, shown ín figure 37c, has a pronounced cent:raI peak,

wheneas the eFero, has a six-rine pattern, the l-ines of which a::e

:rather bnoad and asymmetnical-, possíbly due to nelaxation effects.

Both ane antÍfennomagnetíc , æd the applied field had veny littl_e
effect on eithen spectnum.

The gannets ane fennimagnetic, so it should be possib]e to
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test whether the centnal peaks ane palramagnetic or superpanamagnetÍc.

rf the inon ions contributing to the centnal peaks are paramagnetic,

then a fierd appì-ied panalleÌ to the y-ray direction shoul_d have

-l-ittle influence on the mixed spectna, apant fr^om nemoving rines

2 and 5, if the spin annangement is col-inear. The polar:isation induced

by a 10 kOe field woul-d be completely negligibre. However:, if the

centnal- peaks are actually superpanamagnetic, the applied fiej_d

wirJ- polarise the superpanamagnetic inon stnongfy. considerabte

magnetic spJ-itting should nesul-t, and the intensity of the centra]

peaks shourd dec::ease. This superparamagnetic inon may be loca1ísed

in distinct magnetic regions of the crystal, as süggested. by LevÍnson

et al- [f3g], but it could just as well be in smal-l cl_ustens of

shont-nange order whích ane not confined by any set of gnain boundanies

and lattice defects, but ar"e continually changÍng ín spatiaL extent

and position.

The spectna shown in figune 76 we:re taken at two temper-a-

tunes at which mixed spectra ane obsenved in ya(FeO.75ScO.rU)rIfeJgOfZ.

spectna are shown at each terrpenature with and without an applied

field of l-o kOe. The apprÍed fiel-d has a very manked effect on the

spectna, gneatry neducing the intensity of the rpanamagnetic peaksr,

and pnoducíng a g:reaten splitting of the magnetically ordened patte::n.

Data has also been obtained at 44BoK and at 4s5oK. The ratten

tempenatune is above the magnetic ondening tempenature, judged by

the disappearance of the magneticarly spJ-it spectnum in zeno field,
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neventheless it Ís possible

than l-O0 kOe by appi-ying a

The conclusion ís that the
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ondering tempenatunes fon pune and substituted gannets, d.educed.

from magnetization measurements and Mðssbauen spectna ane shown

in tabte 14. The temperatur€s, obtained in the two diffenent ways,

agree fon pune yttnium-iron garnet, but thene a::e interesting

diffenences fon the two doped mateníals.

lfe have found that the sc4ndium-substituted gannet is

superpanamagnetic above l-76oc. ExtnapoJ-ating a superpanamagnetic

magnetization cunve l-ike the one shown in fígune 70 will give a

finite value of M, and hence a hÍghen value for the ond.eníng tempena-

tune than the one deduced fnom Mðssbaue:. spectna. Howeven a hígher

ondening temperature is deduced fnom the Mössbauen spectna of the

gallium-substituted garnet than fnom its magnetization cunve. This

may be because the chanactenistic time fon the Mðssbauen measunement

is much less than fon the magnetization measunement, and magnetic

onden pensists on a time scale of 10-8 seconds to highen tempenatunes

than it does on a scale of l-O seconds. The diffenence in behaviour"

with substítutions on the two sites is cunious, and may be nelated

to the diffenence in co-ondination, on the gneaten concentration of

gaJ-líum.

4. DISCUSSION of the CENTRAL PEAKS.

In figune 78, the val-ues of tO measuned in the (t"r__**n*)rO,

system and in the diamagnetically substituted gannets ane shown.

The appearance of the central- peaks in a M8ssbauen spectnum

means that some, on all of the i::on has a spin r.elaxation
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time companable to the Larrnon pnecession time. Thnee possible explana-

tíons wil-t be considened; i) The impunity distníbution is inhomogeneous,

and diffenent negions of the crystal have diffe:nent ondering tempenatunes,

so that panamagnetic and magnetically-ondened negions coexist at

some temperatunes. ii) Lattice impenfections, on cfustens in the

randomly-substituted lattice, define distinct magnetic negions with

a range of vol-umes, so that supenpanamagnetic and magnetically-

ondened negions coexist at some tempenatunes. iii) A::ound the

ordening temperatur:e the::e ane c.Lustens of evanescent short-range
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onder. vlíth a cor"t:el-ation time of at l-east to-8s. If these negions

wene smal-J-, they would appean supenpat?amagnetic, even though they

are not tied to some negion of the lattíce.

The fir"st explanation nequi:res that differ"ent r"egíons of

the cnystal, penhaps dífferent crystall-Ítes, have diffenent impunity

concentnations. We found a linean vaniation of T* with x in the

(O.r-_**n*)r0, sVstem (FÍgure 35). Considen the 99% pune FeF, as an

exampJ-e: If we suppose that the crystallites have substitutional

impurities in the nange O - 29o, then the centnal peaks shoutd begin

to appean at r = 0.98, because the r:egions with 2% impunity become

paramagnetic at this temper"atur:e. In the (Fer_***)r0, system, the

crystallite síze is of the o::d.en of 5OO 8, and the statistical

vaniation of x fnom one crystatlite to the next is l-ess than i-O-3.

In onden to explain the mixed spectna of (FeO.O+RhO.3O)203, *

woul-d have to vary fnom 0.34 to 0.40. Such a grôoss innegulanÍty in

the dístnibution of the nhodium seems unlikely, and would pnobably

be detected in the x-nay powden photogz'aphs. Howeven, it is

difficult to see why negions containing l-05 cations, which would

have a statistical- va:riation of x of the night magnitude, should

be magnetically independent. In the nandom cubíc fattice, almost

al-1 the magnetic ions have magnetíc nea::est-neighbours when x < 0.65,

except fon a few small, isolated cl-usters, and there is centainly no

tendency to fonm large clustens. In an effective fiel-d theony,

thene is a singl-e ondening temperatune fon each crystallite on lange
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cl-uster".

rt seems to be unnecessary tq go to gneat J_engths to tny

to find negÍons of inhomogeneous doping, in view of the nesul-t of

figune 76. we^found:thene that the centnal peaks ane not paramag-

netic, as they woul-d be íf the finst explanation r^ras connect, but

instead they show that either? superpar"amagnetism on shont-nange

onder exist nean the o::dening tempenatune. fn othen wonds, they are

not due so much to a range of concentration in the maþnetically-

ond.ered regions, as the size of the negions themsel-ves. rf the

anisotr"opy is very low, as it is likely to be close to the cnitical-

tempenatune, then the vol-ume of the negion nay be quite J-ange.

At Mðssbaue:: fnequencies, the facton to in (6.1) is cnitical. Howeven,

if it is taken as to-fO, then lcl" ¿ kr, and panticres with dimensions

of thousands o or" tens of thousands of Angstnoms may be superpa:ra-

magnetic. The clustens which occurl natunalÌy in the random l-attice

cannot explain the behavioun shown in figune 79. rf they did,

superpanamagnetíc peaks woul-d only occun in compounds with x > o.7.

rt is possible that at l-owen val-ues of x, thene may be weak points

in the bl-ock of connected magnetic ions. Fon exampre, in Tabre 4,

two lange clusters which ane connected by onry one supe::exchange

bond ane counted as one. A cruster may be bette:: defined as having

at l-east a centain natio of bonds at its sunface to membens within,

and the natio chosen shoul_d depend on tempenatune.

Thene seems to be no neason why the supenparamagnetic
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regions should necessanily be eonfined. in a panticulan place in the

Lattice. They could be continually changing in extent and position,

and still- give the obsenved Mðssbauen spectna. The explanation in
terms of shont-nange onden avoids the need to define magnetically-

independent negions in the lattice.
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Oonclusions

Oet¡ daf íncnementtut

SUMMARY.

The local- moleculan field theory of the cubic lattice wÍth

stnong neanest-neighboun intenactions, and a nandom distnibution of

magnetic and non-magnetic ions, was developed to heJ-p explain the

Mðssbauen spectna of diamagneticalty sr:bstituted magnetic oxides.

The theory is 1ike1y to be valid when the diamagnetic concentnation

is less than (N-2)/N, and the tempenatune is well below the magnetic

ordering tempenatune. rn these cincumstances, the pnedicted spectna

have the same forrn as those obsenved, pnovided that due account is

taken of the diffenent nagnetíc envinonments possible fon the

neighbouns of a given nagnetic ion, and a sma1l, Iong-nange intenac-

tion is incl-uded.

The behavioun of the Mðssbaueu spectnum of the (Fer-*fr*)ZOg

system as a function of tempenatune fon some x, is simílan to its

behavioun as a function of x at constant tenpenatune. Three negions

can be distÍnguished: At hÍgh tempenatures, a norrnal panamagnetíc

spectnum is seen. At tempenatunes ar:ound and below the magnetic

ondening tempenatune, howeven defined, mixed spectna occuÌa, which

1.
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ane a combination of the panamagnetic pattenn with a bnoad,

magneticaj-ly-split pattenn. At yet lower tempenatunes, the centnal

peaks disappean, and a magnetically-split pattenn nemainso whose

bnoad lines show some stnucture. The broadening decneases with

decneasing tempenatune, but pensists even at T = O.

The spectna at the lowen tempenatunes may be explained in

terms of the local- mol-eculan fiel-d theony in a nandomly-substituted

lattice, pr"ovided that a spnead of l-ocal- fiel-ds of 8 koe pen magnetic

neighboun is penmitted at absol-ute zero. The main source of this

spnead is the supertnansfenred hypenfine field, Ðd it was possible

to cal-culate the fe::nic char"ge and spin fnom its numerical value.

Two exchange constants wene carculated fuon the h5rpenfíne fields

in diffenent magnetic envinonments, deduced fnon the noom-tempenatune

spectna.

The mixed spectra wene studied in some diamagnetically-

substituted gannets, and the centnal peaks wene found to be due to

small fennimagnetic clustens with a napid nelaxation time fon the net

moment. shont-lived magnetic onden pensÍsts, even when al-l tnace

of a magnetically-sp1Ít spectrum has disappeaned. Hence, diffenent

cnitenía for: measuning the magnetic ondening tempenatune give

appneciably differ"ent nesults.

Abr.upt changes in the quadnupole íntenaction and the total

spectnum shÍft at the Neel point of membens of the (Fer_*Rh*)ZOg

system suggest a sIíght change in the lattice panamatens, associated
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with magnetic ondening. The tempenatune-dependence of the total

spectnum shift ín HoFeO, was studíed in detail above and below

TN. The smal-l- diffenences between the two negíons ane best explained

in tenms of a magnetization-dependent Debye model fon the the::mal

shift. Thus, magnetic onden may bnÍng about measu::abre changes in

eithen the second order" Doppren shift on in the isomer. shift.

The magnetic polar.isation produced by an applied fiel_d

was obsenved in the Mðssbauen spectnum of both a panamagnetic

and a supenpalramagnetic compound. Thene should be a tcompensation

tempenatune t in pa:ramagnetic inon sal-ts at which the applied field

does not spJ-it the spectnal lines.

The quadnupole intenaction changes sign at the 24OoK

transition ín fennous penchl-onate. A J-ange applied field was also

used to neso.lve the hypenfine pattenns in soF"tzotg, and to uncoven
2¡

a sepanate Fe"'(B) spectnum in non-stoichiometníc magnetite.

2. SUGGESTIONS fon FURTHER WORK.

Most of the foll-owing pnoposed wonk is an extension on

development of the wonk neponted in thesis, although some of it is

unnel-ated.

i) A better study of the geometry of the nandomJ_y-

substituted lattice, fnom a magnetic viewpointo is desinabl-e. The

r:andom inhomogeneity, on clusten distnÍbution, should be investigated

without the stnict nequinement of neanest-neighboun intenactions.
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The magnetic intenactions between the ions might be simulated

on a computer, and it may be possible to find diffenent magnetic

behavioun in differ"ent negions of the lattice.

ii) Furthen tests of the assumption of a nandom dis-

tnibution of cations should be made. These ane best done fnom the

spectna of compounds in which the Ínon has only foun neighbouning

supenexchange sites. These sites ane occupied by a mixtur:e of

magnetic and non-magnetic cations, and the pnobabilities of the five

possible envinonments rnay be deduced fnom the stnuctune of the

Mðssbauen spectnum. Tnuly nandom solíd-solutions ane most likely

between oxÍdes with the same cr5¡stal st:ructune and cel-l dimensions,

containing cations of the same va.l-ence and ionic nadius, fon which

dinect cation-cation intenactions ane weak.

iíi) ft may be wonthwhile nepeating the expeniments of

chapten IV on a system whene thene is definitely only one dominant

supenexchange interêction.. The uncertaínties about the best

appnoximation to use to fit the data would then be eliminated. fnon-

inon intenactions coul-d be studied in the distonted penvoskites

La(Fer_*Rh*)o3, on the spinels rr.f]*el*)[83+]204 on (A2+lrr"l]*el*lrou'

whene both A and. B a::e diamagnetic cations. Fennous spectna

ane usually mone difficult to analyse than fenr:ic ones, because of

thein lange quadnupole intenaction, and it is unfontunate that thene

ane no spinel oxides with Fe3+exclusively on A-sites, and diamagnetic

ions on B-sites. These would be the ideal compounds fon a study of
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A-A íntenactions, with the aid of the M6ssbauen effect.

iv) The compounds FeRhrOU and FeRhrSU would make a

good comparison, if they could be synthesised. If fennous r.hodate

is simil-an to some othen tnansition-metal nhodates, it will show a

Jahn-Tel-Ien distontion at low tempenatunes Ie0, eZJ. The tetnagonal

distontion of the spineÌ lattice will disappean at highen tempenatu::es,

when the distontion pnesumably becomes d5mamic.

v) Apant fr"om funthe:r experiments to detect the in-

fluence of magnetíc onder" on the total- spectrum shift, it would be

interesting to make accunate measur"ements of 6a as a function of

tempenatune in a pat:a- on diamagnetic compound with a single-line

spectnum. If the atomic weight of the Mðssbauen ion is quite

dÍffenent fnom the avelrage atomíc weight of an ion in the crystal,

it shouÌd be possible to see the t::ansition fnom the shont to long-

phonon wavelength limits of the second onden Doppler shift.

vi) A study of the centnal peaks found in the Mðssbauen

spectna of some well-enysta1lised defect-structune compounds, fan

beJ-ow thein ondening tempenatunes, may be illuminating. FerSe, and

t"3Su (Smythite)[fZS] are examples. The centnal peaks requine a

quantitatíve expJ-anation, and the conditions necessary fon them to

occun shoul-d be more pnecisely char.acter"ised than has been possible

in the pnesent wonk.

vii) If a superparamagnetic eompound with a unifonm

gnain-size cou.l-d be pnoduced, it would be intenestÍng to study the
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sharpness of the transition fnom well-o::dened to super?alramagnetic

behavíoun. Al-so the ínfluence of applied fields of the same ondetl

of magnitude as the ener.gy banr.ie:: should be studiedo to see if the

supenparamagnetic nel-axation time incneases on decneases.

viii) The final suggestion fon funthen wonk is a novef

application of the Mðssbauen effect: to límnolory. Not veny much

is known about the minenalogy of lake sediments, because they ane

intimate mixtunes of dozens of onganic and inorganic phases, many

of them too poonly crystallised to gíve good x-uay diffnaction

patterns. The Mðssbaue:: effect could penhaps identify the inon

phases present in the sediment and help to clanify the inon cycle

in lakes. Annual nedox neactions coutd also be studied. Thene is

sufficient inon, appnoximately 59o of the ino:rganic fnactíon of the

sediments, give good Mðssbauen spectna.
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